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Welcome to our General Sale #50, the second of three general public auc  ons scheduled for 2024. This 
sale off ers our usual wide range of material, with quality Canada and provinces, Bri  sh Commonwealth 
and worldwide singles, sets and collec  ons. These include part three of the W.J. McGill collec  on of 
Scandinavia, a solid off ering of Canadian Federal and Provincial Revenues, several remarkable Wildlife 
Habitat Conserva  on lots and much more. Also of note is the second part of the Andrew Ellwood precancel 
collec  on.

Be sure to have a close look at our over 120 lots of postal history and postcards, part four of the Gordon 
Richardson early Manitoba postal history collec  on, as well as a fi ne selec  on of useful postal history from 
Canada and worldwide countries including Scandinavia. Also of note in this sale is another great off ering of 
philatelic literature.

We are proud to con  nue our long-standing tradi  on of showing online photos or scans of every single lot, 
so you know what you are buying, especially if you are not able to do pre-sale viewing in person. This sale 
is accompanied by thousands of high-quality pictures, far more than we can show in the print catalogue, 
which can all be seen in full colour on StampAuc  onNetwork.com

As usual, this sale will be conducted live on StampAuc  onNetwork.com, plus a live fl oor, via telephone and 
other tradi  onal bidding methods. A reminder that our buyer’s fee is s  ll at 17%, and that all transac  ons 
are in Canadian dollars - a bonus for US customers and those using other currencies. 

Enjoy the sale!

The Sparks Auc  ons Team

Viewing will be booked by appointment only starting the week of May 20th.

Please contact the offi ce or see our website for more information.
Phone: 613-567-3336      
Email: info@sparks-auctions.com

TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE

The property described in the sale catalogue (print and online versions) will be offered at public auction by 
Sparks Auctions Inc. (hereinafter “Sparks Auctions”) on behalf of various consignors. By bidding on any lot, 
whether in person, or through an agent, via Stamp Auction Network, by mail, email, fax, telephone, web-
site, or any other means, the bidder acknowledges and agrees to all of the Terms and Conditions of Sale 
found on the Sparks Auctions Inc. website at https://sparks-auctions.com/terms/

If you require a printed copy of the Terms & Conditions, please contact us at info@sparks-auctions.com for 
a copy by email or mail. 
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Province of Canada
Pence Issues Scott #1-13

1  #2 1851 6d Slate Violet Consort on Laid Paper, four large 
balanced margins, cancelled with two strikes of black target, 
desirable crisp impression and fresh colour. A choice example 
of this scarce stamp, extremely fi ne.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

                    
             
2 E/P #3TC 12d Queen Victoria “Scar” Die Proof in Orange, 

on India paper with huge margins (29 x 29 mm), clearly show-
ing a "scar" in CE of PENCE. An extremely rare proof, with only 
a handful known in any colour, this one is accompanied by a 
2023 Greene Foundation certifi cate describing it as having a 
"natural diagonal paper crease, tiny pinhole at crown and thin 
in top margin".

 .....................................................................Unitrade $12,500

3 E/P #3P 12d Queen Victoria Plate Proof in Black, on India 
paper, with margins clear (at right) to good or better, fi ne and 
fresh.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $6,000

4 E/P #3Pi 12d Queen Victoria Plate Proof in Black, with 
SPECIMEN Overprint in Carmine, on India paper, with four 
margins and very fresh. Fine to very fi ne.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

            
             
5 E/P #3Pii 12d Queen Victoria Plate Proof in Black, with 

Diagonal SPECIMEN Overprint in Carmine, on India paper, 
with four full margins, very fresh and very fi ne. Rsv $4,000.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $6,000

6  #4, 4i, 7, 10 Group of Four Used Pence Issues, with a red 
3d Beaver (crisp 4-ring 21 cancel), orange red 3d Beaver on 
thin paper (part target cancel), blue 10d Cartier on thin crisp 
paper, and a reddish purple 6d Consort on very thick fi brous 
paper (showing parts of two other stamps bottom and right, 
with a 4-ring 21 cancel). All four have at least one margin 
touching and three clear of outer frameline, a clean and fi ne 
group.  

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

                    
               7 8

7  #7 1855, 10d Blue Cartier on Thin, Crisp Paper, used, 
with indistinct numeral cancel, four large balanced margins, 
pleasing detailed impression, light central thin, but a most 
attractive stamp of extremely fi ne appearance.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500
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8 ** #8 1857 ½d Rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, mint 
never hinged original gum with one clear and three large mar-
gins. This stamp is fresh and crisp in colour and ideal for the 
collector of never hinged classics. Accompanied by a 2022 
Greene Foundation certifi cate.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,800

                    
               9 10

9  #9 1857 7½d Green Victoria on Wove Paper, four mar-
gins, mostly ample to large, close but clear at top, cancelled 
by indistinct four-ring numeral, pleasing deep colour, a fi ne 
example of this challenging stamp.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

10  #10 1857 6d Reddish Purple Consort on Very Thick, Soft 
Paper, used, with a fair strike of four-ring “21” numeral cancel 
of Montréal, three large margins, touching in places at right, 
small repair to lower right corner, an attractive example of this 
scarce stamp.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,500

                  
               11 12

11 Forgery #12F Oneglia Forgery of the 3d of 1858-59, Perfo-
rated 11.1 x 10.75, with clipped perforations at bottom right. 
A nice example of this forgery.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

12  #13 1859 6d Brown Violet, Perforated 11-3/4, used, 
with indistinct black cancellation, superior centering to what 
is often encountered, fresh colour and crisp impression, a 
fi ne and sound example of this elusive stamp.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

13  #4/9 Group of 5 Used Pence Issues, with a laid paper 6d 
Consort (faulty), three 3d Beavers (all with three margins, one 
has a vertical crease), and a 7½d Queen Victoria (four clear 
margins, two tiny tears at bottom).  

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

14 (*) #9/16, etc. Group of Four Valuable Pence and Cents 
Issues with Certifi cates, an unused #9 which is heavily re-
paired (2023 Greene Foundation cert.), an unused #12 (with 
small part OG but several small thins, with 2023 Greene 
Foundation cert.), an unused #16 (with 2023 Greene Foun-
dation pink cert. stating “long diagonal repaired broken 
crease with small tears at top and regummed”), as well as an 
unused Nova Scotia #5 (heavily repaired, with a 2023 Greene 
Foundation pink cert.). Four fi ne appearing but faulty stamps, 
which would be otherwise very expensive.  

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

Cents Issue Scott #14-20

                  

15 E/P #14P 1859-67 1c Rose Queen Victoria, plate proof 
block of four on India paper, balanced margins with sheet 
margin at top, bright and very fi ne. Rsv. $300.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

        

16 E/P #15TCi 1859-67 5c Orange Brownish-red Beaver, trial 
colour plate proof, block of four, on card-mounted India paper, 
each stamp showing a dot in “C” of CENTS, the odd insignifi -
cant paper wrinkle typical of this fragile paper, four generous 
even margins, uncommonly found as a block, very fi ne. Rsv. 
$350.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

 

17 E/P #15TCiv 1859-67 5c Brown Red Beaver, trial colour 
plate proof, block of four, on India paper, horizontal SPECI-
MEN overprint, slight wrinkle from hinge at top typical of this 
fragile paper, margins large to clear, very fi ne. Rsv. $300.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000
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18  #16i 1858 10c Chocolate Brown Consort, Perforated 
11¾, used, with black grid cancel, beautiful rich shade, typi-
cal centering for these notoriously narrowly-spaced stamps, 
repaired perf at upper right, not mentioned on the accompa-
nying certifi cate, else of very good appearance. Accompanied 
by a 1998 Greene Foundation certifi cate.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,250

                    

19 E/P #17TCi 1864 10c Brownish Purple Consort, trial colour 
plate proof on card-mounted India paper, block of four, with 
four large margins, rich colour, an attractive multiple, very 
fi ne. Rsv. $350.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,100

                    

20 E/P #20TCii 1864 2c Green Victoria, trial colour plate proof, 
on card-mounted India paper, bright shade and four large, 
even margins. Very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $400

21 E/P #20TCvar 1864 2c Dark Rose Queen Victoria, trial co-
lour plate proof, strip of three on card-mounted India paper, 
each example showing a dash in lower right “2”, large to am-
ple margins, fresh and very fi ne. Rsv. $250.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

                  
x22

22  #14/20 Group of Used 1859 First Cents Issues, with #s 
14 (x4, including a fully dated one and a mint one), 15, 19 
(x5) and 20 (faulty). Overall fi ne or better, with a few small 
faults.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Large Queens Scott #21-33

23  #21, 21a 1868-81 ½c Black Large Queen, with #21 
(x10) and #21a (x10, 11½ x 12), all used except for one mint 
hinged 21a, overall fi ne to very fi ne and unchecked by us for 
printing varieties.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,960

24  #23 1868 1c Yellow Orange Large Queen, a group of 8 
used singles with one dated 1870, one is faulty and two have 
creases, else overall fi ne

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,440

25  #24, 24b, 24i 1868 2c Green Large Queen, a group of 
60 used singles, including 30 regular papers, 10 thin papers 
and 20 identifi ed by owner as being of the “emerald green” 
shade. We note a variety of postmarks, including a few dated, 
one of which is on thin paper dated MAY.1.1868. Overall fi ne 
or better, all stamps are pictured online.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$6,000

26  #25, 25b 1868 3c Red Large Queens, a group of 83, in-
cluding 69 stamps identifi ed by owner as being on “paper 10” 
and another 10 on the thin paper (#25b). We note a good 
variety of postmarks, including 2 and 4-ring numerals (saw 
2-ring #2 and 54, 4-ring 41), corks, dated town cancels, etc, 
as well as shades, etc. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,310Scans of these lots can be found online at
https://stampauctionnetwork.com
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27  #26, 27, 27a 1868 6c Brown and 1876 5c Olive Green 
Large Queens, a group of 5x 5c LQ, as well as a group of 40 
used singles of the 6c value, including those identifi ed by the 
owner as Scott #s 27 (dark brown, x20), 27a (yellow brown, 
x10) and 27v (brown, x10), noting a variety of postmarks, 
overall fi ne or better.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$5,300

28 E/P #28P 12½c Large Queen Plate Proof in Blue, printed 
on card, very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

29  #28 1868 12½c Blue Large Queen, a group of 30 used 
singles, noting shades, postmarks, unchecked by us for vari-
eties, overall fi ne or better.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,750

     
   

30 E/P #29P 15c Large Queen Plate Proof in Red Lilac, printed 
on card, very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

31  #29a 1873 15c Greyish Purple Large Queen, Perforated 
11½ x 12, a group of 10 used singles, with a variety of post-
marks and a few short perfs, else overall fi ne.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$5,000

        

32 * #30e 1868 15c Deep Blue Large Queen in a Horizontal 
Pair, mint with original gum (though disturbed and with hinge 
remnant), fresh colour, very good to fi ne. Accompanied by 
2024 Greene Foundation certifi cate.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

                  
x33

33  #29, 29b, 29i 1868 15c Large Queen, a large group of 
110 used singles, all sorted and identifi ed by the owner as #s 
29 (grey violet shades, x20), 29b (red lilac shades, x78), and 
29i (purple shades, x12). We note many shades within each 
category, as well as a good variety of postmarks, including 
some fancy corks, some fully dated stamps (incl. 5 in 1868), 
etc. A few faults here and there, still an overall useful, and 
fi ne-very fi ne group. All stamps can be seen online.

 ........................................................................ Scott U$10,500

34 /* #30, etc. Group of 89 Mint and Used 15c Large 
Queens, all sorted and identifi ed by the owner, with #s 29/30 
(5 unused no gum singles with shades), 30 (x32 used, with 
shades), 30b and 30i (x50 used, with shades), 30iii (used 
“pawnbroker” variety, catalogued as fi ne in Unitrade) and 30c 
(used very thick paper, with shallow thin). Note a variety of 
postmarks, etc., overall fi ne or better.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$7,520

Canadian Bank Note Essays

                 

35 E/P #35E-Ac ca. 1891, 1c Dark Yellow Queen Victoria 
Canadian Bank Note Co. Dominion of Canada Essay, on 
smooth coated thick paper, four margins, three quite large, 
printed for the purposes of bidding on a Post Offi ce contract, 
later used as an example of the fi rm’s printing and design 
capabilities, a scarce and popular essay, fi ne. Minuse & Pratt 
35E-Ac.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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36 E/P #37E-Ad ca. 1891 3c Queen Victoria Canadian Bank 
Note Co. Dominion of Canada Essay, black on smooth coat-
ed paper, lithographed block of four, with four large balanced 
margins, a choice and scarce multiple, extremely fi ne. Minuse 
& Pratt 37E-Ad. Rsv. $450.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

   

37 E/P ca. 1891 2c Queen Victoria Canadian Bank Note Co. 
Dominion of Canada essay, green, engraved on distinctive 
thin Japanese laid paper, large even margins, horizontal 
crease through top two stamps, typical of the faults to which 
this notoriously fragile paper is subject, a scarce multiple of 
very fi ne appearance. Rsv. $400.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

Small Queens Scott #34-47

                    

38 E/P #35TC5 1c Small Queen Trial Colour Plate Proof in Dark 
Green on Glazed Paper, with thins, a small stain at upper 
centre and vertical creases. Accompanied by a 2024 Greene 
Foundation certifi cate. Scarce. Minuse & Pratt 35TC5.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $450

39  #37d 3c Copper Red Small Queen, Perforated 12½, used 
pair, with short and missing perfs at right, else very fi ne. Ex 
McNaught. Accompanied by a 2022 Greene Foundation cer-
tifi cate. Rsv. $1,800.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,000

40 E/P #38TC2a 5c Small Queen Trial Colour Proof in Black 
on India Paper, at stamp size, with a central thin. Accompa-
nied by a 2024 Greene Foundation certifi cate. Rare. Minuse 
& Pratt #38TC2a.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

            

41 ** #42 1888-1897 5c Grey Small Queen, mint never hinged, 
fresh, short perf upper right, else fi ne-very fi ne.  Accompanied 
by a 2024 Greene Foundation certifi cate.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

We are always seeking nice material for our 
sales.  Please contact us to discuss your 
consignments to our future auctions.

consign@sparks-auctions.com
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42 ** #42a 1891 5c Grey Small Queen Imperforate Counter 
Block of Six,  mint upper left marginal block of six, with full 
shiny yellowish gum, stamps are never hinged, with hinge 
marks in top and left margins. The top margin shows a com-
plete "FIVE CENTS" counter (in thick, serifed, shaded letters). 
A striking showpiece. Rsv. $4,400.

 .......................................................................Estimate $5,000

43 ** #43 1890 6c Red Brown Small Queen, a group of 13 
mint never hinged stamps, including 3 strips of three and 2 
pairs. One stamp has a small tear and a corner crease (this 
one not included in c.v.), rest are fresh and with very good 
centering. 

 .......................................................................... Scott U$9,600

44  #34-47 Collection of Used Small Queens to the 50c, all 
neatly displayed on 4 stock pages, and identifi ed by owner 
by catalogue number, grading and value. Includes many sub-
types, and we note the following major #s: 34 (x16), 35 (x48), 
36 (x18), 37 (x24), 38 (x5), 39 (x13), 40 (x11), 41 (x40), 42 
(x20), 43 (x15), 44 (x7), 45 (x23), 46 (x6) and 47 (x3). With 
a total of 250 stamps, there are many other interesting attri-
butes such as better cancels, blocks of four, pairs and strips, 
shades and printings, etc. Overall fi ne or better, all pages 
scanned online.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,403

Jubilee Issue Scott #50-65

        

45 ** #57 1897 10c Brown Violet Jubilee, mint never hinged 
sheet margin single, very fi ne. Accompanied by a 2024 
Greene Foundation certifi cate.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

        

46 * #62 1897 $2 Dark Purple Jubilee, mint hinged with dis-
turbed gum, still well centered and very fi ne.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

    

47  #64 1897 $4 Purple Jubilee, used with c.d.s. cancel dated 
1897, fi ne-very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

    

48  #65 1897 $5 Olive Green Jubilee, used with centrally 
struck Montréal datestamp, deep colour and fi ne-very fi ne. 
Accompanied by a 2005 Greene Foundation certifi cate.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,600

49 /*/** #50-60 1897 Jubilees, Short Set to the 50c, 
mint except where noted, with the ½c (vf with large thin), 1c 
(hinged, fi ne), 2c (hinged with faults), 3c (very good NH, with 
toning), 5c (very good NH with gum imperfections), 6c (fi ne 
lightly hinged), 8c (fi ne hinged), 10c (very good NH, with light 
toning spots), 15c (very good used), 20c (very fi ne NH with 
small toning spots) and 50c (fi ne-very fi ne hinged with gum 
thin and toning spots). 

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

50 * #50-61 1897 Jubilees, Short Set to the $1, mint with 
stamps hinged to an older album page. A nice way to get 
started on this issue. Fine. 

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,527

51 */** #51-54 1897 1c to 5c Jubilees, group of mint singles 
and multiples. Includes 1c (x39), 2c (x26), 3c (x18) and 5c 
(x4). Most are never hinged, some gum bends, creases and 
paper adhesions noted. A good study group and all were cata-
logued as hinged. Very good to fi ne. 

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,965
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Leaf Issues Scott #66-73

52 ** #66a-73i 1897-1898 ½c to 10c Queen Victoria Leaf Set, 
Imperforate, a select set in horizontal pairs, all mint never 
hinged and fresh, with large margins and bright colours, three 
values have sheet margins, overall very fi ne to extremely fi ne. 
Includes #s 66a, 67a, 68a, 69a, 70a, 71a, 72i and 73i, and 
each pair is accompanied by a 2012 Greene Foundation cer-
tifi cate. If you have been waiting to obtain a nice, fresh set, 
this is the one. Rsv. $9,000. See image on page 11.

 .....................................................................Unitrade $20,625

   

34 ** #67 1897 1c Blue Green Queen Victoria Leaf Block of 
Four, mint never hinged, fresh and very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $960

   

54 ** #70 1897 5c Dark Blue Queen Victoria Leaf, mint never 
hinged horizontal pair, fresh and fi ne to very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

Numeral Issues Scott #74-84

55 ** #74, 74i 1898 ½c Black Queen Victoria Numeral, a mint 
never hinged sheet of 100, with full selvedge on four sides, 
showing the complete plate 1 inscription at top and major re-
entry in position 18. There is a bit of separation in places, still 
a fi ne to very fi ne sheet.  See image on page 11.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,765

56 */** #74, 74i Dealer Stock of Mint ½c Queen Victoria Nu-
meral Issues, with 130 never hinged (including a block of 6, 
11 blocks of 4 plus several pairs and singles) and 22 hinged, 
with many distinct shades, overall fi ne to very fi ne.  

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,525

   

57 (*) #74iv 1898 ½c Black Queen Victoria Numeral, imperfo-
rate pair, on horizontal wove paper, without gum, four large 
balanced margins, crisp impression, very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $500

58 */** #75 Dealer Stock of Mint 1c Queen Victoria Numeral 
Issues, with 10 never hinged and 10 hinged, plus 2 without 
gum, overall fi ne to a few very fi ne.  

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,600

   

59 (*) #75vi 1898 1c Deep Green Queen Victoria Numeral 
Imperforate on Vertical Wove Paper, an unused (as issued) 
horizontal pair, very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

60 (*) #77d 1900 2c Carmine, Die II on Horizontal Wove pa-
per, an imperforate pair from the top left corner position and 
thought to be from the booklet pane sheets where the rare 
tête-bêche panes and pairs originated. No gum as issued, 
very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500
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Lot 55

xLot 52
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61 (*) #79ii 1899 5c Blue Queen Victoria Numeral, Imperfo-
rate Pair on Bluish Paper, horizontal wove, without gum, 
uniform large margins, detailed impression and bright colour, 
very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

   

62 ** #80 1898 6c Brown Queen Victoria Numeral, mint never 
hinged, two light vertical gum creases, fi ne-very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

   

63 (*) #82ii 1898 8c Orange Queen Victoria Numeral, Imperfo-
rate Pair, on vertical wove paper, without gum, large margins 
all around, trivial wrinkle at upper left, else very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

Imperial Penny Postage and Provisionals Scott #85-88

64 */** #85, 86 1898 2c Map Issue, a group of 6 mint blocks 
of four in various shades, one block of NH and there are three 
NH stamps in the other blocks. One stamp has a gum thin, 
overall fi ne or better.  

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,380

   

65 (*) #86 1898 2c Lavender Map Imperforate, an unused (no 
gum, as issued) horizontal pair, with oceans somewhat sul-
phuretted, else very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $700

   

66 (*) #86a 1898 2c Blue Map Imperforate, an unused (with-
out gum, as issued) vertical pair, very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $700

   

67 ** #86b 1898 2c Deep Blue Map Stamp in a Block of 12, 
an upper right block with partial inscription. There is some 
separation and we noted a gum bend through the selvedge 
and the top left stamp, else fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $720
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King Edward VII Era -- Scott #89-95

68 E/P #91TC2a-95TC2a 5c to 50c Edward VII Trial Colour 
Small Die Proofs in Black, each in stamp size on white card 
(0.01” thick) mounted on slightly larger card and accompa-
nied by an individual 2022 Greene Foundation certifi cate. 
A stunning group of exhibition pieces. Very fi ne and rare. Ex 
Henry Hicks and the AFAB Collection. Minuse & Pratt 91TC2a 
to 95TC2a. Rsv. $8,500.  See image above.

 .................................................................... Estimate $10,000

69 ** #91 1903 5c Blue King Edward VII, on Blue Paper, a 
mint never hinged block of 12 with sheet margin at top, a 
very fresh block with deep rich colour, overall fi ne-very fi ne. A 
scarce multiple, especially so nice.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $8,700

   

70 ** #92iii 1903 7c Straw King Edward VII, never hinged, with 
sheet margin at right, a bright fresh stamp, very fi ne. Rsv. 
$300.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

Québec Tercentenary Scott #96-103

71 */** #97 Dealer Stock of Mint 1c Québec Tercentenary Is-
sues, with 27 never hinged and 14 hinged, overall fi ne to very 
fi ne, also includes one damaged (not counted).

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,445

72 * #99a 1908 5c Québec Tercentenary Imperforate, a mint 
hinged vertical pair with sheet margin at right. Gum thin due 
to hinge removal and tiny inclusion at left, both on top stamp, 
else very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

Lot 68
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73  #100 1908 7c Olive Green Québec Tercentenary, used 
block of four, neatly-struck partial Montréal corner cancels, 
well-centered, a challenging multiple in this quality, very fi ne. 
Rsv. $200.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

Canada Die Proofs

74 E/P Engraved Die Proof of a Moose Head in Light Blue, 
measuring 73mm x 68mm, with pencil notation “INDEX” at 
bottom left and mounted on a larger “American Bank Note Co. 
New York glossy paper backing. Interesting and lovely.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

King George V Era 
Admiral Issues Scott #104-140

75 ** #118 1925 10c Bistre Brown Admiral, a mint never 
hinged block of four, with each stamp well centered and 
fresh, extremely fi ne. Accompanied by a 2018 Greene Foun-
dation certifi cate.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $720

                    
               76 x77

76 ** #120 1925 50c Black Brown Admiral, Dry Printing, mint 
never hinged, with sheet margin at bottom. A wonderfully 
fresh stamp with great centering and perfect gum, extremely 
fi ne in all respects. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Founda-
tion certifi cate.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

77 ** #140 1926 2c on 3c Carmine Admiral Two-Line Sur-
charged Provisional, group of 16 mint never hinged singles, 
fresh and most very fi ne and catalogued as such.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $960

78 /*/** Group of Mint Admiral Coils and Imperforate 
Blocks, 1912 to 1924, consisting of strips of 3 and 4 stamps, 
as well as imperforate blocks of 4 stamps with a total of 41 
stamps displayed on a black Vario type stock page. All strips 
perforated vertically are hinged in the middle leaving one or 
two stamps mint never hinged (with exception of #128a, strip 
of 4 only hinged at the top stamps), while the strips perforat-
ed horizontally are hinged at the top stamp leaving a pair or 
three stamps mint never hinged. We noted one paste-up strip 
(#126). All imperforate blocks are hinged at the top, leaving 
the bottom horizontal pair mint never hinged. Clean useful lot. 
Overall very fi ne.  

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,545
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Admiral War Tax Scott #MR1-MR7

79 ** #MR2C 1915 20c Olive Green Admiral Overprinted WAR 
TAX, a mint never hinged block of four, overall fi ne-very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,840

80 ** #MR3, MR3b 1916 2c + 1c Carmine and Rose Red 
Admiral War Tax Group, with 31 mint never hinged stamps 
(singles and pairs), all but one have a natural straight edge, 
overall fi ne to very fi ne

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,720

81 ** #MR3a 1916 2c + 1c Carmine Admiral War Tax, Die II, a 
mint never hinged block of four, with bright, fresh colour, very 
fi ne. Accompanied by a 2018 Green Foundation certifi cate. A 
scarce block, especially this nice.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,800

            
x82

82 */** #MR1/MR7i Collection of Mint Admiral War Tax Is-
sues, with MR1 and 2 (both hinged, MR1 has gum loss), MR3 
(hinged), MR4 (hinged), MR5 (hinged), MR6 (never hinged 
pair) and MR7i (never hinged paste-up pair). Overall fresh and 
fi ne or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

            
x83

83 */(*) #MR2B/MR2Di Group of 6 Admiral War Tax Issues, 
with #s MR2B (XF jumbo without gum), MR2C (VF hinged), 
MR2Ci (fi ne, no gum), MR2D (VF hinged), MR2Di (VF hinged 
with crease) and MR2Di (fi ne without gum).

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

 Scroll Issue Scott #149-161

            
x84

84 * #158 1929 50c Dark Blue Bluenose, a group of 7 mint 
hinged singles, one stamp has a stain at bottom, still overall 
fi ne or better.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,575

            
x85

85 */** #149-159 1928-29 1c to $1 KGV Scroll Set, mint 
never hinged, except for the 50c and $1 which are very lightly 
hinged (barely visible), overall fi ne-very fi ne.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$930

Arch-Leaf Issue Scott #162-183

86 ** #166 1931 2c Brown King George V Arch Plate Block 
Selection, with twenty three blocks, mostly blocks of four, a 
few of six and one of eighteen, never hinged, from plates 5 
(x7), 6 (x9), 7 (x1), 8 (x5), and 9 (x1), the occasional example 
with light crease, ink offset, etc, a chiefl y fresh and fi ne-very 
fi ne group.  

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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Silver Jubilee Issue Scott #211-216

87 ** #215 1935 10c Green Windsor Castle in a Full Sheet, 
mint never hinged, Plate 1 (UR). Very fi ne. See image on Page 
17.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $925

88 * #215a 1935 10c Green Windsor Castle, Imperforate Pair, 
a mint hinged horizontal pair, lovely colour and impression, 
balanced margins, only 130 pairs recorded, very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $400

89 E/P #216P 1935 13c Dark Blue Yacht Britannia, vertical 
plate proof pair, on card-mounted India paper, very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $350

Pictorial Issue Scott #217-230

            
x90

90 E/P #217P-227P 1935 1c Green to $1 Blue King George V 
Pictorial Imperforate Plate Proofs, complete set of eleven, 
on card-mounted India paper, each with large balanced mar-
gins, detailed impression, attractive and very fi ne. Rsv. $450.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

91 ** #218-219 1935 2c Brown and 3c Dark Carmine in 
Four Full Sheets, mint never hinged, and including the 2c 
Plate 1 (LL, with guide arrow at right) and Plate 2 (UR), and 
the 3c Plate 4 (centre) and Plate 5 (centre). There is some 
separation and bits of corner selvedge missing on three of 
the sheets, noted for the record. Else very fi ne. See image on 
page 17.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $590

King George VI Era (1937-1952) -- Scott #231-320

            

92 ** #233 var 1938 3c Carmine Mis-perforated Block of 
Four, a mint never hinged and striking 3mm vertical perfora-
tion shift. Very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

93 ** #241b-245b 1938 10c to $1 Pictorial Issue, Imperfo-
rate, each value presented in a mint never hinged sheet mar-
gin pair and including both shades of the 10c value. The 13c 
has a light gum blemish, else a very fi ne set. Rsv. $3,250.  
See image on page 18.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $7,125

94 ** #268 1946 8c Farm Scene, in Four Sheets, all mint nev-
er hinged, with Plate 1 (UR and LL) and Plate 2 (LR and LL). 
Some separation noted for the record. Fresh and very fi ne. 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $904

Did you know we have thousands of 
scans online?

Visit our auction online at
https://stampauctionnetwork.com
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95 ** #273 1946 $1 Red Violet Train Ferry, never hinged lower 
left plate block of four, fresh and very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $375

96 ** #296, 297 1949-1950 1c green and 3c rose violet, Rolls 
of 500 Coil Stamps, with start and end strips fully intact on 
the unopened 3c roll, both representing a great opportunity to 
check for jump strips and ideal for the avid coil collector or a 
dealer looking to fi ll their inventory of these issues. Mint never 
hinged, fi ne or better. 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,050

Queen Elizabeth II Era (1953-2022) -- Scott #321-

      

97 ** #341 var 1954 5c Blue Mis-perforated Queen Elizabeth 
II Block of Four, a mint never hinged and striking 4mm verti-
cal perforation shift. Very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

x Lot 93
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98 ** #502ii 1969 5c Blue and Multicoloured Christmas 
Children Praying Black Offset on Reverse, in a mint never 
hinged block of four with a normal block for comparison. A 
striking variety well suited for exhibition. Very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

99 ** #556 var 1971 (10c) Christmas Snowfl akes with Silver 
Colour Omitted, a complete mint never hinged pane of 50, 
untagged and fi ne.  

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

100 ** #592 T1 1974 7c Dark Brown Louis St. Laurent with Tag-
ging Variety, a mint never hinged fi eld stock sheet of 100, 
with all vertical tagging bars shifted to the left, resulting in 
each stamp having only one bar at centre right, scarce and 
very fi ne. 

 ........................................................................ Tagging $5,000

      

101 E/P #598P 50c Landscape Defi nitive Progressive Plate 
Proof, a horizontal pair printed on gummed paper in one co-
lour only, thus missing the green colour surrounding the word 
“Canada”, etc. Wrinkles do not detract from the scarcity of 
this item.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

      

102 ** #614a 1973 15c R.C.M.P. Musical Ride Imperforate, 
three mint never hinged items, with a vertical pair, vertical 
sheet margin strip of three and a horizontal pair, all with small 
wrinkles, still very fi ne appearance

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

      

103 ** #614a 1973 15c R.C.M.P. Musical Ride, Vertical Im-
perforate Pair, four large margins including portion of sheet 
margin at foot, never hinged, without the typical wrinkles that 
often plague this issue, a popular QEII-era variety, fresh and 
very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

104 ** #729 var 1977 12c Blue Parliament Coil, with Double 
Perforations, originally a block of 94 stamps which has been 
severed in places and separated in two places, with 4 vertical 
rows being double perforated, plus others being blind double 
perforated. An interesting and very fi ne modern coil variety. 

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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105 ** #908a 1981 “A” Red Coil Stamp in an Imperforate Pair, 
never hinged and very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $500

106 ** #926A 1987 36c Plum Queen Elizabeth II, group of 60 
matched sets of corner blocks, mint never hinged, fresh and 
very fi ne. All are still sealed in Canada Post packaging. Face 
value of the stamps is $345. 

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,800

            
x107

107 ** #977 1983 $2 Map of the Earth, group of 12 mint never 
hinged matched sets of inscription corner blocks, 11 of which 
are still sealed in Canada Post packaging. Fresh and very fi ne. 
Total face value is $384.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

            

108 ** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a 
mint never hinged block of four, small bend in margin below 
lower left stamp, still very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,400

                     
               109 110

109 ** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a 
mint never hinged vertical gutter strip of four, with very light 
bend in gutter margin, still very fi ne. Catalogue value is for two 
pairs only.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,400

110 ** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a 
mint never hinged plate block of four with sheet margin at top 
showing booklet and printer imprints, including traffi c lights, 
very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,400

 

111 ** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a 
mint never hinged vertical pair with sheet margin at top, very 
fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $700
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112 ** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a 
mint never hinged horizontal pair with sheet margin at bot-
tom, very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $700

 

113 ** #1172h 1990 45c Pronghorn Imperforate, a mint never 
hinged vertical block of 8, with sheet margin at right, fresh 
and very fi ne.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,800

 

114 ** #1172h 1990 45c Pronghorn Imperforate, a mint never 
hinged lower marginal vertical pair, very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

 

115 ** #1179d 1990 78c Beluga Whale Imperforate, a mint 
never hinged upper sheet margin vertical pair with a small 
bend in margin between stamps, else very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

Would you like to work with the 
Sparks Auctions team? We are seeking 
knowledgeable lott ers to join us. Contact 
General Manager Peter MacDonald 
pmacdonald@sparks-auctions.com to 
express your interest, or have a look at 
our website for more information.
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116 ** #1182a 1989 $2 McAdam Railway Station Imperforate, 
a mint never hinged horizontal pair, very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

 
117 ** #1292ii 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, 

a mint never hinged gutter strip of four, very fi ne. Catalogue 
value is for 2 vertical pairs only.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,900

 

118 ** #1362ii 1998 45c Flag Over Building Imperforate Gut-
ter Block with Inscriptions, mint never hinged, catalogued 
as two imperforate gutter pairs and two imperforate pairs, 
with no premium for the plate inscriptions. There are creases 
(as usual and mentioned in Unitrade) and the surface is dirty.  
Unitrade CV $6,000.

 .................................................................................... Est $250

            
Detail Lot 119

119 ** #1442b 1992 42c Canada in Space Sheet with Mis-
placed Hologram, a mint never hinged sheet of 20, with the 
hologram in position 14 missing, and shifted underneath the 
hologram on the stamp beneath it in position 18. A very in-
teresting variety, as holograms are usually either there or not 
there. This was purchased in an Ottawa post offi ce and tucked 
away since then. Accompanied by a 2024 Greene Foundation 
certifi cate. The catalogue value given is for a plate block with 
missing hologram.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,200
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Detail Lot 120

120 ** #1442iii 1992 42c Canada In Space “High Orbit” Vari-
ety on Pane of 20, mint never hinged, each pair showing the 
high orbit variety, fresh and very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

121 ** #1694 1997 $8 Grizzly Bear, group of 13 Canada Post 
sets (Unitrade Thematic Collection #80, c.v. $145 each) con-
taining an imprint block of 4, with signatures of the designer 
and engraver and a numbered print of the engraving of the $8 
Grizzly Bear. Original retail price was $95 each. These were 
issued in a limited number of 2,500. Twelve of the books are 
still sealed in Canada Post plastic wrap.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,885

                      
               122 123 

122 ** #1764b 1998 45c Angel of the Last Judgment, Left Mar-
gin Block of Four, Perforation 13.1 x 13.6, the sheet stamp 
perforation change for this issue. The note in Unitrade states, 
“Perhaps 1,000 mint copies exist.” Very fi ne.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

123 ** #1764b 1998 45c Angel of the Last Judgment, Perfora-
tion 13.1 x 13.6, a mint single of the sheet stamp perforation 
change for this issue. The note in Unitrade states, “Perhaps 
1,000 mint copies exist.” Very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $500

124 ** #2045i-2048i 2004 Group of 24 Write Me - Ring Me 
Complete Cards, Including Phone Cards, includes 6 of each 
issue, all still shrink wrapped. A scarce group.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

                    

125 ** #2128 var 2005 (51c) Red Bergamot Blossom Coil with 
Missing Orange and Brown Colours, a mint pair on TRC pa-
per, the two missing colours represent the missing orange 
(“51”) and missing brown (“Canada” and a small part of the 
fl ower). The stamps have the same tagging as a regular stamp 
with all 5 colours, helping to prove that there was no chemi-
cal manipulation to remove the colours. This pair is from the 
same fi nd as previous lots sold by us.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

 

126  #2844 2015 Recalled Hoodoos UNESCO Souvenir 
Sheet, on an Offi cial Canada Post First Day cover, very fi ne 
and popular.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $650

            
x127

127 ** #2844, 2847a 2015 Recalled Hoodoos UNESCO Souve-
nir Sheet and Booklet, each showing the incorrect image for 
the Dinosaur National Park, mint never hinged, very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $375
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128 ** #2844, 2847a 2015 Recalled Hoodoos UNESCO Souve-
nir Sheet and Booklet, each showing the incorrect image for 
the Dinosaur National Park, mint never hinged, very fi ne.  

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $375

            
x129

129 ** #2847a 2015 Recalled Hoodoos UNESCO Booklets, 
group of 4, each showing the incorrect image for the Dinosaur 
National Park, mint never hinged, very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $400

130 (*) #1-ST 1983 Stick ‘N Tic Labels, 10 packs of 25, still 
sealed from the Post Offi ce. Very fi ne.  

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

Back of the Book 
Complete Booklets

131 ** #BK76/BK92 Group of Complete Booklets, with quanti-
ties each of BK76 (about 60), 78 (about 30), 80 (over 100, 
some with varieties), 81 (x9), 82 (about 80, most with single-
bar tagging variety), 82a (about 150), 84 (x10), 86 (x72), 88 
(over 50), and 92 (x54). A good variety of material here, over-
all very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

132 ** #BK212/BK686 Group of Four Different Booklets with 
Errors. #2847a 2015 Recalled Hoodoos UNESCO Booklet 
#623 (c.v. $100), #BK686 2017 Hanukkah Recalled Book-
let (c.v. $50), which had been recalled within hours of having 
been issued, due to the incorrect use of the Star of David 
motif, and two others with interesting errors with #BK212 52c 
Christmas Angels with gold lettering shifted down resulting in 
CANADA being outside of the design, #BK281 49c QEII mis-
cut booklet of 10. A mint group, all never hinged, fresh. 

 .................................................................................... Est $100

            
Detail Lot 133

133 ** #BK215c 1998 45c Flag Over Iceberg Booklet of 40 
with Die Cutting Omitted, horizontally between the last two 
rows of stamps. A small piece of “selvedge” missing from the 
top right corner, still a fabulous showpiece. Very scarce and 
very fi ne.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

Semi-Offi cial Airmails #CLP1-CLP7

134 (*) #CLP7 1928 ($1) Red on White Moose Jaw Flying Club, 
unused (no gum) from the bottom of the pane, very fi ne and 
scarce.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

Semi-Offi cial Airmails Scott #CL1-CL52

            

135 * #CL15c 1926 Patricia Airways “Style One” with Type B 5c 
Overprint Descending in Red, mint hinged, fi ne-very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

            

136 * #CL16 1926 Patricia Airways “Style One” with Type D (5c) 
Overprint Descending in Black, mint hinged, with light gum 
disturbance, still very fi ne and scarce.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

            

137 * #CL17a 1926 Patricia Airways “Style One” with Type A 
10c Overprint Ascending in Red and Type D Overprint De-
scending in Black, mint hinged, with tiny adhesion on gum, 
very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500
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138 * #CL20 1927 Patricia Airways “Style Two” with 5c Ascend-
ing Type B Overprint in Black, mint hinged and very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,250

            

139 * #CL20d 1927 Patricia Airways “Style Two” with 5c De-
scending Type B Overprint in Red, with Malformed “O”, mint 
hinged, from position 7, very fi ne and scarce.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

            

140 * #CL22c 1927 Patricia Airways “Style Two” with 10c As-
cending Type A Overprint in Red and Inverted Descending 
Type D Overprint in Black, mint lightly hinged and very fi ne. A 
rare stamp.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

141 ** #CL41 1927 (10c) Black with Orange Background 
Western Canada Airways Service, a mint never hinged com-
plete pane of 50, with full selvedge all around, showing the 
“ONE OZ. TEN CENTS” imprints at top and bottom. Remark-
ably fresh and very fi ne. 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

            

142 ** #CL47, CL47a 1929-30 (10c) Black Commercial Air-
ways “Via Air” Pane of 10, mint never hinged, without the 
side selvedge and with broken second “C” in Commercial in 
position 2. Scarce, ex Wong. Very fi ne.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,520

143 */** #CL3/CL52 Collection of 41 Different Semi-Offi cial 
Airmail Stamps, all stamps hinged unless otherwise noted, 
with CL #s 3 (x2), 5, 5a tête-bêche pair (n.g.), 6, 6 pair (n.h.), 
6 pair (n.h., bottom stamp with white spot), 8 (n.g.), 8c, 9, 9 
pair (n.g.), 10 (x2), 10b, 11 (x2), 11a tête-bêche pair (n.h.), 
12, 12b tête-bêche pair, 12 block of 4, 13, 13c, 14, 15, 18, 
19 (x2, c.v. $700 total), 24, 25, 25c, 25d ($450), 25e ($450), 
26, 26c, 26e (x2), 30c. 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46 (x2), 48, 
49, 50, 51, 52. The lot also includes CLP3 (n.g), along with 
3 Maritime & Newfoundland Airways stamps. Unitrade cata-
logue totals $6,770. A few small faults, still a nice grouping, 
with all stamps scanned online.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $6,770
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Registration Scott #F1-F3
          

144 * #F1 1880s 2c orange Registration, never hinged mint 
block of six, with upper margin selvedge showing cutting and 
small part of imprint at left, original gum, small gum abra-
sion on upper left stamp, attractive deep colour, crease in 
selvedge and light vertical crease through left-most stamps, 
else an attractive and scarce multiple, particularly so well-
centered.  See image above.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

145 */(*) #F1/3 1875-96 Registered Letter Stamp Study Col-
lection, almost entirely mint, illustrating a range of shades 
and including several multiples, the 2c with upper margin 
block of six and upper right corner pair with “2” counters in 
selvedge, upper left corner pair with “TWO CENTS” imprint, 
four blocks of four in varying shades of orange, one vermilion 
strip with three stamps being never hinged, single in scarlet 
shade, 5c with four singles including one apparently used im-
perforate, one pair and three strips/blocks of four and one 
strip of fi ve in varying depths of green, 8c with three singles 
showing both dull blue and bright blue shades, some faults to 
be expected, some multiples with creases or perf separation, 
roughly half of the 2c multiples and two of the 8c are without 
gum, yet an ideal reference lot with mostly fresh and bright 
colours, mostly fi ne.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

 

146 ** #F1b 1888 2c Deep Rose Carmine Registration, a mint 
never hinged vertical pair, with pristine full original gum and 
deep, rich rose carmine colour, from the Montréal Gazette 
printing, very fi ne and quite fresh.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

 

147 * #F1b 1888 2c Scarlet Registration, mint hinged original 
gum, superbly-centered and with deep colour from the rose 
carmine group, a lovely stamp, very fi ne.

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $500

148 (*) #F1i 1880s 2c Orange Red Registration, mint block 
of six, without gum, showing the complete “British Ameri-
can Bank Note Co. Montréal” imprint at top, pleasing deep 
colour, fragile, with some separation including between top 
two stamps at left, a fi ne and attractive multiple.  See image 
above.

 ......................................................................  Unitrade $2,200

   

149 * #F2c 1880s 5c Green Registration, Imperforate, a mint 
lightly hinged vertical pair, with full original mottled gum, very 
fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

 Lot 144 Lot 148
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150 * #F2c 1876 5c Dark Green Imperforate Pair, hinged origi-
nal gum, large balanced margins, deep colour, a diffi cult pair, 
with two hundred examples recorded, very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

 

151 * #F3 1876 8c Dull Blue Registration, mint hinged, with 
spots of disturbed gum, delicate shade and nicely-centered, 
very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

            

152 * #F3a 1876 8c Bright Blue Registration, mint hinged, 
bright colour and superior centering to what is often encoun-
tered, a few blind perfs at top, fresh and very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

            
x153

153  #F1-F3 Group of Used 2c to 8c Registration Issues, con-
sisting of the 2c (x10), 5c (x10) and one 8c. We note various 
shades and better postmarks, including a few dated, corks, 
coloured, and the 8c has a nicely centered REGISTERED can-
cel. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

            
x154

154 */(*) #F1-F3 Group of 6 Different 2c to 8c Mint Registra-
tion Stamps, with Scott #s F1, F1i, F1b, F2b (unused, no 
gum with ICR private perfi n), F2 and F3 (unused, no gum). All 
stamps are mint hinged except where noted, overall fi ne to 
very fi ne.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,685

Postage Dues Scott #J1-40

            
x155

155 ** #J15a-J20a 1935 Set of Four Postage Due Imperforate 
Pairs, with the 1c, 2c, 4c and 10c, each in a lower or upper 
horizontal pair, lightly hinged in the margin with the stamps 
being never hinged and very fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

156  #J16/J20 Large Group of Used Postage Due Complete 
and Part Sheets, consisting of about 150 sheets and part 
sheets of #J16, J18 or J20. We noted that most sheets have 
their gum as well as plate blocks, and all sheets appear to 
have been cancelled in period, at the Brockville, ON post of-
fi ce. Catalogue value for the lot at 25c a stamps would be 
over $3,750. Clean lot, overall fi ne or better. Not often offered 
for auction in such quantity. A real opportunity for the postage 
due enthusiasts or dealers. Online photo show an overview.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Offi cials Scott #O8-105-O8-E9, O9-223-O10-E11, O1-
O49

157 ** #O12 1950 1c Green King George VI Overprinted 
O.H.M.S. in Four Full Sheets, mint never hinged, Plate 1 (UR, 
LL) and Plate 2 (UR, LR - this one the narrow spacing variety 
with 10 strips of 3). Very fi ne.  

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $515

158 ** #O12-O15A 1950 1c to 5c Set of George VI “Postes-
Postage” with O.H.M.S. Overprint, in Full Sheets, all mint 
never hinged, with O12 Plate 1 (UL), O13 Plate 1 (UR), O14 
Plate 2 (LR), O15 Plate 3 (UR) and O15A Plate 1 (UR). Some 
light separation noted for the record. Fresh and very fi ne. 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $805

159 ** #O13 1950 2c Sepia King George VI Overprinted 
O.H.M.S. in Four Full Sheets, mint never hinged, Plate 1 (UL, 
UR, and LL). Very fi ne. 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $670
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160 ** #O15 1950 4c Dark Carmine “Postes-Postage” Offi cial 
Overprinted O.H.M.S. in Four Sheets, all mint never hinged, 
with Plate 2 (UL), Plate 4 (x2 - UR and LL) and Plate 6 (LR). 
Fresh and very fi ne.  

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $920

161 ** #O15 1950 4c Dark Carmine King George VI Overprint-
ed O.H.M.S. in Two Full Sheets, mint never hinged, Plate 4 
(UL and LL). Very fi ne. 

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $450

162 ** #O17 1950 2c Sepia “Postes-Postage” Offi cial Over-
printed “G”, in Five Sheets, all mint never hinged except 
where noted, with Plate 1 (x3 - UR, UL and LL - the latter with 
a hinge in the LL selvedge) and Plate 2 (x2 - UL and LR). Fresh 
and very fi ne. 

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,515

163  Accumulation of Canada Used 4-Hole Perforated Offi -
cial Stamps, consisting of over 2,500 stamps from the King 
George VI Mufti to the Peace issues including several airmails 
and special deliveries, displayed on 37 double sided stock 
pages. Nice clean and organized lot, unchecked for varieties. 
Online photos show a sampling. 

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Offi cially Sealed Scott #OX1-OX4

164 * #OX1 1879 Yellow Brown Offi cially Sealed Stamp in a 
Mint Plate Block of 8, with British American Bank Note Co 
Montréal imprint. We note hinges have been used for sup-
port in several places. Fine, and the fi rst we have handled. 
An exhibit-worthy item. Ex Brigham. Rsv. $1,800.  See image 
above.

 .......................................................................Estimate $2,000

            
x165

165 * #OX1-OX4 Four Different Mint Offi cially Sealed Issues, 
with OX1, OX2 (light diagonal crease, else very fi ne appear-
ance), OX3 (light diagonal crease) and OX4 (couple faults), all 
mint hinged and fi ne to very fi ne.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,450

Federal Revenues

            
x166

166 */(*) #FB1/FB54 Collection of Mint First, Second and 
Third Bill Issues, the First Bill issue includes 10 different val-
ues (1c to $3). The Second Bill issue includes 16 different 
values (1c to $3) plus four items we did not count in the total, 
being a faded pair of the 10c (with owner’s note indicating 
re-entry), as well as imperforate pairs of the 30c, 50c and 
$3 (these not counted, as they could be proofs, colour trials, 
colour samples, etc., as they are on thinnish gummed paper). 
The Third Bill issue includes 15 different values (1c to $3) 
plus a 3c vertical pair imperforate horizontally, a 3c imper-
forate horizontal pair and a $1 imperforate pair. The lot also 
includes a plate inscription block of four of the 10c Second 
Bill issue, which the owner purchased in 1980 for $475. Most 
of the stamps are hinged and a few have no gum, overall fi ne 
to very fi ne, and a useful lot.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $3,765

Lot 164

Scans of these lots can be found online.

Visit our auction online at
https://stampauctionnetwork.com
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 x167 x171

167 */** #FE1/FEG11 Collection of 23 Different Mint Electric 
Light Inspection Issues, (24 stamps in all), between FE1 and 
FEG11, noting FE1-FE7 all with same control number, with 
a mix of hinged and never hinged (some of those have “KB” 
(Kasimir Bileski) handstamps on back). Overall fi ne to very 
fi ne.

 .......................................................................... van Dam $649

168 ** #FE16, FCD7 Two Different Federal Revenue Sheets, 
with FE16 ($5 orange Electric Light Inspection) sheet of 50 
with selvedge at top only, showing the plate inscription. Also a 
FCD7 (2c orange Customs Duty) complete sheet of 100. Both 
very fi ne.

 .......................................................................... van Dam $543

169 ** #FEG1-11 1930 50c to $10 King George V Electricity 
& Gas Inspection in mint never hinged blocks of four, a com-
plete set, attractive and very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................van Dam $348

170 ** #FEG1-FEG4 1930 50c to $1 Orange George V Electric-
ity and Gas Inspection Stamps, all four values are in a sheet 
of 50, with selvedge all around, showing plate inscriptions at 
top, each sheet has some separation in the selvedge and the 
60c has a detached (but still there) piece of selvedge, still a 
scarce and very fi ne group.

 ...........................................................................van Dam $975

171 */**/(*) #FG1/FG31 Collection of 21 Different Mint Gas 
Inspection Issues, between FG1 and FG31, with a mix of no 
gum, hinged and never hinged (some of those have “KB” (Ka-
simir Bileski) handstamps on back). Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

 .......................................................................van Dam $1,800

            

172 * #FG17 1897 5c Blue Queen Victoria Gas Inspection, mint 
hinged and very nicely centered, with control #11, the stamp 
has two small gum thins, else a rare and very fi ne appearing 
stamp missing from most collections (Zaluski records control 
#s 1 to 150 only, for this value).

 ....................................................................... van Dam $4,500

173 ** #FG19 1897 50c Queen Victoria Gas Inspection Stamps, 
a bulk lot of 39 upper corner blocks of 6, for a total of 234 
mint never hinged stamps. Overall fi ne to very fi ne

 .......................................................................van Dam $1,825

                      
 x174 x175

174 */**/(*) #FSC1-FSC6 1876 10c to $5 Young Queen Victo-
ria Supreme Court Law Stamp Set, all mint, with 10c (hinge 
remnants, with toning spots), 20c (fresh and never hinged), 
25c to $1 (hinged) and $5 (no gum), overall fi ne or better.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $2,217

175 */(*) #FSC7, FSC8, FSC11 1897 Widow Queen Victoria 
Supreme Court Law Stamp Group of Three, with FSC7 (mint 
hinged) and FSC8, FSC11 (both without gum), overall fi ne.

 ...........................................................................van Dam $825

                      
 x176 x177

176 * #FSC15, FSC16 1915 25c and 50c King George V Su-
preme Court Law Stamps, both mint hinged and fresh, fi ne.

 .......................................................................van Dam $1,300

177 /*/** #FSC18/FSC26 Group of KGV and KGVI Supreme 
Court Law Stamps, all mint never hinged except where noted, 
with #s FSC18, 20, 21, 21a (one NH and one LH), 22 (one NH 
and one used), 24, 25 and 26 (unused no gum). Overall fi ne 
to very fi ne.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $1,179
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 178 179

178 (*) #FSC23 1947 25c on 10c King George VI Supreme 
Court Law Stamp Surcharge, unused (no gum) and fi ne.

 ...........................................................................van Dam $950

179 * #FSC29 1916 10c Blue Queen Victoria Law Stamp with 
Red “In Prize” Overprint, mint hinged and well centered, with 
control number in the range of “In Prize” overprints recorded 
by Zaluski, very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................van Dam $950

                      
 180 181

180 * #FSC30 1916 $1 Blue Queen Victoria Law Stamp with 
Red “In Prize” Overprint, mint hinged and well centered, with 
control number in the range of “In Prize” overprints recorded 
by Zaluski, very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................van Dam $950

181 ** #FSC31 1916 25c Blue King George V Law Stamp with 
Red “In Prize” Overprint, mint never hinged and very well 
centered, with control number in the range of “In Prize” over-
prints recorded by Zaluski, very fi ne, fresh and rare, especially 
in this condition.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $2,500

                      
 x182 x183

182 ** #FU56s/FU95s 1957 to 1968 Fisherman Unemploy-
ment Insurance Issue Specimen Sets, all four sets (1957, 
1958, 1960 and 1968) complete mint never hinged, each 
with SPECIMEN overprint in red plus security punch, very fi ne 
and fresh.

 .......................................................................van Dam $1,460

183 */(*) #FWM1/FWM71 Collection of 63 Different Weights 
and Measures Stamps, (64 stamps in all, including one with-
out control #), between FWM1 and FWM71, so not missing 
many to be complete. All are either mint hinged or without 
gum, and are overall fi ne to very fi ne.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $3,623

184 ** #FWM60-FWM71 Stock of Mint Never Hinged 1930 
King George V Weights and Measures Issues, with each 
value represented in various quantities between 17 to 48, 
ranging from singles to blocks of 20. Overall very fi ne.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $3,226

                      
x185

185 /*/** #FWP5, FWP6 Group of Prisoner of War Franks, 
a 1945 issue is on paper (counted as least expensive mint, 
with tiny bit of corner clipped), 1946 single (never hinged) 
and 1946 pane of 5 (counted as 4 never hinged and one with 
tiny gum disturbance, thus hinged). The lot also comes with 
a “Prisoner of War Mail” cover mailed free from Kingston to 
Montréal in 1939, with boxed “CENSOR INTERNMENT CAMP 
F” handstamp and signature. A very fi ne and useful group.

 .......................................................................van Dam $1,300
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186 (*) #FWS2 1918 $5 Green War Savings Stamp, unused (no 
gum), fi ne and rarely offered.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $2,000

187 /*/** #FWT7e/FX15 Group of War Tax and Excise Tax 
Stamps, Mostly with Precancels, with better items such as 
FWT7e (x2), FWT10a (x2), FWT7b, FWT11b (x2) and others, 
for a total of 35 stamps. van Dam notes forgeries of some of 
the more expensive examples, thus close inspection essen-
tial. Overall fi ne or better and all photographed online.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $2,131

                      
x188

188 **/(*) #TBT1/TBT84 Collection of Bell Telephone Com-
pany Franks, starts with the elusive TBT1 (Messenger Ser-
vice stamp, NH, $600), followed by 16 stamps from 1900 to 
1906, followed by 44 stamps from 1908 to 1925, plus two 
complete panes of 20 (1911 5c and 25c). Overall very fi ne 
and well on its way to completion.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $3,398

                      
x189

189 * #TCP1/TCP49, TNR9, TGT4, TGT10 Collection of Tele-
graph Franks from Three Different Companies, with Cana-
dian Pacifi c Railways 1887 to 1936 (37 stamps), Canadian 
Northern Telegraph (1912 Frank No. 1) and the Grand Trunk 
Railway (1914 and 1920). An overall fi ne to very fi ne group 
including some seldom seen items.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $2,797

                      
x190

190 * #TGN1/TGN31, TCN1/TCN10 Collection of Great North 
Western and Canadian National Telegraph Franks, with 37 
stamps running from 1890 to 1935 for both companies. An 
overall fi ne collection well on its way to completion.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $2,435

                      

191 Matchbox Top Depicting Sir Wilfrid Laurier and the Coat of 
Arms of Québec, with 4c TAXE D’ACCISE PAYEE imprint. van 
Dam notes examples in French are “very rare”, a lovely item 
for the specialist.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

192 */** Collection of Mint Federal Revenue Stamps, with a 
little over 220 items (booklet panes and pairs counted as one 
item) in the following areas: War and Excise Tax (the bulk of 
the collection, incl. KGV, 2 Leaf, 3 Leaf, surcharges, variet-
ies, precancels, etc.), War Savings (incl. booklet panes, etc.), 
Postal Note and Scrip, Unemployment Insurance (including 
specimen sets, etc.) and more. There are many $30 to $75 
items and also saw several more cataloguing over $100 (and 
up to $650). Nice quality throughout, and most of the items 
are lightly hinged, but we did see some NH here and there. All 
pages scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

193 /* Collection of Mostly Used Federal and Provincial Rev-
enues, 1860s to 1960s, consisting of about 300 stamps 
displayed on 14 stock pages. The lot begins with a nice rep-
resentation of second and third Bill issues, followed by an 
assortment of Electric Light, Gas and Electricity, and Gas 
inspection stamps, George V and Three Leafs Excise issues, 
War tax, Unemployment, and more, as well as a nice variety 
of provincial Law stamps including Alberta, British Columbia, 
Manitoba, Ontario, Québec, Saskatchewan, and Yukon. Some 
duplication noted, but nice useful lot, overall fi ne to very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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Provincial Revenues

                      

194 E/P 1912 $1 Registration, Engraved Die Proof, on wove pa-
per, approximately 44 x 48mm, inscribed in manuscript “Des. 
& Engraver LER” at bottom, trivial crease at top, not detract-
ing from this attractive and rare proof, very fi ne. Rsv. $300.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

                      
x195

195 ** #AL27-AL39 1910-30 5c to $10 Alberta Law Stamp Set, 
mint never hinged, fresh and fi ne to very fi ne overall. van Dam 
states, “Only 24 complete mint sets can exist”.

 .......................................................................van Dam $2,118

196 ** #BCL23/BCL63 Group of 9 Different British Columbia 
Law Stamp Sheets, with BCL #s 23 (with three van Dam-
listed plate scratches BCL23d), 38, 51, 52, 55, 57 (position 
16 has the “fl aw above C of COLUMBIA” variety BCL57a), 58 
(position 3 has the “horizontal bar joining 2 and 0 at right” va-
riety, BCL58a), 60 and 63, each in a mint never hinged sheet 
of 25, all but two with plate number in top selvedge. A very 
fi ne group

 .....................................................................van Dam $13,382

197 (*) #MW1 Manitoba 1967 Winnipeg Game & Fish Associa-
tion Group of Varieties, with 22 stamps in blocks of four or 
strips, all on a black Vario-style stock page. Included are mis-
perforated and imperforate margin examples of this popular 
provincial revenue issue. Unchecked for perforation varieties. 
Fine to very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

                    
x198

198 /*/** Group of Mint and Used New Brunswick Revenue 
Stamps, with 24 stamps in all, in a mix of hinged and never 
hinged (and a few without gum), includes Law and Probate 
stamps, overall fi ne to very fi ne and all pictured online.

 ...........................................................................van Dam $651

                    
               x199 x200

199  #NFR20/NFR24 Group of Newfoundland Revenue 
Stamps, with NFR20 (x5 used), NFR21 (a used pair with 
faulty right stamp, identifi ed by owner as “missing period af-
ter Ottawa”, but we can see a period, so catalogued as one 
normal stamp), NFR24 (two used pairs), NFR22 (two used 
singles). Also includes a used OL79. Overall fi ne.

 ...........................................................................van Dam $495

200  #NFR22 1910 $20 Yellow Brown King George V Reve-
nue, four used singles, each with CANCELLED / C.S.O., a few 
short perfs, else overall fi ne.

 ...........................................................................van Dam $600

                      
x201

201 */** Collection of Mint Newfoundland Revenues, with 30 
different stamps, including a 25c Queen Victoria, 5 different 
George V, various Caribou values and issues, including a NH 
5c Provisional, and more. All items scanned online, overall 
very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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x202

202 /* Group of Mint and Used Nova Scotia and Cape Breton 
Island Revenue Stamps, Nova Scotia has van Dam #s NS-
B16a-17 (both used, $925), NSH1-5 (all used), NSH2a, 3a, 
4a (all three used watermarked, $225), NSH7 (used), and 
NSH8 (NH, $500). Cape Breton Island items with #s NSC13 
(used, $325), 14-15 (both mint, $850), 16 (two mint, one 
NH), 17 (NH block of four, $165), 18 (NH, $300). Overall fi ne 
to very fi ne, with several rarely offered items. All scanned on-
line.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $3,491

203 */** #OGT1/OV11 Collection of Mint Ontario Revenue 
Stamps, in black mounts on 4 quadrille pages, with OGT1-
9 ($639), OGT11/18 (7 stamps, $1,300), OLT1-7 ($122), 
OST1/15 (15 stamps, $330), OST 16-17 ($13), OST 18-20 
($295), OST32, 33, 35 ($135), OV1/11 (11 stamps, $613). 
There is a mix of hinged and never hinged (generally counted 
as such, except for mixed sets which were counted as all 
hinged).

 ....................................................................... van Dam $3,447

                      

204 ** #OGT19 $1.50 Red Luxury Tax Stamp Overprinted “GAS-
OLINE / TAX” in Red, mint never hinged but with a horizontal 
crease, still fi ne appearing and a rare stamp.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $3,200

205 E/P Group of Various Ontario Law Stamp Essays and Proofs, 
starts off with 5 different essays on India, with “S” in red, the 
rest of the offering is still in van Dam-described glassines, as 
purchased by the owner back in 1980, and includes 17 plate 
proofs, die proofs, trial colour proofs, all with van Dam’s retail 
prices totaling $1,095. A very fi ne and useful lot, all pictured 
online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

206 /*/** #OL1/OL89 Collection of Mostly Mint Ontario 
Law Stamps, in black mounts on 4 pages, with OL1/15 (13 
stamps, $1,000), OL16/30 (11 stamps including a used $2, 
$1,642), OL31-45 (incl. a mint and a used 50c), OL46/64 
(18 stamps, $742) and OL66/89 (15 stamps, $886). Mix of 
hinged and never hinged, overall fi ne to very fi ne. All pages 
scanned online.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $5,791

                    
               207 x208

207  #OST30 1935 $3 Blue Ontario Tax Transfer, used, fi ne 
and scarce.

 ...........................................................................van Dam $700

208 */** Group of Mint Québec Revenue Stamps, with #s QR4 
($350), QP1/7 (6 diff., $475), QV1S-9S (NH set overprinted 
SPECIMEN, $262), QA1, 2, 10 ($105), plus 6 different Stock 
Transfer stamps and a set of NH Unemployment stamps. 
Overall fi ne to very fi ne, all stamps scanned online.

 .......................................................................van Dam $1,412

        

209 E/P #RTE 1 2c Black Newfoundland Dog Inland Revenue 
Plate Proof, no gum as issued. Very fi ne. Walsh RTE 1.

 ...............................................................................Walsh $450

210  #SL3/SL39 1907-08 Saskatchewan Law Stamps on 
Document, with 20 black on blue, 50c orange and $1 black 
brown with handstamp “District Court of Cannington” fi led 
March 2, 1909. Scarce use on document. Fine

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

                    
x211

211 ** #YL2/YL17 Five Different Yukon Law Stamps, all mint 
never hinged and fresh, with YL2, YL13-YL15, YL17. Overall 
fi ne.

 .......................................................................van Dam $1,254
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Federal Wildlife Conservation Stamps

212 /** Comprehensive and Valuable Federal Wildlife Con-
servation Stamp Collection from 1985 to 2009, consisting 
of about two hundred items such as booklets (many signed 
by the artist), seldom offered sheets of 16 stamps (1986-
1994,1998-2000, 2004), First Day Covers, stamps on permit 
and some promotional material, all housed in 50 Vario-style 
stock pages. Appears complete in period, with some duplica-
tion up to 10 of each in some of the earlier issues from the 
1980s, and then to a much lesser degree onwards. We count-
ed $9,969 in catalogue value, not including over 40 fi rst day 
covers such as Rousseau, Gill Craft, Colorano and the colour-
ful Milford cachets (retail around $10 to $20 each), as well 
as a few home made using postal stationery. This is defi nitely 
one of the most extensive collection we have handled. Overall 
very fi ne and ready for someone to fi ll in the few gaps that 
remain. This lot should appeal to collectors and dealers alike. 
Online photos show a sampling, therefore in-person viewing is 
recommended to better appreciate.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $9,969

213 ** Accumulation of Federal Duck and Wildlife Habitat Con-
servation Stamps, 1987 to 2003, almost complete in period 
(missing 1999 to 2001), consisting of 185 booklets with a 
variety of 14 different issues. We noted that 1988 to 1998 
issues have duplication up to ten of each, while 1987 has 65 
of each, 2002 and 2003 have respectively 5 of each. Total 
catalogue value of $4,150. Useful lot for dealers or dedicated 
collectors. Overall very fi ne.

 .......................................................................van Dam $4,150

Provincial Wildlife Conservation Stamps

214 ** Extensive Provincial Wildlife Conservation Stamp Col-
lection from 1985 to 2009, consisting of about 160 items 
such as booklets, sheetlets of 4 stamps, from all provinces 
(except Québec) and territories, displayed in 48 Vario style 
stock pages housed in two binders. A good variety of issues 
with no obvious duplication. We noted a group of 5 seldom 
offered Saskatchewan Habitat Trust booklets 1988-1990 
(SW1-3, c.v. $1,000), 2 artist signed British Columbia fi shing 
stamp booklets (BCF1A and BCF2A, c.v. $110 for both) and 
also one artist signed British Columbia fi shing stamp sheet-
let of 4 (1991-92 issue), a scarce 1992 Nova Scotia fi rst day 
cover signed by 3 artists (NSW1h, c.v. $135), and the com-
plete set of Prairie Provinces stamps (PC1-6, c.v.$140), to 
mention a few. We counted $7081 in catalogue value. Overall 
very fi ne, a useful collection that should appeal to collectors 
and dealers alike. Online photos show a sampling.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $7,081

215 **/ Comprehensive and Valuable Collection of Québec 
Wildlife Conservation Stamps, 1988 to 2009, consisting 
of 144 items such as imperforates, booklets (many signed), 
pane of 4 stamps, fi rst day covers, silver coins on fi rst day 
covers, and promotional material, all displayed in 38 Vario 
style stock sheets, housed in two binders. Almost complete in 
period (missing 1998 issues), with light duplication in some 
of the earlier issues, the owner was keen to collect most of 
the issued material resulting in a collection loaded with valu-
able and popular items throughout such as a group of 19 
imperforate miniature sheets of 4 stamps (1988-1997,1999, 
2001-2002, 2004-2009), a seldom offered 1992 miniature 
sheet of 4 stamps with “Canada 92 +$3.50” overprint (c.v. 
$650 QW5t), as well as a 1988 miniature sheet of 4 stamps 
(QW1b, c.v. $300) and more. We counted $14,905 in cata-
logue value. This is a rarely offered collection at this level of 
completion and should appeal to serious collectors and deal-
ers alike. Photos offer a glimpse of the lot, therefore in-person 
viewing is recommended to better appreciate.

 .....................................................................van Dam $14,905

216 ** Collection of Québec Wildlife Conservation Stamps, 
1988 to 2009, consisting of 66 items such as booklets (some 
signed), pane of 4 stamps and fi rst day covers, all housed in 
13 Vario style stock sheets. Almost complete in period with 
light duplication up to 4 of each for some of the earlier issues. 
The highlight of the collection is by far the scarce and popular 
1992 miniature sheet of 4 stamps with “Canada 92 +$3.50” 
overprint (c.v. $650 QW5t) and the four fi sh and game stamps 
(QFG2, QFG3 x5, QGF4, c.v. $750 for all seven) as well as 
the 1988 miniature sheet of 4 stamps (QW1b, c.v. $300). We 
counted $3,920 in catalogue value. A nice collection that pro-
vides a nice variety of items, that should appeal to collectors 
and dealers alike.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $3,920

217 ** Large Accumulation of Québec Wildlife Habitat Conser-
vation Stamps, 1988 to 2000, appears almost complete in 
period, consisting of single stamp mini sheets in booklets, 
miniature sheets of 4 stamps, many stamps with “World Wild-
life Fund” surcharge, “Canada 92” overprint, imperforates 
(single stamp sheets and miniature sheets of 4 stamps), and 
many items signed by the artist. We noted a variety of over 50 
issues, with duplication for some up to 5 of each for the single 
stamp mini sheets, and up to 14 of each for some of the min-
iature sheet of 4 stamps. The highlights of this lot is the group 
of imperforate sheets of 1 and 4 stamps, mostly numbered 
and signed by the artist, from 1988 to 2000, as well as perfo-
rated issues such as 3x 1988 single sheets signed by the art-
ist (QW1d c.v. $285 for all 3), 13x 1988 miniature sheets of 
4 stamps (QW1a c.v. $3,900 for all 13), 12x 1989 miniature 
sheet of 4 stamps (QW2a c.v. $1,200 for all 12) and signed by 
the artist, 2x 1992 miniature sheet of 4 stamps with “Canada 
92” overprint signed by the artist (QW5t c.v. $1,300 for both), 
we counted $30,985 in catalogue value. Useful lot, not often 
offered for auction in such a large quantity. Overall very fi ne.

 .....................................................................van Dam $30,985

218  Large Accumulation of Québec Wildlife Habitat Conser-
vation First Day Covers, from 1989 to 2000, consisting of 
90 covers with a variety of 18 different issues. We noted that 
all issues have a duplication of 5 of each, and that covers 
from 1989 to 1992 are all signed by the artist, including the 
“Canada 92” issue. We counted a catalogue value of $9,450. 
Useful lot that will please the serious collectors and the deal-
ers alike. Not often offered for auction in this quantity. Overall 
very fi ne.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $9,450
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Precancels and Perfi ns

                    
x219

219 * Experimental Numeral Precancel Essays,  c. 1928, six ex-
amples, hinged, with chiefl y large part original gum, showing 
all recorded types, with Montréal (0700), Beamsville (2186), 
Toronto (4530) and Winnipeg (5850) on 3c carmine Admi-
rals, further Beamsville and Winnipeg examples on 2c Arch/
Leaf issues, typical centering, chiefl y fresh and bright colour, 
a scarce group, with accompanying Kasimir Bileski note. 

 
 Winthrop Boggs in his seminal The Postage Stamps and 

Postal History of Canada references these essays, observa-
tions on which were further expanded upon in The Canada 
Precancel Handbook, which quotes H.G. Walburn as noting 
that “there are six of these Essays” and identifying them as 
originating from Beamsville (2), Montréal (1), Toronto (1) and 
Winnipeg (2). Walburn further noted that “from the evidence, 
there are trial printings of four sheets of the 3c carmine Ad-
miral issue and two sheets of the 2c Maple Leaf.” Kasimir 
Bileski, on his note which accompanies this lot, remarks 
“these experimental precancels are of extreme rarity as only 
one sheet of each existed in the fi rst place” and affi rms them 
as “genuine in all respects.”

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

        

220 (*) Group of Four Admiral “Military Precancel Essays”, all 
four are 2c carmine issues, each with a different overprint. 
We believe these to be the same four items (based on the 
precise positioning of each overprint) illustrated in an article 
published in the Canada Precancel Handbook (Walburn et 
al. Unitrade Press, 1988, pp. 161-162) where it is proposed 
by Ed Richardson that these may have been prepared by the 
Department of National Defense in 1917 for use on overseas 
Soldiers’ correspondence, but never put into use. According 
to this article, these once were accompanied by a note read-
ing “owned by Lloyd Scovill, Toronto / April 1917”. A most 
interesting group, believed unique, and a must have for the 
serious Admiral or Precancel collector. Ex Andrew Elwood col-
lection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

221 /*/** Page of Precancel Printing Varieties, with 41 items 
(pairs and a block of 8 were counted as one) from the Jubilee 
issue to the Medallion issue, showing a good variety of types 
of varieties, including to the bars and to the city names, and 
includes a number of “nailhead” printing varieties as well. 
Overall fi ne or better and a useful page for the precancel col-
lector. Ex Andrew Elwood collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

222 /*/** Valuable Collection of Precancel Multiples, Variet-
ies and Interesting Material, all put aside by an avid collec-
tor / dealer over a long period of time, mostly for attributes 
making these items different. Displayed on pages and stock 
pages in a binder, the lot contains material from the Small 
Queens to the Centennials, including many mint blocks of four 
(many are never hinged or have never hinged stamps), many 
precancel varieties, including double, inverted, mis-printed, 
diagonal, nailheads, varieties se-tenant with regular (includ-
ing a block from Bridgeburg), fakes and unlisted items, sev-
eral cutting arrow corner blocks of four and other multiples, 
plate blocks (incl. cracked plate, etc.), QV and KEVII wavy line 
multiples, lots of Admiral content, paste-up coil strips, some 
stock and a collection of printing varieties described on pag-
es. All in all a scarce offering, ideal for both dealers and col-
lectors alike, see our photos online for a good sampling (not 
all pages scanned). Ex Andrew Ellwood collection.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

223 /*/** Extensive Collection / Stock of Precancel “Nail-
head” Varieties, from the Small Queens to mostly the Me-
dallion issues, all sorted by style and then town in 23 black 
stock sheets, noting all sorts of “nailhead” varieties and their 
placement within the precancel impression. We counted 57 
Small Queens, plus another 850 items, including singles, 
pairs, blocks of four and larger, with some mint never hinged 
here and there. A collection like this can encourage one to re-
alize that many of these “nails” were constant varieties. “Nail-
head” is the term used to describe an impression made by a 
precancel when the screw, or nail holding the plate in position 
became loose. The collection includes Wayne Munson’s work 
on this variety, including an introduction, then a legend of the 
type nomenclature, followed by a listing of the known impres-
sions at the time (1991). The collection is already valuable 
for its precancels alone, and even more so with its added va-
rieties, which must have taken a lifetime to assemble. A very 
rare offering and a great addition to any serious precancel 
collection. See online pictures for an idea of the contents. Ex 
Andrew Elwood collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

                    

224 ** #2-110-I var 4c Yellow Ochre Admiral with Precancel 
and Lathework, a mint never hinged single, with inverted 
Halifax Type 2 precancel, showing a “nailhead” impression at 
right, plus sheet margin at bottom showing a partial inverted 
Type D lathework. Very fi ne and quite rare in this fresh condi-
tion. Ex Andrew Elwood collection.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900
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225 ** #2-113-I var 7c Yellow Ochre Admiral with Precancel 
and Lathework, a mint never hinged single, with inverted 
Regina Type 2 precancel with partly missing Regina variety 
(listed as CL-2-1 in Precancel catalogue), and sheet margin 
at bottom showing a full Type B lathework. There is a tiny and 
negligible spot at top of stamp and crease in lathework, still 
very fi ne and quite rare. Ex Andrew Ellwood collection.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

226 ** #295xx 1949 1c Green King George VI Precancel Coil 
with “Postes-Postage” Omitted, a mint never hinged roll of 
470 stamps, separated in 4 or 5 places, with long end strip on 
the inside, overall fi ne-very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

  

227 * #R-36 2c Small Queen Precancelled Block of 12, with Type 
R precancel. Many of the stamps have been re-joined, still a 
scarce large precancelled Small Queen multiple, mounted on 
the front page of an H. G. Walburn album, accompanied by a 
1964 preface to this album, signed by Walburn plus showing 
a photograph of him on Walburn Rd. in Kelowna BC in 1989. 
An interesting collateral item. Ex Andrew Elwood collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

  

228  #T-41 Used 3c Small Queen Precancelled Block of 8, 
with Type T precancel, plus 8 strikes of the Toronto broken cir-
cle datestamp dated JAN.4.1898. Re-assembled, or re-joined, 
still a scarce dated precancel Small Queen block and a pretty 
item. Ex Andrew Elwood collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

229  Group of 42 Early 1c Precancels on Cover, Queen Vic-
toria to Kind Edward VII. Includes illustrated advertising, an 
1889 Birth Registration letter, 1c Small Queen covers, etc. 
The precancels vary from bars to wavy lines, with different 
types, also noted some Household covers. Some covers with 
faults, but still a nice grouping.

 .................................................................................... Est $300

230 ** 458xx/787xx Group of Several Mint Precancelled 
Sheets, with the Centennial issue (two sheets of the 5c), Cari-
cature issues (1c, 3c, 5c, 6c, 8c), 12c Parliament (apparently 
on HB paper), 5c Shooting Star (with entire pane showing 
“frost on fl ower” variety) and 15c Canada Violet (13 sheets). 
All are complete sheets with warning strips, etc, and none 
were checked by us for LF, DF, NF, etc. Also includes warning 
strips of 20 of the 4c Karsh and 3c Wilding issues. Ex Andrew 
Elwood collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

                    
x231

231 /*/** Collection of Admiral Precancels with Lathework, 
all identifi ed on a stock page by the owner, with 16 different 
stamps, with a variety of used, mint hinged and mint never 
hinged, also with different precancel and lathework types. 
A few of the stamps have faults, still a rarely offered group 
which would embellish an advanced Admiral lathework or pre-
cancel collection or be a great stock for a dealer. All stamps 
pictured online. Ex Andrew Elwood collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750
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232 /PC Collection of About 450 Precancelled Covers and 
Cards, from the late Victorian era to the 1960s, with a wide 
variety of different material, all with either bars or number 
in bars type precancelled stamps. We note stationery covers 
and cards, wrappers, covers, picture postcards, periodicals, 
illustrated advertising, printed matter material, etc., one item 
is pictured on page 18 of the Precancel Handbook. A great lot 
for the precancel collector or dealer, see our online pictures 
for an overview, as well as some of the better items. Ex Andy 
Ellwood collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

233 /*/** Collection of Precancelled and Perfi n Stamps, 
with 102 stamps in all, from the KEVII to KGVI issues, dis-
played in order of town on three stock pages. We note a good 
variety of precancel types (incl. double, inverted, etc.) as well 
as perfi n companies (incl. sideways, reversed, etc.). The col-
lection appears to contain mostly different items, but we did 
see some duplication. A very rarely offered collection, and 
should be good value here as we have seen several items 
cataloguing over $100 in the Precancel Catalogue. A wonder-
ful opportunity for the precancel as well as private perfi n col-
lector. Ex Andrew Elwood collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

234 /*/** Collection of Over 1,000 Precancels in a 1964 
Noble Precancel Album, starts with about 170 different Bar 
Types, followed by alphabetical cities and their numbers, not-
ing many items cataloguing in the $50 to $75 range, plus 
even more cataloguing in the $10-$25 range. We noted sev-
eral printing errors (missing or severed letters, etc.) and other 
varieties such as double, inverted, etc., as well as some per-
fi ned precancels (over $100 catalogue value), at least one 
mis-perforated stamp and more. Overall fi ne or better and a 
great collection to build on. Ex Andrew Elwood collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

235 /*/** Binder Full of Retired Sales Circuit Precancels, we 
counted 159 pages of over 80% unpicked precancel singles, 
pairs, blocks of four and larger multiples as well as plate 
blocks, noting many precancel types and varieties through-
out, from the Small Queens to the Centennials. A great source 
for the collector or dealer, see our many online pictures for a 
representative glance.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

236 /*/** Huge Quantity of Precancel Stock and Collections, 
the remainder of the Andrew Ellwood precancel collection, 
this lot contains 11 stockbooks and a fi le folder (containing 
stock sheets, retired circuit book pages, etc.) full with many 
thousands of precancels of all sorts. We note material rang-
ing from the Queen Victoria issues to the Centennials (and 
some more modern) with many varieties such as inverted, 
double, mis-printed bars and city names, plate blocks, blocks, 
and much more. Ex Andrew Ellwood.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

237 /*/** Large Dealer Stock of Precancelled Canadian 
Stamps, all in 102 cards, in glassines and in a few counter 
books. The lot consists of 2½ red boxes full of 102 cards, for 
the most part identifi ed with asking prices (mostly in the 50c 
to $5 range, with some higher). Also includes many hundreds 
of glassines, many identifi ed and sorted as well as many un-
identifi ed but apparently sorted, ranging from many 1c Small 
Queens to modern material. Lastly there are 6 small counter 
books with mostly modern material back to the Admirals. A 
tremendous opportunity for online or show dealers, see our 
online photographs for an overview of this valuable lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

238 /*/** Dealer Stock of Precancels in Three Thick Stock-
books, one stockbook contains only Bar types and the other 
two contain City and Number types, neatly sorted alphabeti-
cally. Each item is accompanied by a small tag with precancel 
number and asking price, often also a catalogue value. We 
noted a good variety of material, with very little (usually up 
to only two) duplication, with prices ranging from under $1 
to over $50. The lot contains singles, pairs, blocks of four or 
larger, plate blocks and a few matched sets of plate blocks. 
There are several thousand dollars worth of material here, all 
neatly presented in clean stockbooks, ready to sell. Have a 
look at our many online photos for a good idea, better yet plan 
on seeing this one in person to better appreciate. Ex Andrew 
Ellwood.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

239 /*/** Large Stock of Precancelled Stamps, all in white 
envelopes or glassines, the envelopes having one of the pre-
cancel on its front to identify the contents. These envelopes 
contain a wide variety of material, with different types from 
different cities on different stamp issues, mostly from the Ed-
wards to the Centennial issues. The glassines appear to each 
contain identifi ed varieties for each city. Quantities vary, but a 
great many of these envelopes contain hundreds of stamps, 
making the total count over many thousands. See photo for 
an idea.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Cinderellas and Forgeries

                    
x240

240 Collection of Early Canada and Newfoundland Die Proof 
Forgeries, with 49 items prepared post-contemporary by en-
graver Gregory Prosser, all laid out on 6 Hagner pages, with 
a good variety of material, including duplication. A rarely of-
fered group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

241 ** Collection / Accumulation of Easter Seals, 1940-2018, 
with a few thousand seals, noting singles, pairs, sheetlets 
and complete sheets, along with a few covers and ephemera, 
housed in a binder and loose material. A spot check indicates 
a complete run of seals for the given range, along with an un-
fi nished exhibit entitled “Back a Fighter”, which includes own-
er’s research notes, with material ranging from the 1940s to 
2018. Online photos show a small sample and overview of 
this colourful lot. Clean and very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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242 */** Collection of Canada Christmas and Easter Seals, 
from early 1900s to 2007, consisting of several thousand 
seals housed in two binders and envelopes. Starting with 
early Christmas Muskoka items such as booklet envelopes, 
stamp on postcard and a block of 8 (1909-10), followed by 
Christmas seals in full sheets or sheetlets (modern issues) 
from 1928 to 2007 appears complete in period includ-
ing the French issues when not bilingual. Also included is a 
specialized Christmas seals collection neatly mounted on 
album pages, featuring both American and Canadian issues 
displayed side by side with imperforates, colour progression 
printing, from 1909 to 1965, a group of about 30 modern 
Easter seal original envelopes (many still sealed), and dozens 
of Canadian Lung Association sheetlets or blocks, in 12 en-
velopes as well as a small quantity of cinderellas. Clean and 
useful lot with some duplication in the modern issues, that 
will please the serious collector and dealer alike.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

British Columbia and Vancouver Island

                    
243 (*) #1 1860 2½d Dull Rose Victoria, Imperforate, unused, 

(no gum), four clear to large margins, bright fresh colour with 
characteristic distinctive orange tint, pencil signed on reverse 
and handstamped W.H.C. (Warren H. Colson), fi ne-very fi ne, a 
lovely quality and most attractive example of this rare classic 
stamp. Accompanied by a 1996 Greene Foundation certifi -
cate.

 .....................................................................Unitrade $18,000

                    

244  #2a 1860 2½d Pale Dull Rose Victoria, Perforated 14, 
cancelled with neatly-struck oval “COLLECT” in blue, rich 
fresh colour, a few shorter perfs at right, else fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $350

                    

245 */** #7 1867 3d Blue Seal of British Columbia, Perforated 
14, mint block of four with sheet selvedge at right, large part 
original gum with bottom stamps being never hinged, top two 
stamps hinged, with fresh deep colour, very good to fi ne. A 
scarce multiple.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

                    
               246 247

246  #9 1867-71 5c on 3d Bright Red, Perforated 14, used  
with neat strike of “35” numeral grid of Victoria, reasonably 
centered and good colour, fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $240

247 * #10 1867-71 10c on 3d Lilac Rose, Perforated 14, origi-
nal gum, scarce as such, hinged, typical centering for these 
tightly-spaced stamps, bright fresh colour, very good to fi ne.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

                    
               248 x249

248 * #13 1867-71 $1 on 3d Green, Perforated 14, lightly 
hinged original gum, fi ne-very fi ne with perforations well clear 
on three sides, fresh colour, barest trace of the odd lightly 
toned perf at right mentioned for strict accuracy, a lovely ex-
ample of this diffi cult stamp. Signed by Alberto Diena.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

249 (*) #14-18 1869 5c on 3d Bright Red to $1 on 3d Green, 
Perforated 12½, unused set of fi ve, most regummed and 
with small creases, stains, etc, very good appearance. A dif-
fi cult group to assemble.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,700
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250  #16 1869 25c on 3d Orange, Perforated 12½, used with 
lovely strike of “35” grid of Victoria, some typical rougher 
perfs, superior centering to what is often seen, a pleasing 
used example, fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

                   

251  #18 1869 $1 on 3d green, Perforated 12.5, used with 
partial numeral grid, nicely-centered for this issue, trace of 
lightened extraneous marks on face, an otherwise fi ne-ap-
pearing example of this diffi cult stamp..

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

252 */(*) 1860-71 Mint Selection, with nearly two dozen 
stamps, beginning with two 1860 2½d pale rose singles, one 
with backstamp of Parisian dealer T.H. Lemaire, two 1865 5c 
rose and one 10c blue Vancouver Island, range of 1865 3d 
Seal of the Colony in both blue and pale blue shades, includ-
ing two pairs, 1867-71 perforated 14 issues with 2c on 3d 
brown (3), 5c on 3d bright red (2), 25c on 3d orange (3), and 
scarce 50c on 3d violet, many without gum or regummed, 
as well as small creases, wrinkles, heavy hinging, and other 
small fl aws to be expected, mostly very good appearance and 
a useful study lot of these popular issues.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

253  1860-71 Used Selection, with thirty singles and a pair, 
noting many interesting items, beginning with four 1860 5c. 
dull rose/pale dull rose, two with partial “Dietz and Nelson 
Express” cancellations, one with partial New Westminster 
grid, 1865 5c blue imperforate, 1865 perforated 5c rose with 
neat partial “POST OFFICE PAID / VANCOUVER” cancellation, 
multiple 1865 3d blue and pale blue with range of cancella-
tions including “PAID” and “POST OFFICE PAID”, 1867-71 perf 
14 including cancellation interest with 2c on 3d brown bold 
PAID straight-line in black, two 5c on 3d bright red with par-
tial “Per Great Britain / and Ireland” handstamps, 25c on 3d 
orange with very scarce “10” numeral grid of William’s Creek, 
the diffi cult 1869 perf 12.5 issues with 25c on 3d orange and 
50c on 3d violet, and more, most examples including many of 
the aforementioned with varying small fl aws including short 
perfs, small thins and creases, yet items with fresh colour or 
desirable postmarks included, mostly of very good appear-
ance.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

New Brunswick Pence

                    

254 E/P #3P 1851 1sh Black Heraldic, Horizontal Plate Proof 
Pair on Card, four large balanced margins, richly detailed im-
pression, a visually stunning pair, scarce and very fi ne. Rsv. 
$450.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,600

New Brunswick Cents

                    
               255 256

255 E/P #5E-A 5c Green Small Die Proof, n thick white wove pa-
per. Infamous as the "Connell" stamp never issued, since the 
postmaster had decided to use his own likeness instead of 
that of the Queen. Light thin in the centre noted for the re-
cord. Accompanied by a 2024 Greene Foundation certifi cate. 
Minuse & Pratt #5E-A.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

256 E/P #9TC 10c Goodall Die Proof in Violet Black on India 
Paper, thinned. Accompanied by a 2024 Greene Foundation 
certifi cate. Scarce. Minuse & Pratt #9TC.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

Nova Scotia Pence

                    

257  #1 1853 1d Red Brown Queen Victoria Imperforate, used 
with light oval grid cancel, repaired corner still a very fi ne ap-
pearing stamp with clear to large margins.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $700
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Nova Scotia Cents

        

258 E/P #12DP 1860 10c Black Queen Victoria Engraved Die 
Proof, on India paper, approximately 37mm x 43mm, fresh 
bright paper, richly detailed impression, a lovely and scarce 
proof, very fi ne. Rsv. $300.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

259 E/P #12Pv 1860-63 10c Vermilion Queen Victoria, plate 
proof corner block of four, on card-mounted India paper, over-
printed SPECIMEN in black, serif lettering (Type A), full Ameri-
can Bank Note Co. inscription at right, very fi ne. Rsv. $200.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

260 E/P #13DP 1860 12½c Black Queen Victoria Engraved Die 
Proof, on India paper, approximately 41mm x 43mm, crisp 
impression, remarkably fresh for this fragile paper, a visually-
pleasing and diffi cult proof, very fi ne. Rsv. $300.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

Newfoundland Pence

                    

261 */** #18 1861-62 4d Rose Heraldic, left sheet margin 
block of four, hinged on one stamp only, the balance never 
hinged, large to ample margins, a lovely multiple, very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $350

262 ** #19a 1861-62 5d Orange Brown Heraldic, never hinged 
block of four, generous balanced margins, right pair with light 
vertical crease, an attractive and very fi ne appearing multiple.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $960

263 */** #19b 1861-62 5d Chocolate Brown Heraldic, block of 
four, lightly hinged between top two stamps, the bottom two 
never hinged, one with light pencil notation on gum at lower 
left corner, large margins, a very fi ne and scarce block. Rsv. 
$250.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $960
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264 ** #22 1861-62, 8d Rose Heraldic, in a never hinged right 
margin block of four, trivial tone spot on gum of one stamp, 
fresh colour, attractive and very fi ne. Rsv. $250.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $960

Newfoundland Cents

    

265 E/P #31P 1865-94, 24c Blue Victoria Plate Proof, on card, 
right margin imprint block of eight, showing the “American 
Bank Note Co. New-York” inscription, large margins, detailed 
impression, lovely and very fi ne. Rsv. $200.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $520

266 */** #56 1887 ½c Rose Red Newfoundland Dog, a com-
plete sheet of 100, with full selvedge all around and showing 
two plate imprints at top and bottom of the sheet. Plate posi-
tion 95 shows the “scratch” variety at left, and plate position 
12 shows the newly discovered (and unlisted by Unitrade) re-
entry, as described in detail by Ralph Trimble on his re-entry 
website and by a great article on this stamp by Walsh and 
Goldberg. Parts of the sheet are hinge reinforced, and so 
the sheet has 20 stamps that are hinged because of this, 
all being in the top and bottom rows, as well as the 4 cen-
ter stamps, and the remaining 80 stamps are never hinged. 
The sheet has light gum residue on front, confi ned entirely 
in the top and bottom margins, and not affecting any of the 
stamps. The stamps are overall well centered and we assume 
there are probably not many of these sheets left intact, in fact 
the Walsh / Goldberg article referred to above mentions that 
the authors did a “sheet search” which only revealed one full 
sheet (of the orange shade) sold in the UK in 2016. Catalogue 
value does not include premiums for both plate inscriptions. A 
rare opportunity for any sheet or Newfoundland collectors.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $5,200

                    
x267

267 E/P #78P/85P ½c Olive Green Edward VII as a Child and 
5c Blue Duke of York Plate Proof Blocks of Four, on card, 
with good margins, very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

        

268 ** #80 1897 1c Yellow Green Queen Victoria Block of Ten 
with Specimen Overprints, with a pencil notation “Aug 1905” 
in the selvedge and the usual security punches. A few creases 
in the bottom selvedge clear of the stamps, noted for the re-
cord. Very fi ne, never hinged.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

269 ** #83 1897 3c Orange Queen Alexandra Block of 12 Blue 
Overprinted Specimen Stamps, never hinged with some gum 
crackling as usual for this issue, fi ne.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200
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270 E/P #85P 1899 5c Blue Duke of York, Plate Proof Block 
of Four, on card-mounted India paper, large even margins, a 
delightful block, very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

271 ** #86 1908 2c Rose Carmine Block of Twelve with Speci-
men Overprint in Red, mint never hinged with fresh colour, 
fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

   

272 ** #91 1910 5c Ultramarine View of Cupids, Upper Right 
Corner Block of Four. Very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $480

273 ** #213S 1933 2c Green Compton Castle SPECIMEN Per-
fi n, mint never hinged strip of three, showing full perfi n, the 
right-side stamp with small stain near centre mostly notice-
able on reverse, nicely-centered and scarce.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

   

274 E/P #230 dp4 Progressive Die Proof in Rose Carmine for 
the 4c Princess Elizabeth Issue of 1938, on watermarked 
Eagle Parchment. A superb exhibit piece, listed as unique. 
Walsh 230 dp4, c.v. $1,000.

 ........................................................................... Walsh $1,000

   

275 * #C18 1933 $4.50 on 75c Bistre Balbo Flight Surcharge, 
Perforated 14.3, mint lightly hinged, very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $450
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Australia

276 ** Group of 40 Defi nitive and 4 Prestige Booklets 
1953/2005, includes 14 “Famous Australians” 1968 book-
lets, 3 with wax interleaf, also 5 early decimal Elizabeth, one 
with wax interleaf. Both of these sets extensively described 
and priced according to the Sel Pfeffer catalogue. Then 17 
various defi nitive and commemorative booklets up to $3 face 
value. Finally, 4 prestige booklets: “Australia at War” Scott 
1938 (c.v. $100), Lighthouses, Eureka Stockade and Na-
matjira birth centenary. Very fi ne. 

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Bahamas

277 ** #93 1935 2½d Blue KGV Silver Jubilee, with 164 mint 
never hinged stamps in four part sheets, some with plate 
numbers. Mostly very fi ne with some very minor toning on the 
backs of some stamps noted for the record. 

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,025

British Commonwealth

278 ** Group of 125 Elizabethan Period Stamp Booklets, in-
cluding 11 different New Zealand presentation booklets 
(Scott c.v. $252), 6 Great Britain presentation booklets and 
9 defi nitive stamp booklets (total c.v. for GB Booklets $307), 
67 Royal events and anniversaries and 32 defi nitive booklets 
from various Commonwealth countries. Some minor duplica-
tion in the Royal events group. Very fi ne.  

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Cape of Good Hope

279  #3/6 Group of 36 Used “Hope - Seated” Triangles, 
1855 to 1858, on a black Hagner stock sheet. Unchecked 
for shades, we noted many good margins and fresh colours 
on many. One forgery not included in the count or catalogue 
value. Fine or better and all pictured in our photo. 

 .......................................................................... Scott U$8,275

People’s Republic of China

                    

280 (*) #30 1950 Harvesters with Ox, $20,000 on $10,000 
Red, unused (no gum as issued), fresh and very fi ne.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$725

                    
x281

281 ** #141/150 1952 Gymnastics Part Set of Five Blocks of 
4 on Thin Paper,  never hinged, with some corner folds, some 
blunt perforations and two small stains, still fi ne.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$700

                    
x282

282  #620-627 1962 4f to 50f Stage Art of Mei Lang-fang, 
c.t.o. set, a few short perfs, fi ne to very fi ne.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$340

Croatia

                    
x283

283 ** #592a 2005 Europa Souvenir Sheets,  group of 30 with 
six-digit individual serial numbers on each sheet, mint never 
hinged, very fi ne.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,800

Note:  

All Scott  Catalogue values are in US 
Dollars.  We have not converted into 
equivalent Canadian dollar values. 
Please bid accordingly.
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Falkland Islands

                    
284 ** #9 1891-1902 ½p Green Queen Victoria in a Full Sheet 

of 60, mint never hinged with full Bradbury Wilkinson & Co. 
Ltd London inscription and a Crown Agent watermark on 18 
stamps. Accompanied by a 1975 Royal Philatelic Society of 
London certifi cate. Very fi ne. S.G. #6.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,140

France

                    

285 ** #125 1900-1929 1fr Claret and Olive Green Upper Right 
Corner Block of 10, never hinged with full selvedge. Very fi ne. 
Yvert & Tellier #121.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$265

                    
x286

286 ** #C27 1950 1,000fr Air View of Paris, a mint never hinged 
group of fi ve very fi ne examples. Offset on back of one stamp 
noted for the record.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$650

French Offi ces

                    

287  Y&T #37 5 Fr Violet Grey Pinkish Used at French Post Of-
fi ce in Shanghai, with Large Figures cancel 5104. Small thin 
at upper center does not detract. Yvert & Tellier catalogue 
€1,750 (CAD $2,557). Fine.

 ..............................................................Yvert & Tellier €1,750

French Morocco

                    
xLot 288

288 E/P #281DP ca. 1952 20f of the Capitals Issue, Fourteen 
Large Die Proofs, on light card measuring 139x109mm, 
some with fi le markings, all in different colours including the 
issued red. Accompanied by the full set of four of the issued 
stamps. Ideal for an exhibit. Very fi ne.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500
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Gambia

                    
x289

289 ** #3736-3738 2017 D2,000-D5,000 Mammals, mint nev-
er hinged lower right corner blocks of six, very fi ne.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,640

Germany

290  #25 1872 9kr Red Brown Eagle & Large Shield, used, 
neatly-struck Villingen double-circle c.d.s., scarce and fi ne to 
very fi ne.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$375

            
x291

291 /*/** #CL1-CL6 Group of Semi-Offi cial Airmail Issues, 
with Scott #s CL1-CL3 (mint lightly hinged), CL4 (used with 
1912 fl ight cancel and light crease) and CL5-CL6 (the two 
scarce E. E L.P. overprints, each mint never hinged but with 
gum toning, the 20pf value has a natural gum bend). Overall 
fi ne.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,045

German Occupation Stamps

                    

292 ** #5N41a 1949 30pf Dark Blue Engineers Congress Type 
II Block of Four, a mint never hinged upper left block of this 
scarce variety, fi ne to very fi ne.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,000

       

293 ** #B76 1950 15+5 Fr Brown Red and Dark Brown Tag 
der Briefmarken, mint never hinged complete sheet of 10, 
crease in upper left selvedge else very fi ne. Complete sheets 
are scarce. Michel c.v. is €2,000.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$675
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German States -- Bremen

294  #3 1860 7gr Black on Yellow Coat of Arms, on wove 
paper, an attractive four-margin example, used with partial 
boxed datestamp, a sound, fi ne to very fi ne stamp.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$950

Great Britain

            
x295

295  #1 1840 1p Black Queen Victoria Imperforate, two used 
singles, both with Maltese Cross postmarks in red, position 
CH has three full margins and position QL (encapsulated) has 
two full margins and is offered in its presentation folder with 
book on the history of the stamp, certifi cate, etc.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

            

296  #1 1p Black Queen Victoria Imperforate on 1840 Fold-
ed Letter, mailed on JUL.4.1840 (backstamp) and franked 
with a Penny Black (position BC, with three clear margins) tied 
by a red Maltese Cross cancel. The letter inside is datelined, 
JUL.3.1840 from Craigends. Fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$850

            

297 * #96 1883 2sh6d Lilac Queen Victoria, hinge remnant, ver-
tical gum creases, fresh colour, a very fi ne-centered example 
of this diffi cult stamp. S.G. 179, c.v. £825.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$700

            

298  #142 1902-11, £1 blue green King Edward VII, water-
marked three crowns, centrally-struck Guernsey c.d.s., supe-
rior centering to what is most commonly encountered, attrac-
tive and very fi ne. (S.G. 266, £825). Rsv. $250.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$825

            

299 * #174a 1915 5sh Brown Carmine Seahorse, De La Rue 
Printing, very lightly hinged, very fresh and fi ne.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$675

Haiti

300 ** #124 1906 1g Red Violet with Red Handstamp in Two 
Never Hinged Multiples, consisting of 94 stamps on part 
sheets with two full inscriptions and three partial inscriptions. 
There is separation and some gum skips on this otherwise 
scarce offering. Generally fi ne to very fi ne. 

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,410
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Iran

301 E/P 1865 Riester Essay of a Seated Lion, in brown-bronze 
over cream paper, very fi ne. Persiphila catalogue #RE3, 
US$400.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

            
x302

302 ** 1915 1c to 5k Kings and Historical Buildings Set of 
Unissued Stamps, With and Without SERVICE Overprint, a 
mint never hinged set of 19 without overprint, plus a mint 
never hinged set of 19 with SERVICE overprint in red, with 
many issues having sheet margins. These were printed for the 
Iranian government in 1915 by Joh. Enschedé en Zonen, of 
Haarlem, Holland in sheets of 25. 100 sheets of each de-
nomination were delivered to Tehran, but they were never put 
into use. In 1940, a total of 90,000 of these stamps were de-
stroyed, leaving a possible 130 complete sets (or less). Rare 
and seldom offered. Fine to very fi ne. Persiphila catalogue 
US$2,700.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

Italy

            
x303

303  #142A-142D 1922 10c to 40c 9th Italian Philatelic Con-
gress Overprint Set, each tied to a small piece by a day of 
issue JUN.4.1922 Trieste Philatelic Congress event postmark, 
fi ne-very fi ne overall and scarce.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,235

304 ** #1048a 1966 40L Grey and Dull Green Italian Patriots, 
Evanescent Printing Variety, in a never hinged upper right 
sheet margin block of 16 with the second and third rows 
quite underinked. A striking error. Accompanied by a photo-
copy of the original Diena certifi cate. Scott #945var, Sassone 
1032var. Very fi ne. Rsv. $1,400.  See image above.

 ........................................................................ Bolaffi  €14,000

Lot 304
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Italian States

305 * #6 Naples 1858 20g Pale Rose Coat of Arms, hinged origi-
nal gum, four margins, good colour, a lovely example of this 
rare world classic. Accompanied by an Alberto Diena certifi -
cate. Very fi ne. Sassone 13, c.v. €28,000. Rsv. $800.

 ........................................................................Scott U$11,250

Liechtenstein

            
x306

306 ** #114, 130, 131 1933-1935 2fr, 3fr and 5fr Values, mint 
never hinged, very fi ne.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,090

Luxembourg

            

307  #5 1860 2c Black Coat of Arms, Frankfurt Printing, four 
large margins, c.d.s. postmark, an attractive example of this 
classic stamp, very fi ne.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$550

Malaysian States -- Kedah

                
               x308 x309

308 * #46-54 1937 10c Sepia & Ultramarine to $5 Deep Car-
mine & Black Sultan Hamid Halim Shah , set of nine, hinge 
remnants, beautiful bright colours and detailed impressions, 
fresh and very fi ne. S.G. 60-68, £300.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$203

309  #46-54 1937 10c Sepia & Ultramarine to $5 Deep Car-
mine & Black Sultan Sir Abdul Hamid Halim Shah, used, 
with unobtrusive c.d.s. postmarks, desirable centering, bright 
colours, a choice used set, very fi ne.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$312

Mexico

310  #5 1856 8r Red Lilac Hidalgo, ample to large margins 
all around, rich delicate shade, neatly-cancelled by oval Vera-
cruz datestamp FEB.28.1857, an exceptional classic stamp, 
extremely fi ne, signed Alberto Diena. Rsv. $150.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Nyasaland Protectorate

            
x311

311  #J1-J5 1950 1d Rose Red to 6d Ochre Postage Due , 
set of fi ve, used, mostly neatly-struck c.d.s. postmarks, good 
colour, well-centered and chiefl y very fi ne. S.G. D1-5, £275.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$303
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Rhodesia

            
x312

312  #43-49 1896 ½d Slate to 1sh Yellow Buff Issue of the 
Cape of Good Hope, overprinted in black, each with Bulawayo 
c.d.s., used during the Matabele Rebellion, a scarce group, 
very fi ne.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$421

            
x313

313  #76-81 1905 1d Rose Red to 5sh Violet Victoria Falls, set 
of six, neatly-struck Salisbury postmarks, two small marks at 
right of 1/-, a pleasing set. Fine to very fi ne.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$376

Saar

                
x314

314  #B23-B29 1931 Volkshilfe Semi- Postal Issue, complete 
used set of seven values, neatly cancelled and fresh, very 
fi ne. A scarce set.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$528

                
x315

315  #B61-B64 1948 Hochwasser Hilfe Semi-Postal Issue, 
used set of 5, two with commemorative datestamps, B62 is 
c.t.o., well-centered, fresh, and very fi ne.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$402

Straits Settlements

316 ** #246 1937-41 25c Rose Red and Violet King George VI, 
a mint never hinged full sheet of 100, with plate No. 1 at top 
and bottom of the full selvedge. The gum is toned, but still a 
rare sheet with bright colours, very fi ne. S.G. #286 £4,800.  
See image on page 52.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,500

Seychelles

            
x317

317 * #125a-148 1938-1941 2c to 5r Defi nitive Set, mint 
hinged (most with h.r.), bright colours, mostly very fi ne. A dif-
fi cult set of the King George VI era.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$393

South Africa

318 ** #276 1960 20c Secretary Bird, Unwatermarked, a mint 
never hinged complete sheet of 100, folded in the middle, 
with a few separations in the selvedge, very fi ne. 

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,000
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x319

319 */** #C1-C4 1925 1p Red to 9p Gray Green Air Post in 
Blocks of Four, hinged between top two stamps, the 9d block 
lower right example with violet ink offset, well-centered, very 
fi ne.

 .......................................................................................... $390

            
x320

320 */** #C5-C6 1929 4p Blue Green and 1sh Orange Air Post, 
in blocks of four, never hinged, bright colours, uncommon 
multiples, very fi ne.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$300

Spain

            

321  #11a var 1851 10r Deep Green Queen Isabella, used, 
showing the Frame Break Variety at left near “R” of CERTIFO, 
four large margins, good colour, a pleasing example of this va-
riety, scarce in this quality, very fi ne; with COMEX certifi cate. 
Edifi l 11a. Rsv. $300.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$300

Switzerland

       

322  #50b 1862-65 1fr Reddish Bronze Helvetia, ideally-
struck Montreux c.d.s., well-centered, a lovely example of this 
scarce shade, very fi ne.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$470

United States

       

323  E. H. Rollins Patriotic Cover, with indistinct postmark. 
Edward Henry Rollins was Chairman of the Republican Con-
vention in Chicago when Lincoln and Hamlin were nominated 
in 1860. Back fl ap with embossed “Union and Constitution” 
eagle, shield and laurel. Fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

South Vietnam

324 E/P #M2 1961 Orange Yellow, Dark Green and Brown Pro-
gressive Proof Sheet for Military Stamp M2, in a sheet of 
60, without text, not rouletted, on ungummed paper. A very 
interesting item. Very fi ne.  See image on page 52.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

Zululand

       

325 ** #10 1892 1sh Green Queen Victoria of Great Britain, 
overprinted ZULULAND, never hinged, particularly desirable 
as such, superior centering, a lovely stamp in all respects, 
very fi ne. S.G. 10.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$160
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Canada Stampless Covers

                    

326  1846 Port Maitland Manuscript Cancel, dated 
JUL.27.1846, on folded letter rated 1/4 to Montréal, with 31 
July double broken circle arrival backstamps, exceptionally 
fresh, a scarce Haldimand County manuscript. Very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

                    

327  1855 Crimean War Steamship Cover Peru to Montréal, 
mailed from Lima, Peru on Jan. 24, 1855 (manuscript) to 
Montréal (FE.27 receiver) endorsed “Via Panama y de Los Es-
tados Unidos” with two “N. YORK / STEAMSHIP” c.d.s., rated 
one shilling three pence and with a “25” cents due hand-
stamp applied in Canada. A remarkable voyage accomplished 
in just over one month. Fine and scarce.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

Canada Postal Stationery

328 /PC Group of 70 Interesting Modern Stationery Items, 
mostly consisting of Cameo, Wilding and Centennial era 
items, with envelopes, cards, Canadian Pacifi c money orders, 
many private order items, CP and CN railway items (some 
with carbon copy paper, certifi ed and priority mail items, and 
more. The majority of the items in this lot are seldom offered 
or seen, overall very fi ne. See photos for a small sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

                    

329  #EN2 1861 10c Brown Nesbitt Stationery Envelope to 
the United States, postmarked Collingwood Harbor “NOV 
12” (US style c.d.s. with American spelling of Harbor) and ad-
dressed to Westford, Connecticut, with the stamp cancelled 
by pen. Includes a double-sided letter inside datelined Nov. 
10, 1861, very fi ne.

 ................................................................................Webb $950

330 PC #P24/P292 Group of Stationery Post Cards in Uncut 
Sheets and Multiples, 1910s to 1979, starting with a pair 
of Webb P24 2c Edward, ½c Admirals, then examples from 
the Scroll, Arch and Medallion issues and two revalued issues 
of George VI. We note various Karsh issues including reval-
ued surcharges on Canadian Pacifi c private cards, a sheet 
of 2c Precancels and several post bands, two of these used, 
along with two 3c purple Cameo rouletted strips of three. We 
saw mimeo paper among these. Centennials are well repre-
sented with Ontario Hydro meter reading cards, 6c orange, 6c 
black and 8c uncut sheets. The group is rounded out by the 
1970s Fischer issues in denominations from 6c to 15c and 
one Transportation issue. Overall fi ne or better, with a solid 
Webb catalogue value, there is some toning on the earlier is-
sues and other wear problems easily seen in our photos. Most 
items are pictured.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

Canada by Stamp Issue

                    

331  #38 1887 5c Advertising Cover to England, Redirected 
to France, adhesive tied by Québec duplex (24 Mar), to St. 
Louis Hotel cover to London, England, label affi xed overtop 
redirecting cover to Paris, France, with two London (13 April) 
and Paris c.d.s. backstamps, some edge faults, else fi ne and 
scarce, ex Cantor. Rsv. $200.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300
Th ousands of scans can 

be found online at
StampAuctionNetwork.com

Want more scans of a lot?
Email us at info@sparks-auctions.com
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332  #41 1876 3c Misperforated Small Queen Franking, af-
fi xed to cover and cancelled in manuscript, postmarked Ve-
rona JA 12 76, addressed to Kingston, with arrival backstamp 
and Harrowsmith transit, unusual.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Canada Airmail

                    

333  1948 John Alexander Douglas McCurdy “Silver Dart” 
Signed Cover, franked with two 4c Bell, tied by Halifax c.d.s., 
typed endorsement “Via / Direct-Service / fl ight “SILVER 
DART” / Halifax to Montréal.”, signed “JAD McCurdy” in ink 
below, with TCA label at lower left, no backstamps, a fresh 
signed cover by this Canadian aviation icon. Very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

334  #CL40 1927-29 Western Canada Airways Collection, 
with eighteen covers, each franked with WCA semi-offi cial air-
mail and a mix of regular issue stamps, with origins of Rolling 
Portage, Jackson Manion, Red Lake, Lac La Ronge, etc, the 
odd fl ight duplicated and occasional small fault, but a mainly 
fresh and very fi ne group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

335  #CL42 Group of Six Yukon Airways & Exploration Co. 
Semi-offi cial Air Mail, with postmarks of Carcross, Atlin, or 
Telegraph Creek, either to or from Whitehorse, each with 
Semi-offi cial on front and franked with either 2c Admiral or 
Confederation, fresh and very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

See also Lot 448 for Accumulation of 
Over 800 Canadian First Flight and Airmail Covers

Canada Postmarks

336  Calendar Collection in 5 Volumes, 1912 to 1970, the fi rst 
volume contains 2c Carmine Admirals (600 stamps from Jan 
to Dec 1915), second is the same, but only 400 stamps. The 
three last volumes are thick 3-ring binders containing a col-
lection ranging from 1930 to 1970, fi lled with what appears 
to be fully dated stamps in the range, all displayed by month 
and year and issue (all defi nitives), with easily thousands of 
stamps in all. A nice collection which would form a great basis 
for continuation. Online photos give sample pages only.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

337  Large Dealer Collection / Stock of Town Postmarks on 
Stamps, QV to Modern, a red box contains roughly 600x 102 
cards sorted and identifi ed by province / town, while a small 
box contains 45 small stock cards fi lled with quality, socked 
on the nose town cancels, and two small binders are fi lled 
with several hundreds of nice quality town postmarks on 
1950s and 1960s stamps. Two binders follow, one of which 
contains a nice collection of Prince Edward County town post-
marks (SQ to modern), followed by many hundreds of town 
postmarks on SQs to 1940s stamps sorted by province, plus 
an assemblage of town and other postmarks on hundreds 
more stamps in the same range on pages and in stock pages. 
The last binder contains many retired circuit book pages of 
town postmarks, as well as many stock pages of even more 
material. A large quantity (many thousands) of mostly nice 
quality town postmarks the like of which is not often offered 
or seen.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

338  Selection of Interesting Postmarks on Mostly Small 
Queens, with about 70 Small Queen items (multiples count-
ed as one) showing a good selection of better postmarks 
from Manitoba, Alberta and a few other provinces (incl. a 
Windsor c.d.s. with inverted year slug), plus a group of other 
postmarks including crowns, fancy corks, saw a gorgeous 
appearing 10c SQ with Hamilton orb cancel (pulled perf), 
and more. The lot also includes a selection of very fi ne Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan town postmarks on piece from the 
1930s-1940s. All items scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

339  Large Stock of Ontario Town Cancels on Stamp on Piece, 
in about one-and-a-half red boxes in 102-cards, organized by 
county with up to several in each 102-card, we estimate more 
than 1,000 pieces in all. The period is mostly the 1930s to 
the 1970s. Also a 102-box with comparable material for the 
other provinces with, perhaps a few hundred pieces. Overall 
very fi ne, with the cancels mostly full and some socked-on-
the-nose.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

340  Large Accumulation of Québec Postmarks, Late 1800s 
to 1950s, consisting of many hundreds of stamps on and off 
paper, sorted alphabetically and housed in glassines, as well 
as hundreds of unsorted items, either in glassines or placed 
in a thick large envelope. It is obvious that owner acquired 
mostly clean and clear postmarks, with many socked on the 
nose cancels. A clean lot that could yield interesting fi nds for 
the dedicated postmark collector. Online photo shows a sam-
pling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

341 / Extensive Collection of Québec Broken Circle Post-
marks, consisting of well over fi ve hundred postmarks either 
on pieces or displayed in 102 cards sorted alphabetically by 
town or city, fi lling one red box. Also included is about 270 
covers and cards featuring broken circle postmarks, either 
grouped by county or yet to be sorted. The owner diligently 
chose postmarks that were clean and readable. The bulk of 
the material is mostly from the 1930s but many are dated 
back to the Victorian, Edward and George V eras. A clean, 
organized and useful lot, that would be a welcome addition 
to any serious postmark collector. Online photos show a sam-
pling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300
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Postmarks-Squared Circles

342  Collection of Railway Squared Circle Postmarks on 
Stamps and Stamps on Piece, with Souris & Winnipeg M.C. / 
No.1 and No.2 (x24 items), Napinka & Winnipeg M.C. / No.1 
and No.2 (x15 items) and Que & Camp. M.C. Local / No. 20 
(“hammer II, 2nd state” on a 3c SQ piece, R.F. 50). A nice col-
lection, on a variety of issues, with many fully dated items, not 
often offered. All scanned online. Ex Don Fraser.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

343  Collection of Manitoba Squared Circle Postmarks on 
Stamps and Stamps on Piece, with Birtle (x2), Brandon 
(x33), Deloraine (x4), Elkhorn (x1), Hartney (x1), Manitou (x1), 
McGregor Station (on an 8c SQ), Minnedosa (2 black and 2 
purple), Morden (x2), Neepawa (x5), Portage la Prairie (x1), 
Selkirk (x1), Souris (x4) and Winnipeg (x8). Most of the strikes 
have complete dates, we note a good variety of stamps, and 
unchecked by us for indicia varieties. Ex Don Fraser.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

344  Small Group of Squared Circle Postmarks on Stamp 
or Stamp on Piece, with Calgary, Regina, St John and Mel-
bourne Que (partial strike, R.F. 40), rest are from Ontario, with 
Brantford (3c SQ block of 8, Gore Bay (x2), Grafton, Graven-
hurst, Hagersville (x2), Harriston, Newmarket, North Bay, 
Orangeville (very fi ne strike, R.F. 50), Ottawa (precursor on 
5c SQ), Owen Sound (x3, A, B, C), Port Hope and St Thomas 
(struck through cloth), plus an unidentifi ed 8c SQ. Overall fi ne 
or better, ex Don Fraser.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Postmarks-Fancy

345  Ottawa Crown Cancels, selection of fourteen, struck on a 
range of Large Queens (6c, 12½c, 15c), Small Queens (1c, 
2c, 3c, and 20c Widow Weeds), and on a 2c Registered Let-
ter Stamp. Strikes have varying quality, many fi ne and clear, 
though not guaranteed by us and sold as is. The odd fault to 
be expected, still a visually appealing lot, an ideal study lot for 
the specialist.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Postmarks-Railway Post Offi ces

346 / Collection of Canada-Wide Railway Post Offi ce 
Postmarks, in two springback albums containing over 400 
stamps and stamps on piece, plus another 21 covers / cards, 
all mounted by province and RPO number. The lot also con-
tains 14 pages of retired sales circuit pages containing about 
260 stamps or stamps on piece. See our online pictures for a 
small sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

First Day Covers

347  Collection / Accumulation of Roughly 1,000 First Day 
Covers, 1950s-2007, fi lling a bankers box, neatly organized 
by year. The lot begins with roughly 80 pre-1971 fi rst day cov-
ers, some having private cachets, with the vast majority of 
material ranging from 1986 to 2007, with material possible 
on either side of the range. We note singles, pairs, se-tenants, 
sets, souvenir sheet, and high value frankings. Duplication 
is generally 1 to 3 for a few issues. Online photos show an 
overview. Clean and very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

348  Accumulation of Roughly 550 Different First Day Cov-
ers, 1970s-2007, generally unorganized in a box, noting 
single, pairs, sets, souvenir sheet, and high value frankings. 
Online photos show an overview. Clean and very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

349  Collection of Roughly 900 Different First Day Covers, 
1965-2010, neatly organized by year in nine fi rst day cover al-
bums. We note singles, pairs, se-tenant, sets, souvenir sheet, 
and high value frankings, along with roughly 100 fi rst day cov-
ers with private cachets (primarily Rose Craft). Online photos 
show an overview. A clean collection, very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

350  Collection of Roughly 500 Private Cacheted First Day 
Covers, 1957-1971, organized chronologically on homemade 
pages with corner mounts, housed in 7 binders. A spot check 
indicated makers Cole, Regal, H & E, Chickering, Jackson, 
Rose Craft, along with Bytown cachets from the Ottawa Phila-
telic Society. We note 2 to 3 different cachets for some issues, 
along with solo, set, and plate block frankings. Online photos 
show a sampling. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

351  Collection of Roughly 1,400 First Day Covers, 1960-
2017, neatly organized by year, in 22 fi rst day cover albums, 
binders, and two Lighthouse albums with slipcases. The ma-
jority of the collection contains sets, souvenir sheet and high 
denomination frankings, noting full sets of the popular Mil-
lenium and Star Trek issues, along with Unitrade #2994 with 
incorrect birthplace in text (c.v. $75), and a few covers cata-
loguing $15 and up. A very clean collection, with duplication 
up to 5 in a few cases. Online photos show a small sample 
and an overview.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

352  Collection of 16 Royal Trust, 3 Cominco and 2 Ken Boll 
First Day Covers, from 1966-1976, accompanied by an in-
depth article on Royal Trust cachets published in First Impres-
sions. Some have inserts, a scarce and very fi ne group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

353  Extensive Collection of First Day Covers, from the late 
1930s to 2007, consisting of about one thousand covers, 
mostly displayed in Vario style stock sheets, housed in 13 vol-
umes. The collection starts with several fi rst day covers from 
the late 1930s (Royal Visit) including a few Newfoundland is-
sues, then proceeds directly to the early 1990s with a more 
complete inventory through 2007. We noted singles, plate 
blocks including many in matching sets, souvenir sheets, 
many Special Event covers, and postage prepaid cards. Du-
plication is light and occurs mostly when the owner wanted to 
display the front and back of the cover. Notwithstanding the 
quality of the inventory, the lot has high retail value just in the 
hundreds of gently used stock sheets (two pockets) alone. 
Online photos show a sampling and overview. Overall very 
fi ne. Will appeal to collectors and dealers alike.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

354  Extensive Collection of First Day Covers, 1932 to 2017, 
in 15 mostly Uni-Safe albums, plus a couple of smaller plastic 
tubs. This large collection includes more than 1,000 FDCs in 
all, with many different by maker, cachet, single stamp and 
blocks, etc. Overall very fi ne condition.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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355  Accumulation of Canada Post First Day Covers, 1970s 
to early 2000s, several hundred covers in total. With single 
frankings, plate blocks, sets and souvenir sheets, some light 
duplication noted. Some still in Canada Post packaging. 
Housed in 6 FDC albums and loose. We note a few covers 
that are signed by Olympic athletes, the Offi cial 1976 Olym-
pics commemorative covers set with precious metal stamps 
(with certifi cate of authenticity) and two of the 1977 QEII Sil-
ver Jubilee First Day Cover with silver dollar (limited edition 
Nos. 1160 and 1161). Overall very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

356  #681 1976 Olympics Commemorative First Day Covers, 
approximately 1,500 covers with 43 different cancellations 
commemorating the different Olympic events and venues. 
Duplication ranges from 6 (Opening Ceremony and Closing 
Ceremony) up to 96 of others. All very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Manitoba

357  Collection of 25 Winnipeg Manitoba Advertising Cov-
ers, 1899 to 1950s, includes 10 different hotel illustrated 
advertising covers, as well as 15 other advertising covers 
from a variety of companies, many which are illustrated and / 
or in colour. A mostly very fi ne group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

358  Group of 65 Covers and Cards from Manitoba, Small 
Queens to 1970s, this group was put together by a collector 
with an eye for the unusual, and contains perfi ns, illustrated 
advertising, offi cials frankings, registered, Admiral frankings, 
a red Winnipeg Dec.24.1926 slogan cancel, a private regis-
tration label on a War Tax cover, two real photo cards from 
HBC Norway House and HBC Rossville, an 1898 QV Leaf pri-
vate postcard with Winnipeg squared circle, various MOON or 
similar postmarks, a few small towns (Tuxedo, Bield, Zelena, 
etc.) and much more. Last but not least is a specialized col-
lection on “MacDonald, Tupper, Phippen & Tupper, Barristers 
and Solicitors” in Winnipeg, with lots of historical information 
on the fi rm and its partners, as well as fi rm corner cards, mail 
addressed to them, a study of their perfi n (with 30 perfi ned 
stamps), photographs, postcards etc. A few have faults, still 
an overall fi ne or better group. Ex Don Fraser.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

359 /PC Collection / Stock of Manitoba Postmarks on Cov-
ers, Cards and Stamps, Part One, from Small Queens to 
modern, sorted into about 43 home made envelopes by town 
name (some envelopes contain more than one town), with 
each envelope containing an average of 5 to 10 items. We 
noted covers, picture postcards, stationery cards and enve-
lopes as well as on or off paper stamps, all selected for the 
clarity of the town postmarks. A useful group for the specialist 
or dealer, overall fi ne to very fi ne. Online photos only show a 
small sampling of what can be found in this lot. Ex Gordon 
Richardson.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

360 /PC Collection / Stock of Manitoba Postmarks on Cov-
ers, Cards and Stamps, Part Two, from Small Queens to 
modern, sorted into about 43 home made envelopes by town 
name (some envelopes contain more than one town), with 
each envelope containing an average of 5 to 10 items. We 
noted covers, picture postcards, stationery cards and enve-
lopes as well as on or off paper stamps, all selected for the 
clarity of the town postmarks. A useful group for the specialist 
or dealer, overall fi ne to very fi ne. Online photos only show a 
small sampling of what can be found in this lot. Ex Gordon 
Richardson.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

361 /PC Collection / Stock of Manitoba Postmarks on Cov-
ers, Cards and Stamps, Part Three, from Small Queens to 
modern, sorted into about 43 home made envelopes by town 
name (some envelopes contain more than one town), with 
each envelope containing an average of 5 to 10 items. We 
noted covers, picture postcards, stationery cards and enve-
lopes as well as on or off paper stamps, all selected for the 
clarity of the town postmarks. A useful group for the specialist 
or dealer, overall fi ne to very fi ne. Online photos only show a 
small sampling of what can be found in this lot. Ex Gordon 
Richardson.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

New Brunswick

                    

362  #9a 10c Vermilion Bisect on an 1860 Domestic Cover, 
the bisect, paying the proper 5c rate, is tied by a pen cancel 
to a cover addressed to Harvey, NB with the following back-
stamps: W.O. Armstrong’s Brook (DEC.31), Bathurst (DEC.31), 
Chatham (JAN.1), Salisbury (JAN.3), Harvey (JAN.3) and one 
other unidentifi ed. Opening faults at bottom, else fi ne and ac-
companied by a 1998 Greene Foundation certifi cate.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

Nova Scotia

                    

363  #4a 6d Yellow Green Heraldic Bisect on 1858 Cover, 
mailed from Upper Musquodoboit (AUG.6) to Windsor (AUG.8) 
through Halifax (AUG.7). The bisected stamp is properly tied 
by an oval grid cancel, and has a stain and a tear, else a fi ne 
and rare cover. Accompanied by a 1956 Philatelic Foundation 
certifi cate and a 2007 Greene Foundation certifi cate.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $6,000

Ontario by County

364  Collection of Welland County Postal History, 1847 to 
1970s, all written up and displayed on pages in a binder, with 
a little less than 90 covers and cards. We note various rate 
handstamps, corks, duplex, machine and slogans, a few post-
cards, many Welland corner cards, etc. Also noted a Crowland 
U.C. (rare, from 1847), Merrittsville C.W. (very rare as post 
offi ce open only 9 years), nice “old aqueduct at Welland” view 
(from an old book), etc. Mixed condition, with many very fi ne. 
Ex Liptak collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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Prince Edward Island

                    
x365

365  Group of 5 Prince Edward Island Covers, 1861-1869, 
all franked with early PEI issues, three are domestic, one 
to New Brunswick and one to the United States. Four of the 
covers are accompanied by (pink) 2010 Greene Foundation 
certifi cates describing various problems with those items, in-
cluding some stamps not belonging, or being removed and 
replaced, etc. An interesting group for the PEI collector, all 
items scanned online, with their certifi cates, and a few are 
shown on both sides.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Newfoundland

                    

366  #C1 1919 Hawker Trans-Atlantic Flight Overprint on 3c 
Red Brown Caribou, mailed from St John’s on APR.12.1919 
(machine cancel) to The Daily Mail in London, England, with 
English seal on back (used to close open fl ap), cancelled Lon-
don MAY.30.1919. The cover is franked with a well centered 
Newfoundland C1, tied by the St John’s machine cancel, with 
a “BY AEROPLANE” endorsement at top left. There is a verti-
cal folding crease in the middle of the cover, still fi ne to very 
fi ne. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation certifi cate. 
Rsv. $14,000.

 This fl ight made a controlled crash landing in the ocean, after 
about 13 hours of fl ight, which likely explains why the back 
fl ap became unattached. An exceedingly rare cover, as only 
200 stamps were overprinted, 18 of those destroyed as they 
were defective and with only 95 used stamps believed to ex-
ist, with far fewer remaining on their original covers.

 .....................................................................Unitrade $30,000

                    

367  #C3h 1921 Halifax Air Mail Cover NOV.21.21, with 
1.5mm between Air and Mail and period after 1921. Halifax 
receiver dated FEB.4.22. Fine to very fi ne.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $400

                    

368  #C4 1927 De Pinedo Flight Overprint in Red on 
60c Black King Henry VII, with tied postmark St. John’s 
MAY.21.1927 and St. John’s receiver MAY.25.1927. Accompa-
nied by a 2015 Greene Foundation certifi cate and a 1976 Di-
ena certifi cate, both noting that the cover was not carried on 
the De Pinedo fl ight (those covers bore a May.20.1927 post-
mark), but was delivered locally instead. Only 300 stamps 
were overprinted for the fl ight. Fine. Rsv. $14,000.

 .....................................................................Unitrade $25,000

                    

369  #C18 1933 $4.50 on 75c Bistre, Italo Balbo Flight, tied 
to cover by St. John’s JUL.26.33 c.d.s., the fi rst day of issue, 
endorsed “Per GENERAL BALBO FLIGHT” and struck with 
circular CROCIERA AEREA DEL DECENNALE / ITALIA- NORD 
AMERICA fl ight cachet, to the British Consulate in Rome, Italy, 
with Shoal Harbour JUL.27.33 broken circle transit and two 
Rome c.d.s. backstamps, small cut from lower left, else a fi ne 
and scarce cover from this renowned fl ight.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,100
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370  Group of More Than 80 Covers, 1920s to 1949, noting 
a set of the Labrador Air Mail issue on First Day Cover, Long 
Coronation on two Registered letters to London, UK and a 
fi rst fl ight Wabush-Katsao to Seven Islands. We also saw 20 
fi rst fl ights from “St. Pierre France to St. John’s NFLD” (1931) 
with Maritime & Newfoundland Airways labels affi xed to the 
back. There are a few Rev. Butler covers also and some loose 
stamps (mint and used) are included; we noted a hinged set 
of the Labrador Air Mail issue. There may be postmark inter-
est in this lot from the Armstrong fi nd. Generally very good to 
fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Newfoundland Stationery and Postcards

                    

371 PC #P6 1892 2c Carmine Red Postcard to Belgium, with the 
reply portion still attached, postmarked St. John’s JUN.22.96 
with a Glasgow JUL.30.96 transit. Fine.

 ................................................................................Webb $225

Covers -- Collections & Accumulations

                    
x372

372 PC Group of 8 Queen Victoria Era Stationery Postcards to 
Foreign Destinations, 1890 to 1902, with two Small Queen 
postal cards (each uprated by 1c) to Sweden and Newfound-
land, plus 5 QV Leaf issue postal cards (some uprated, incl. 
two 5c U.P.U. cards) to New Zealand (x2), Newfoundland, 
Chile (from St. Eustache, Man.) and Brazil, as well as a QV 
Numeral and 2c Map picture postcard to Sweden. Overall fi ne 
or better, all items scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

373 /PC Box of Various Interesting Postal History, with a few 
hundred covers, but also some stationery cards, bag tags, 
etc. The material ranges from Large Queens to Modern, with 
all sorts of variety, including better postmarks, frankings, 
usages, registered, postage due, and so much more. Some 
faults, including cover fronts, else overall fi ne to very fi ne. See 
our online pictures for a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

374 /PC Accumulation of Roughly 700 Covers and Cards, 
Victorian Reign Onward, consisting of four binders and loose 
material. We note a binder of over 100 used and unused post-
al stationery, ranging from 1871 to the 1930s, roughly half 
being Victorian with Ottawa and Montréal printings. A second 
binder contains roughly 160 commercial covers, with roughly 
half coming from a correspondence with material ranging from 
1900 to the 1930s. The remaining material is a mix of primar-
ily commercial mail with various rates noting postal stationery, 
A.R. cards, postcards, meter mail, airmails, registered, military 
mail, advertising mail (some illustrated), perfi n frankings, fi rst 
day covers, etc. Some of the covers are sleeved and a few 
priced for retail ranging from $10 to $20 (with a few priced 
higher). Our online photo shows a sampling of the lot. We note 
a few small faults including corner bends and general wear. 
Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

375  Collection of 25 Covers from Montréal, with Several 
Better, a wide variety of material, all with a connection to 
Montréal, mostly in terms of postmarks, includes three ad-
vertising covers (1896-1899), a 1900 Leaf cover with E1 
Special Delivery canceled by Bickerdike fl ag cancel (scarce), 
an 1846 SFL with Montréal Steamboat Letter postmark, an 
1867 “Montréal Post Offi ce / C.E.” double circle, an 1848 
folded money letter with a Montréal tombstone cancel, 4 cov-
ers addressed to Major Amyot from Les Voltigeurs de Québec 
(1873-1875), an 1890 “Montréal / W.R.H.” carrier marking 
on card, an 1877 “Carrier / North Dis” carrier marking on 
mourning cover, a French 1939 MAI.15 Royal Train registered 
cover that is one of three known missing a Montréal transit 
c.d.s., a MAI.18.1939 Royal Train cover, a 1c Small Queen 
Massey Harris Co. cover with Montréal roller cancel, a scarce 
1923 Montréal keyhole registration marking, a censored Ad-
miral War Tax cover, two covers with all over illustrated backs, 
and a few more. A very interesting and useful lot, overall very 
fi ne. All items pictured online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $600

                    
x376

376 /PC Collection of 9 covers / Cards with Winnipeg and 
Other Dead Letter Offi ce Postmarks, 8 items have various 
Winnipeg DLO postmarks, two of those also have a London 
DLO and a Regina DLO, and there is also an Ottawa DLO on 
7c Edward registered cover to Latchford, Alberta. There are 
other interesting attributes such as directional markings (mis-
sent to, etc.), RPO postmarks, and one has a 1c postage due 
stamp. A great lot for the specialist, overall fi ne or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

377  Group of 6 Covers with Customs Duty Stamps or Post-
marks, 1921 to 1937, 4 covers are franked with 2c red 
stamps and one with a 1c green, and a 6th has no stamp. All 
covers have the large National Revenue Postal Branch / Duty 
Free handstamp (with indicia 1 to 4 from Winnipeg) and there 
are also two pieces with similar postmarks. The covers are 
incoming from the US, GB and Kenya Uganda & Tanganyika. A 
rarely offered group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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378 /PC Group of Meter Covers, Bulk Mailing Permits, etc., 
starts off with 22x PAID in CASH (or similar) permit frankings 
from a variety of cities (Winnipeg, Québec, Montréal, Toronto, 
Hamilton, Edmonton), mostly covers but also a picture post-
card, a wrapper, 5 are cut-outs, a few that were uprated with 
Admirals, a few advertising, etc. A rarely offered group. Also 
contains 32 covers and cards with circular with chevron type 
frankings, with several different types, including one that was 
uprated to pay for registration, etc. A great start to a new col-
lecting area, overall very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

379 /PC Banker’s Box of Misc. Canadian Covers, Cards, 
etc., with several hundred various items, including a stack of 
AGM stationery covers and cards, a binder of 1960s and 70s 
fi rst day and event covers, a stack of probably 100 Post Par 
mailed covers with a few different postmarks, a few hundred 
commercial covers and cards with a variety of rates, frank-
ings, covers, etc., a stack of two different colourful Calgary 
Stampede unused covers, two different Karsh Maxi-Cards, a 
study of King Edward 2c re-entries, etc. on covers mounted on 
pages, used and unused stationery items, Canada Post cre-
ations and much more. Our pictures can only show a portion 
of this interesting lot, so plan on having an in-person look.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

380  Accumulation of Several Hundred Canada Covers, Late 
1800s to Late 1970s, with a wide variety of material from the 
Victoria era (SQ covers) to modern, with postmark interest, 
including postal stationery (used and unused), postage dues, 
airmails, postcards, military mail such as unaddressed cov-
ers with CFPO 108 and 5001 cancels,and many commercial 
covers. Also included is a group of fi rst day covers from the 
1940s to 1970s with mostly Rose Craft and Art Craft cachets. 
We noted a few fronts, and faults to be expected such as tears 
and folds. Clean eclectic lot, worth in person viewing. Online 
photos show an overview.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

381  Hundreds of Covers from a Dealer Stock, 1860 to 
1990s, consisting of a wide assortment of commercial cov-
ers and FDCs, plus some special event covers related to Ca-
nadian Forces exercises, base post offi ces, etc. We saw a 5c 
Beaver on cover with a notation that it might have a re-entry, a 
Regiments LL plate block FDC and Prisoner of War mail, along 
with some postal stationery. We noted some non-Canadian 
covers also. Great for the collector or dealer alike, sure to be 
fi nds within. Our photos show an overview of the contents.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Canadian Military Postal History

382 PC Group of About 100 World War II Cigarette “Thank 
You” Cards, mostly mailed to breweries (a number of differ-
ent ones) in Canada with various “thank you for the smokes” 
notes on back, some more elaborate in their messages, some 
being thankful, one saying cigarettes might be more appreci-
ated back home, and one from a soldier in the Libyan desert 
conveying his disappointment there was no case of beer at-
tached, etc. Some are censored and there is postmark inter-
est, as well as different postcard designs. Should easily retail 
in the $5 to $15 range each. Overall fi ne or better, with creas-
ing here and there. Photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

383 /PC Group of Over 225 World War I Covers / Cards, with 
a wide variety of material, including military picture postcards 
(showing camps, soldiers, etc.) a collection of Valcartier Camp 
picture postcards, some greetings cards, as well as many 
items having postmark interest, such as FPOs, APOs, large 
camp c.d.s. (many Petawawa, Aldershot, and a few Shilo), 
Camp Borden broken circles, censor markings, and more. 
Also noted a variety of Honour Envelopes (incl. 1st, 2nd, 3rd 
printings, etc.), a group of military hospital-related items and 
much more. Usual condition for this type of material, many 
items are sleeved and some are still priced by various deal-
ers. Online photos give an example of what can be found in 
this useful grouping.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

384 / Collection of Royal Canadian Air Force Postmarks, 
1940s to 1960s, on stamps, stamps on piece and on covers 
/ cards in two binders. Each binder is its own collection, and 
joined together would make a great showing. We note many 
hundreds of items, mostly identifi ed by station or station 
number, etc., and one collection includes opening and clos-
ing dates, plus a few with rarity factors. A very nice collection 
overall, unchecked by us for better postmarks. Online photos 
show only a few pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

385  Collection of Roughly 90 WWI Covers, noting a range 
of FPOs from soldiers overseas, censor markings, Whiz-Bang 
cards, Honour envelopes, a few including their original en-
closures, condition mixed as usual for military mail, a useful 
group for further study.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

386  World War II Tobacco “Thank You” card postal history 
collection, of over 50 cards, with better including rare usage 
from Y-Force Jamaica (stamps removed), unusual naval us-
age from HMCS Annapolis, range of tobacco brands and card 
styles, including Macdonald, Buckingham (including Christ-
mas-themed), RAF censored, over two dozen with Orderly 
Room markings, quality varies as expected, an ideal group for 
the specialist.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

387  World War II RCAF Military Correspondence Collection,  
with roughly 150 covers to L.A.C. (later Sergeant) J.A. Fudge, 
including a number of interesting examples to him at the No. 
111 O.T.U. in Nassau, Bahamas, scarce for Canadian military 
mail, including redirected examples to the Bahamas from 
apparent previous postings at the Wireless Training School 
in Guelph, or at “Y Depot” in Halifax, also examples of mail 
to him in Lachine and at the RCAF No 5A Manning Depot in 
Valcartier, some envelopes with rough opening tears, through 
almost all covers appear to include their enclosures, an ideal 
primary resource for the military historian.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Th ousands of scans can 
be found online at

StampAuctionNetwork.com

Want more scans of a lot?
Email us at info@sparks-auctions.com
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388  World War II Naval Postal History Collection, approach-
ing 500 items, wide range of DB/N censor markings, which 
the previous collector has used to identify many of the ships 
or bases of origin, of which there is a great range, including 
HMCS Camrose, Sault Ste Marie, Annan, Prince Henry, Lau-
rier, Cobalt, Malpeque, Morden, Georgian, Westmount, Coati-
cook, and many more, roughly 100 are #10 size, but nearly all 
if not all with naval handstamps of some description, includ-
ing Commanding Offi cer handstamps from several different 
vessels, return address markings, Naval Offi cer in Charge, 
Mail Offi ce, Supply Depot, Accounting Offi ce handstamps, etc, 
also one binder censor study of roughly 100 items mostly with 
detailed write-ups, varied condition as typical for military mail, 
not often offered in this quantity, ideal for the dealer of collec-
tor seeking a research project.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

389  Canada World War II Blackout Cancel collection, over 
two hundred covers, much written-up and identifi ed as to city 
of origin, noting Halifax, Victoria, Yarmouth, Lethbridge, Van-
couver, St. John, Sydney, Québec etc. Some are unsorted and 
ready to incorporate, condition mixed in places but many fi ne 
covers, ideal for expansion, ex Sayles.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

390  World War II Armed Forces Air Letter in-depth Study, 
approximately 120 examples, mounted on pages annotating 
differences in text and format, including watermark, number 
of address lines, paper shades, form codes, the vast majority 
being used, leaving plenty of potential for historic interest. 
Typical mixed condition for military mail, but a remarkable 
specialized study that would take years to duplicate, ex Say-
les.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

391  Newfoundland “W” Force 1940-46 World War II Postal 
History Collection, with over 70 covers and several dozen 
stamps, mostly written-up on pages, examining the history of 
W Force, showing mail from HMCS Avalon, studies of censor 
handstamps, CAPO markings, etc. Typical varied condition for 
military mail, but a desirable study of this popular area; ex 
Sayles.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

392  World War II Registered Field Post Offi ce cover group, 
with seventeen items, to or from soldiers or various Field Post 
Offi ces including FPO 313 (from soldier with the Postal Unit), 
524 (Netherlands), Postal HQ London, Black Watch FPO SC-5 
Redirected, FPO 34 (Italy), FPO 10 (RCAF HQ London), FPO 
677 (Bomber Command), FPO 641 (Netherlands), and many 
more. Typical mixed condition for military mail, with many fi ne 
covers.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

393  1908-1934 Aldershot Camp Collection, of fourteen 
items, most being Admiral-franked WWI-era, includes early 
Aldershot Camp split-ring, camp scene postcards, multiple 
years of the larger Field Post Offi ce c.d.s., etc., some condi-
tion issues as expected, a good lot for the military enthusiast.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

394  World War I – World War II Tobacco “Thank You” Card 
Collection, with nearly 80 cards, a detailed study as to types, 
addressee/donor, card codes, etc, noting MacDonald’s To-
bacco Fund, MacDonald’s Gift Tobacco Parcels cards, Impe-
rial Tobacco, usage from Newfoundland, several regimental 
markings, four scarcer World War I examples, illustrated Over-
seas Club certifi cate for school children thanking them for 
contributing in fund-raising for tobacco for troops overseas, 
etc. A carefully-selected holding, the odd fault but mostly bet-
ter quality than often seen, a lovely collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

395  Canada WWI and WWII Forestry Corps Collection, of 
roughly 80 items, the vast majority being WWI- era, a detailed 
study with covers, real photo cards, and correspondence, 
from a number of Forestry Corps units in France and the Unit-
ed Kingdom, noting six with orderly room markings, unusual 
usage of YMCA letterhead with French “Sower” issue franking 
to Texas, Prisoner of War letter sheet, range of FPO and cen-
sor markings, postcards, showing the No. 1 Construction Co. 
in Jura with the C.F.C., scenes at Smith’s Lawn Camp, etc, 
condition varies as expected, but a diffi cult holding to dupli-
cate, with many scarcer items; ex Pomfret, most on his an-
notated pages with accompanying research notes.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

396  Military Postal History Bankers Box, fi lled to the brim, 
WWI through the QEII-era, with most being WWII shortly there-
after, including Korean and Vietnam War, wide range of mate-
rial, with naval markings, CAPOs in Newfoundland, Tobacco 
“Thank You” cards, myriad orderly room markings, Canadian 
militia camps, Prisoner of War, patriotic cachets, interest-
ing WWII Victory Loan promotional ephemera, FECB labels, 
Canada/India-related including naval cover from Bombay, Air 
Letter from RAF India Command, air letter correspondence to 
seaman in merchant navy in India, study of MPOs in a binder, 
as well as some research notes, a large holding ideal for the 
diligent researcher.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

Worldwide Postal History and Postmarks

397  Australia and Australian Antarctic Territories First Day 
Cover Collection, with about 280 FDC, between about 1986 
and 2007 but we noted 4 diff. cacheted covers from 1950-
51, as well as some Australian Antarctic Territory as well. 
Overall very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

398  Australia Collection of More than 200 Items, 1920s 
to the 1990s, consisting mostly of commercial covers, with 
some postcards, aerogrammes and other postal stationery 
as well; with more than 35 pieces franked with at least one 
George V issue. This is a varied collection with a high propor-
tion of registered covers, censored covers, airmails and more. 
We noted fi rst fl ight covers as far back as the 1930s. Overall 
fi ne to very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

399  Accumulation of Roughly 500 Burma Covers and Cards, 
1940s-1960s, loose in a box. A spot check indicated mainly 
covers, postal stationery, and air letters, paying domestic, 
airmail, and a few registered rates, with the majority of mail 
addressed to destinations in South India, and the Malayan 
States, noting many multi frankings, including Burma over-
prints on India issues. Postmark interest includes various 
bridge types, slogan, along with various town postmarks, with 
a few receiving censor markings. An interesting lot for the 
specialist, with online photos showing an overview. Condition 
is mixed to better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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400  Accumulation of Roughly 700 Canada and Worldwide 
Covers, 1860s-1970s, fi lling a box, with roughly half the ma-
terial from Canada, noting wide variety of interesting material 
including advertising covers (including a few illustrated from 
the Victorian reign onwards), airmail, postal stationery, bag 
tags, fi rst day covers, and more, with a few covers retailing 
$10 to $40 and up. The lot also includes worldwide covers, 
some loose and some on album pages, noting about 100 
covers from the Anderson Family Correspondence, 1908-
1990s, note South African mail to India, Australia to Canada, 
United States, Great Britain covers and more. We note cen-
sored mail, fl ag cancels, Postage Due, postal stationery, fi rst 
days and more, along with early Great Britain covers, from 
the stampless era to the 1870s. A great variety of material, 
with online photos showing an overview. A few faults to be 
expected, overall fi ne to very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

401 /(*)/* China Collection of Offi cially Sealed Labels, all 
displayed on 13 stock sheets, with singles, pairs, sheets and 
different styles, some have a light pencil number on them for 
identifi cation. Overall very fi ne and seldom offered, all pages 
scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

402  China Group of About 75 Covers with Offi cially Sealed 
Labels from the 1980s, most have one (some have two) vari-
ous design of Offi cially Sealed labels, all appear to be tied by 
c.d.s. Some items have light pencil numbers, presumably a 
catalogue number for the seals. Very fi ne throughout, a great 
lot for the specialist or dealer, and would go well with our lot 
of unused Offi cially Sealed labels in this sale. Online photos 
only show a small sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

403  China Collection of Chinese Registered Covers and 
Registration Labels, registration receipts, parcel receipts, 
postal construction developing charge labels, and other spe-
cial service labels, mostly from the 1990s, with over 40 cov-
ers, plus surely a few hundred labels, both used and unused, 
all but 13 of the covers are mounted (with descriptions) on 
about 150 large quadrille pages. We note a large variety of la-
bel types and usages, with some printing varieties and more. 
Well worth a close look despite our small number of sample 
pictures

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

404  A Few Hundred China Registered and Other Covers and 
Stationery Envelopes from the 1980s and 1990s, all sepa-
rated into 11 groups, notably postal code box colours and 
placements, envelopes without postal code boxes, envelopes 
with red or green borders, many parcel post or registration re-
ceipt forms, airmail pre-printed envelopes, and more. One of 
the group has a notation from a client who “would like these” 
as they are from better provinces or Northern China. Most 
covers are in sleeves, and many have light pencil notes, in-
cluding some with prices. A very interesting group, see our 
online pictures showing a general overview.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

405  China Group of 44 Covers Mostly from the Pre-Revolu-
tion Era, mostly addressed to the Chinese Embassy in Otta-
wa, Canada from various government departments in China, 
some with Diplomatic Mail notations or marking. We noted a 
1978 cover to Hamilton Southam, of the newspaper empire 
and who was Chair of the National Arts Centre Board when 
the NAC was being constructed and opened in 1969. Some 
loose stamps (mint and used) are also included. From the 
Armstrong fi nd and generally very good to fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

406  France Group of 9 Airmail Covers, France to Tehran Iran, 
1924-1933, with 1924 airmail cover franked with block of 8 
of the 15c Sower (Cairo to Tehran fl ight), 1924 airmail cover 
franked with a pair of the 1fr Merson (Cairo to Tehran fl ight) 
three 1931 registered airmail covers franked with Airmail 
stamps, 1933 airmail cover with Airmail stamp, and three 
other registered covers (1929-1930) franked with a variety of 
different stamps, including semi-postal issues, with one hav-
ing an airmail cinderella on back and one with German fl ight 
handstamp on front, etc. All covers have receivers on back. A 
scarce group, with a few insignifi cant faults.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

407  Germany Occupation Area Assortment, with over 300 
covers, the vast majority being Third Reich-era, WWII usages 
of interest including occupation of Bohemia & Moravia and 
Poland, special event and commemorative cancels, advertis-
ing, semi-postal frankings, a range of meter cancels including 
slogans, the odd earlier infl ation cover or post-war fi rst fl ight, 
varied condition, a useful holding for collector or dealer alike.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

408  Great Britain Collection of Slogan Cancels, 1918-1967, 
with covers, cards and several hundred stamps on piece 
mounted on album pages. A large part of the collection covers 
the 1960s and are stamps on piece. The earlier material has 
some interesting items including two “blue-prints” including 
one for which the collector notes the design was not issued. 
Our photos show just a small sample of the collection.

 .................................................................................... Est $250

409  Great Britain Collection / Accumulation of Roughly 200 
First Day Covers, 1970s-2010s, some minor duplication not-
ed. Also includes a small group of Machin covers with slogan 
cancels. Overall very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $100

410  Great Britain Stampless Collection, 1810s to 1840s, 
with over 30 items, with a range of markings, including vari-
ous oval time marks (“2 A NOON”, “7 O’CLOCK” , etc), 1833 
incoming letter from Germany, Two Penny Post markings, vari-
ous rate handstamps, typical fi ling folds and some faults, but 
many fi ne covers and strikes, a fascinating group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

411  Greece Group of Roughly 250 Covers, 1900s to 1970s, 
with most strength in the 1940s to 1970s. Made up of postal 
stationery cards, postcards, airmails, registered, multiple 
frankings, Includes a group of early 1900s Hermes 10L post-
al stationery letter cards and postal stationery from various 
European countries not included in total above (with address 
blacked out) all sent to Syros. The entire contents shown in 
our photo. Overall very good to fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

412  Iceland Group of Over 950 Iceland First Day Covers, 
1949-1979, noting Scott #s 203-205, 208 (x16, with a cata-
logue value of 700 SEK each in Facit), 240-245 (x10, includ-
ing two mailed registered covers, these all have a catalogue 
value in Facit of 800SEK each), 253-256 (x3), 257-268 (x382 
covers, with a good variety of combinations, issues, cachets, 
etc.), 271-272 (x30), 286 (registered FDC mailed to England), 
284-286 (x5), 298-299, 302-304 (27, plus another with a dif-
ferent cachet), B7-B10 (x9), B12-B13 (x161 with cachet and 
x34 without), plus another 300 plus various fi rst day covers, 
with duplication of some, for a grand total of about 979 fi rst 
day covers. See online pictures for a selection, overall very 
fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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413 PC Iceland Group of 90 Iceland Stationery Items, with 
about 26 different types in a mix of used and unused (often 
one of each), plus several sub-types as per Facit catalogue 
listing, including single cards, double cards (with reply portion 
attached), some letter cards, a few aerogrammes, privately 
printed cards (with messages on back) and more. Some have 
edge creases, etc., still a wonderful start to a new collecting 
area, see online pictures for a portion only of this scarce of-
fering.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

414  Iceland Group of About 375 Commercial Covers from 
1900s to 1950s, includes a wide variety of material, includ-
ing registered, airmail rates, better frankings, destinations 
(saw several to Denmark, USA, France, England, Canary Is-
lands, etc.), noted covers with Christmas seals, some paque-
bot and ship covers, a few fi rst fl ights, and much more. Our 
online photos only show a few examples and are somewhat 
representative. Some covers have opening faults or toning, 
still overall fi ne to very fi ne and rarely offered.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

415  Iceland Accumulation of Just over 2,000 Covers, 
1950s to 1990s, with a wide variety of material, including 
registered, destinations (Canada, USA, etc.), frankings (incl. 
singles, sets, etc.), rates (incl. airmail, express, etc.), noted 
covers with Christmas seals. Overall fi ne or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

416 PC Accumulation of About 270 Iceland Picture Postcards, 
with roughly half and half used and unused, with a good 
range of material, including early real photos to modern 
chromes. We note a good variety of subjects depicted, many 
different rates (incl. airmail) and frankings as well as some 
foreign destinations such as Canada, France, England, Nor-
way, etc. A much better lot than is usually seen, with some 
faults noted, still overall fi ne to very fi ne. Our pictures show a 
small representative group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

417  Accumulation of Roughly 700 India Covers and Cards, 
1910s-1950s, loose in a box. A spot check indicated primar-
ily solo frankings, and uprated postal stationery, paying do-
mestic rates within India, along with a few frankings paying 
registered and airmail rates, noting some destinations to the 
Malayan States. Postmark interest includes various bridge 
types, double rings, slogan, squared circles, noting many dif-
ferent town postmarks. A nice lot for the India specialist, with 
online photos showing an overview. Condition is mixed to bet-
ter.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

418  India (Barwani) Group of 10 Covers Franked with Bar-
wani Issues, frankings include Stanley Gibbons numbers 
10, 11 (pair), 30 (two covers, each with a diff. shade), 35Ba, 
36B (on registered env.), 38aB, 39A/43 (two diff. on same 
registered item), 42B (registered env.) and 42B (returned to 
sender). Each item is sleeved and has the owner’s catalogue 
number and value. Some faults, as expected and each item 
is pictured online both sides.

 .......................................................... Stanley Gibbons £2,568

                    
x419

419  Iraq Group of 18 Covers To or From Iraq, 1923-1941, 
starts with 13 covers mailed to Iraq, with three 1923 wrap-
pers from Austria, 1928 and 1929 four registered covers 
from Austria (one fl ew Alexandria Egypt to Baghdad), two 
1930 airmail covers from Greece, four 1929-1932 registered 
covers from Poland. The rest were mailed from Iraq, with two 
multi-franked covers to Greece, with attached receipts on 
back, a 1941 cover Basra to Baghdad and two covers 1928 
and 1929 mailed from Iraq with Airmail stamps. A very nice 
group, not often encountered. All items scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

420  Iraq Group of 38 Covers Mailed from Iraq to the Unit-
ed States, 1950-1954, all franked with a variety of stamps 
(some on back), including souvenir sheet imperforates and 
Airmail issues. Includes 11 surface mail rates and the rest 
are airmail rates (on three types of airmail envelopes). Overall 
fi ne to very fi ne, with a few having faults (mostly the surface 
mail envelopes), online photos show representative samples 
only.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

421  Iraq Group of 38 Covers Mailed from Iraq to the Unit-
ed States, 1950-1954, all franked with a variety of stamps 
(some on back), including souvenir sheet perforated and im-
perforates as well as Airmail issues. Includes 11 surface mail 
rates and the rest are airmail rates (on three types of airmail 
envelopes). Overall fi ne to very fi ne, with a few having faults 
(mostly the surface mail envelopes), online photos show rep-
resentative samples only.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

422  Israel Group of 50 Opening of Post Offi ces Commemo-
rative Covers, from across the country, providing a glimpse 
into the implementation of the Israeli Post Offi ce over the 
territory. Includes 5 “Opening of Post Offi ce in the State of 
Israel” covers bearing precursor Jewish National Fund labels 
overprinted “Doar (Postage) from the interim period. Fine or 
better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

423  Jamaica Group of 26 Stampless Kingston C.D.S. Types, 
1835 to 1878, with potential for study. All covers pictured in 
the online photos, both fronts and backs. Very good to fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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424  Accumulation of Roughly 450 Malaysia Covers and Air 
Letters, 1930s-1970s, loose in a box. The lot begins with 
roughly 75 covers and or air letters, ranging from the 1930s 
to the 1950s, franked with Malayan States issues, noting Per-
ak, Penang, Kedah, and more, along with a few from Straits 
Settlements. The balance of the lot includes mail from the 
Federation of Malaysia, ranging from 1963 to the 1970s, not-
ing mail from Perak, Selangor, Malacca, and more. The vast 
majority of mail is addressed to South India, noting airmail, 
and a few registration rates, with postmark interest including 
various bridge types, c.d.s., machine cancels, and more. An 
interesting group, with possible fi nds for the specialist. Online 
photos show an overview. Condition is mixed to better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

425  Nepal More Than 600 First Day Covers, 1976/1996, in 
some order mostly in plastic containers, including many of 
topical interest. From good to excellent condition, duplicated.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

426  Nepal More than 500 First Day Folders, 1965 to 1991, 
in some order, in fi le folders with most from the years 1975 to 
1994, including many of topical interest. From good to excel-
lent condition with about half never having been folded, some 
duplication.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

427  Nepal Collection of over 400 First Day Covers and Fold-
ers, 1961 to 1996, with lots of topical interest. See the online 
photos for a good overview. Overall fi ne-very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

428  Saar Collection of Over 200 Covers & Cards, 1920s to 
1950s, plus some earlier, all neatly written-up on about 150 
album pages. We note a good variety of material including 
fi rst day covers, special cancels, registered mail, parcel re-
ceipts, picture postcards, balloon post, prisoner of war mail, 
used and unused stationery, lots of World War II material, as 
well as a good study of postmark types, including datestamps, 
military, T.P.O.’s, meter mail and more. Also includes a small 
group of mint stamps. Seldom seen and worthy of a detailed 
review. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

429 /PC Collection of Sweden Covers and Stationery, 1853 
to 1960s, an interesting group which includes 14 franked 
covers and cards in a variety of postmarks, usages, frankings, 
destinations, etc. Also includes 19 stationery items, with 
cards, covers, letter cards, etc. all but a few were mailed, not-
ing a good variety of postmarks, including railway, etc. A few 
faults, still overall fi ne or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

430  Sweden Group of Approximately 400 Service Advertis-
ing Covers, 1920s-1930s, generally fi ne group with some 
faults noted.

 .................................................................................... Est $100

431  Switzerland Group of Roughly 700 FDCs, 1950s to 
1990s, including defi nitives and commemoratives, Pro Ju-
ventute and Pro Patria, airmail and offi cial issues as com-
plete sets, singles and blocks of 4. Only a few are addressed. 
Also includes about 60 offi cial presentation booklets 1959 to 
1970, with a few later issues. Very little duplication. Very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

432  Switzerland Lot of Roughly 1,500 Covers and Postal 
Stationery Items, 1870s to 1990s, where most covers are 
airmail and postal stationery items: postcards and newspa-
per bands; many to foreign destinations with added postage. 
Noted many items with extra services such as express deliv-
ery, registration and fee collection (Nachnahme). Includes a 
few parcel shipment forms and postage due items. Large va-
riety of frankings including multiple semi-postals and airmails 
and considerable variety of illustrated, commemorative and 
town cancellations. An interesting lot for both collectors and 
dealers. Mostly fi ne-very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

                    
x433

433  USA 1922-23 Fourth Bureau Issue Group of 6 Worden 
FDCs,  including 5 cent Roosevelt (Scott #557), 6 cent Gar-
fi eld (#558), 7 cent McKinley (#559), 8 cent Grant (#560), 
9 cent Jefferson, 20 cent Golden Gate (#567). All serviced 
by Worden with typed address to himself. All sleeved and in 
excellent condition. All shown in our photos.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

434  USA Chicago Cover Collection, 1850s to 1960s,in fi ve 
large binders with a wide variety of covers from Chicago, al-
together several hundred covers. The fi rst two volumes range 
from Washington Scott #10 3c imperforate in the 1850s to 
the perforated issues, Nesbitt 3c postal stationery covers and 
Scott #65 3c 1860’s issues as well as 1850-1860s postal 
stationery all organized by cancel type. The next two volumes 
contain a very interesting grouping of auxiliary markings on 
covers mostly from the early 1900s to the 1930s with only 
a few modern. These are organized by section and include 
offi cially sealed covers, ‘return to sender’, ‘unclaimed’, ‘not in 
directory’ and many other markings This also includes foreign 
incoming covers with auxiliary markings. The 5th volume is 
primarily Postage Dues on cover from 1900s to the 1950s. A 
very interesting collection and worth careful viewing in order 
to grasp its value and potential.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $800

435 /PC Worldwide Postal Stationery from British Com-
monwealth, Falkland Islands and South America, Falkland 
Islands includes 9 different unused postal cards (all but two 
are Queen Victoria, includes some reply cards, etc.), also in-
cludes 25 British Commonwealth cards, envelopes, wrappers 
(used and unused) from a variety of countries, with many bet-
ter items throughout (mostly Queen Victoria). The lot also in-
cludes 25 stationery items from a number of different South 
American countries. A pretty lot, see photos for a glimpse of 
the contents.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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436  Eclectic Accumulation of More Than 150 Worldwide 
Covers from Classics to the 1990s, including fi rst day cov-
ers, airmail, postcards, postal cards and other curiosities. 
Among other things we noted much British Empire as well as 
covers of topical interest.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

437  Carton with Approximately 1,000 Worldwide Covers, 
mainly from the 1960s through 2000s. With topical inter-
est including Space, Religion, EUROPA, Aviation, Art, WWII, 
Rocket Mail, etc., from a wide variety of countries. We note 
light duplication of some issues. Overall fi ne-very fi ne. Online 
photos show a good representation.

 .................................................................................... Est $200

438  Worldwide Carton Full of Several Hundred Covers, 
1960s-2000s mainly First Day Covers from a variety of Euro-
pean countries: France, Italy, Iceland, Estonia, Netherlands, 
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and Vatican. Duplication noted 
on some issues. Our photos show a good representation of 
this lot.

 .................................................................................... Est $250

439  Carton with Approximately 1,000 Worldwide Covers, 
mainly First Day covers and maximum cards from the 1960s 
through 2000s. With topical interest including Art, WWF, 
Olympics, Pope John Paul II, International Year of the Child, 
etc., from a wide variety of countries. We note light duplica-
tion of some issues. Overall fi ne-very fi ne. Online photos show 
a good representation.

 .................................................................................... Est $200

440  Worldwide Postcard & Postal Stationery Accumulation 
of Over 200 Items, in a range of desirable themes, including 
more than thirty lovely hand-painted cards, Germany strong 
in early nineteenth century including “Gruss Aus” litho, some 
stationery included with uprated, 1936 Olympics, Bavaria 
and other German States, etc, others of European origin 
including royalty and patriotic themed, most individually 
sleeved and priced, some small faults to be expected, but a 
mostly fi ne holding.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

441 PC Worldwide Older Mint Postal Stationery Card Accu-
mulation, 1890s to 1920s, of roughly 500 to 600 unused, 
predominantly Western and Eastern European postal statio-
nery cards with only a few later. Includes Germany, Austria, 
Luxembourg, Netherlands Belgium, Russia, Hungary, Italy, 
Norway, France, Sweden Switzerland and others. Also a few 
from Latin America and other parts of the globe. Great lot for 
breakup and sale as there is no overwhelming quantity of any 
one country or postal stationery type. Overall fi ne or better. 
Our photo shows the entire contents.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

Worldwide Military Postal History

                    
x442

442  Group of 7 Censored Covers To or From Iraq and Egypt, 
1943-1944, all franked with a variety of Iraqi stamps. Four 
were mailed from Baghdad, Iraq to Egypt (one of those is reg-
istered) with Postal Censor handstamps and Egyptian censor 
tapes and handstamps. The three others are “honour cov-
ers” mailed from the “C Base Post Offi ce” to Baghdad, Iraq, 
with “RAF 832” censor handstamps, crowned “Chief Field 
Censor” handstamps and censor tapes. Very fi ne and quite 
scarce. Both sides of all covers scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

443  Israel Triangular Military Handstamp Collection, 1970s, 
of the second type, on cover with the majority being stamp-
less. This collection includes censored covers, registered 
covers, slogan-cancels and more. Some of the unit numbers 
include 1081, 1208, 1327, 1417, 2081, 2166, 2197, 2232, 
2368, 2369, 2646, 2744 and 2919. More than 50 pieces in 
all, with some duplication. Overall fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

444 PC Japan Group of 5 World War II Picture Postcards Mailed 
from Japan to China, all depicting war-related subjects 
and messages, one showing Japanese soldiers practicing 
their “sword guns”. All but one are franked with Japanese 
defi nitives (4 different rates). Three of the cards have boxed 
“chops”. Overall fi ne, both sides of each card scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

445  Worldwide Group of 150 World War II Field Post Offi ce 
Covers, a nice group of covers from various countries, includ-
ing Iceland (40 items, with RAF001 and 002, Faeroes, FPO 2, 
3, 304, 305, 526), Egypt (3 items, one of which is a front), 
Norway (a few items), Germany, Sierra Leone, South Africa 
(two Boer War covers), Jamaica, Australia, India, and many 
more unidentifi ed by us. We note a good quantity of censor 
markings and tapes, as well as other wartime postmarks of 
interest. 5 or 6 of the covers have their original letters inside. 
An interesting group which is better than usually offered, as 
they were selected by a collector with an eye for the unusual 
or interesting. Online photos only show a small sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

We are always seeking nice material for our 
sales.  Please contact us to discuss your 
consignments to our future auctions.

consign@sparks-auctions.com
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Worldwide Air Mail Covers

                    

446  India NOV.4.1929 First Day of Issue of Air Mail Stamps 
on Flown Cover, a Karachi to London cover with the new 3a 
and 6a Air Mail stamps, with boxed “First Day / Of Issue of / 
Air Mail Stamps”. The cover is signed on the back by G. Grant, 
the designer of the stamps. Two fi le folds, still very desirable.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

447  USA 1926-1939 Eleven Early Airmail FDCs, including 
C7-C10, C16-C17 and C21-C24, with typewritten addresses 
except C8 handwritten, C10 printed label and C24 no label. 
Noted C16 (c.v. $175), C9 serviced by Nickles (c.v. $100). To-
tal Scott c.v. of $642 does not count premiums for cachet 
makers or earlier service providers. All covers shown in pho-
tos.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$642

448   Canada Accumulation of Over 800 First Flight and Air-
mail Covers, most of which are fi rst fl ights from 1929 to 1938 
(several signed, not much duplication), but also saw some 
last fl ights, commemorative fl ights, Dick Malott covers, noted 
several styles of airmail labels (Air Canada, etc.), destination 
covers, Newfoundland fl ights, and more, some written-up on 
pages, some in cover albums and some loose. Also includes 
a nice collection of used and unused Aerogrammes and Air 
Letters, neatly written-up on pages, apparently all different 
(2.5 inch thick stack). Overall very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Picture Postcards

449 PC France Small Format Postcard Collection, 1905 to 
1930s, with many views of Paris and other popular tourist 
destinations but also less typical areas such as Blois, Cluny, 
Lac Noir, Pau and Saumur. Owner’s count is 3,200 postcards. 
Perhaps one-quarter are postally used and the condition is 
overall fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

450 PC Large Italy Small Format Postcard Collection, 1900s to 
1930s, including many from Genoa, Pisa, Rome and Venice 
but also less well-travelled areas such as, Gallio, Lago Mag-
giore, Messina and Pozzuoli. Owner’s count is 2,100 post-
cards. Perhaps one-quarter are postally used and the condi-
tion is overall fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Literature
Canada

451  Group of Books on Canadian Railway and Ship Mails, 
etc., with History of the Dominion Atlantic Railway, Schedule 
of Mail Trains and Water Services (10 diff. from 1953 and 
1954), la Compagnie de chemin de fer Québec Central étude 
des marques postales utilisées à bord des wagons postaux 
1879-1971, (Forest, 1991), Haliburton by Rail and the I. B. 
& O. (Wilkins, 1992), Prairie Cinders Railway Recollections 
(Stuckey, 1993), The Pacifi c Rim and Canada’s National Rail-
way - The Asian Dream (MacKay, 1986), Canadian Pacifi c’s 
Kettle Valley Railway (Smuin, 1997), The S.S. Moyie Memo-
ries of the Oldest Sternwheeler (Turner, 1991), The Railways 
of Canada (1971 reprint of an 1871 publication), The Story of 
Canada’s First Railway (Gillam, 1993), Arctic Command The 
Story of Smellie of the Nascopie (Wild, 1955), The Sicamous 
& The Naramata - Steamboat Days in the Okanagan (Turner, 
1995), Royal Canadian Naval Postal History 1939-1945 (Col-
beck & Hampson, 1997 in two volumes). Overall very fi ne 
group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

452  Group of Useful Canadian Postal History Books, The 
1939 Royal Train Postal Markings (Lingard, 2006), The Ad-
miral Era A Rate Study 1912-1928 (Steinhart, 1981), AR 
Avis de Réception (Handelman, 2002), The Nova Scotia Post 
(MacDonald, 1985), also books on the Post Offi ces of Alberta, 
P.E.I., Assiniboia (one on Post Offi ces and one on Postmarks), 
Saskatchewan and New Brunswick, as well as The Canadian 
Posted Letter Guide and The MacMillan Book of Canadian 
Place Names. Overall very fi ne.

 ............................................................................ Estimate $50

453  Group of Canadian Philatelic Books, with The Stamps 
and Postal History of Vancouver Island and British Columbia 
(Wellburn, 1987), The Nova Scotia Post (MacDonald, 1985), 
The Encyclopaedia of British Empire Postage Stamps - Part III 
The Maritime Provinces (Lowe, 1973), The New Specialized 
Catalogue of Canada Post Offi cial First Day Covers (Chung, 
Narbonne, 2002), Canada’s Three Cent Small Queen (Ribler, 
2000), The Admiral Issue of Canada (Marler, 1982), The Evo-
lution of the Imperial Penny Postage and the Postal History 
of the Canadian 1898 Map Stamp (Winmill, 1982), Canada 
Offi cial Postal Guide (5 different: 1863 reprint, 1938-1939, 
1947, 1955, 1959), Alberta, British Columbia and Yukon Ter-
ritory Distribution (3 different: 1945, 1949, 1950), Nova Sco-
tia, New Brunswick, PEI Distribution List (1949) and 8 other 
books. Overall fi ne or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

454  Group of Canada and BNA Postal History and Postmarks 
Books, with The Nova Scotia Post 1700-1867 (MacDonald, 
1985), The Postage Stamps and Postal History of Newfound-
land (Boggs, 1975 reprint), Ontario Post Offi ces (vols. I and II, 
Smith, 1988), Catalogue of Canadian Railway Cancellations 
(Gray, 2015), Canada and The Universal Postal Union (Arfken, 
1992), British Empire Civil Censorship Devices - WWII (Bur-
rows, 2010), The Canadian Klussendorf Cancellations (Hut-
ton, dedicated to Steinhart), AR Avis de réception (Handel-
man, 2002), Canadian Fancy Cancellations of the Nineteenth 
Century (Day & Smythies, 1981), British Columbia Post Of-
fi ces (Topping, 1991), Northwest Territories Postal Cancel-
lations 1907-1986 (O’Reilly, 1987), The Canadian Military 
Posts (vols. 1, 2, 3, Toop, 1990) and 15 other titles. Overall 
nice condition group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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455  Group of Canada and BNA Postal History and Postmarks 
Books, with The Postal History of Yukon Territory Canada 
(Woodall, 1976), Air Mails of Canada 1925-1939 (Arfken & 
Plomish, 2000), The Major E.R. Toop Collection of Canadian 
Military Postal History (vol. 2, 1996), Newfoundland 1965-
1879 The New York Printings, A Cover Study (Whaley, 2004), A 
Canadian Postal History 1897-1911 (Arfken & Pawluk, 2006, 
hardbound), Fancy Cancels on Canadian Stamps 1855-1950 
(Lacelle, 2000), The BNAPS Catalogue of Canadian Military 
Mail Markings (vol. 3, Sayles, 2006), The Squared Circle 
Cancellations of Canada (BNAPS, 5th ed. 2001), Catalogue 
of Canadian Railway Cancellations (Gray, 2009), Newfound-
land Travelling Post Offi ce Cancellations (Kidd & Cockrill, 
1987), Northwest Territories Postal Cancellations 1907-1986 
(O’Reilly, 1987), The Ontario Post Offi ce Atlas (Manchee, 
2003), A Study of the Machine Cancels of Berlin, Kitchener, 
Kithener-Waterlloo 1907-1992 (Vogel, 2004) and 5 others. 
Overall nice condition.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

456  Group of Mostly Canadian Airmail Publications, with 
Offi cial Air Mail Rates to Foreign and Overseas Destinations 
1925-1942 (Whitley, 2001), Air Mails of Canada 1925-1939 
(Arfken & Plomish, 2000), The Air Mails of Canada and New-
foundland (6th edition, 1997), American Air Mail Catalogue 
(vol. 3, 6th edition, 2004), The Semi-Offi cial Air Stamps of 
Canada 1924-1934 (Longworth-Dames, 1982), Goggles, Hel-
mets and Airmail Stamps (Vachon, 1974) and Sanabria’s Air 
Post Catalogue (1954-55 edition). Overall very fi ne.

 ............................................................................ Estimate $50

457 Group of Useful Canadian Philatelic Catalogues, Etc., 
with The Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps 
(2022), Newfoundland Specialized Stamp Catalogue (Walsh, 
2010), The Standard Canada Precancel Catalogue (Marasco, 
Field, 2015), The Canadian Revenue Stamp Catalogue (van 
Dam, 2000), Canadian Permit Postage Stamp Catalogue 
(Staecker, 2007), Webb’s Postal Stationery Catalogue (Covert 
& Walton, 2001), The Canadian Patriotic Postcard Checklist 
1898-1928 (Smith, 2001), The Postal Stationery of Canada 
(Bond, 1953), The Canadian Precancel Handbook (Walburn, 
1988) and Newfoundland Postal Stationery 1873-1941 (Ex-
hibit by Harrison). Very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

458  Group of Books on Various Aspects of Canadian and 
BNA Stamps, with Canada’s Small Queen Era 1870-1897 
(Arfken, 1989), The Canada Queen Victoria 1898 Numeral 
Issue (Reiche & Sendbuehler), Postal Surcharges and Sur-
charged Issues of Newfoundland (Exhibit by Dyer), Postage 
Due Stamps of Canada 1906-1928 (exhibit by Drury and 
Lum), The Admiral Issue of Canada (exhibit by Morris), Cana-
dian Re-Entries 1852-1953 (exhibit by Voss), The Daniel Can-
tor Collection of Canada Small Queens (hardbound edition of 
the famous Sparks Auctions catalogue), The Postal Stamps 
and Postal History of Newfoundland (Boggs, 1975 reprint), 
The Robin Harris series of specialized monographs on Cana-
dian defi nitive issues (7 different), plus various other books 
on Admiral issues, Small Queens, Large Queens, several co-
lour / shade guides, etc. A very useful group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

459  Group of Canadian Philatelic Mostly Research Books, 
with The Post Offi ce Department and the Parliamentary Re-
cords in Canada 1780-1925 A Source Guide (Hillman, 1993), 
Gazetteer of Canada / British Columbia (1953), BNA Collec-
tor’s Club of Montréal, Map of the Province of Ontario (1875, 
small book with two large foldable maps mounted on can-
vas, with price of $750 inside), Canada Offi cial Postal Guide 
(1944-45 and 1952 part II), Postes Canada Post List of Post 
Offi ces in Canada (1954, in two volumes), and an original 
1846 British Parliamentary Paper of the Canadian post Of-
fi ce.

 ............................................................................ Estimate $50

460  Group of 7 Different Ontario Illustrated Historical Atlas 
Publications, for the counties of Middlesex (1878), Carleton 
(1879), Elgin (1877), Norfolk (1877), Perth (1879), Brant 
(1875), Oxford (1876). These were originally published by 
H.R. Page & Co. in Toronto and contain a great quantity of 
contemporary information such as business directory listings, 
historical county information, very detailed maps, as well 
as engravings of buildings, famous local people, etc. These 
are all 1972 reprints by the Mika Silk Screening Limited in 
Belleville and are a great resource to the postal historian or 
other history buffs. Very fi ne, the online pictures show sample 
pages from one book only, and are representative of the other 
county books.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Worldwide

461  Group of 15 Canada and Worldwide Airmail Books, in-
cluding The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, 6th ed., 
Air Mails of Canada, 1925-1939 (Arfken and Plomish), The 
Orient Flight L.Z. 127 - Graf Zeppelin (Blau and Deighton), Mil-
itary Airmail 1793-1954 (A. Clement, 1955), Air Mail Routes 
and Rates in South America, 1928-1940 (Kurchan), along 
with important air mail collection catalogues, etc. See images 
online for full listing.

 .................................................................................... Est $100

462  British Commonwealth Group of 14 Philatelic Refer-
ences, with Stanley Gibbons Collect British Postmarks (9th 
edition), Connoisseur Catalogue of Machin Stamps (9th edi-
tion), King George VI Commonwealth Catalogue (Payne, 19th 
edition), British Post Offi ces Abroad The Glassco Collection 
(Robson Lowe, 1969), Stanley Gibbons Specialized Queen 
Victoria Catalogue (vol.1, 12th edition), Stamps and Covers 
from the Royal Philatelic Collection (Spink, 2001), Guide 
Lines to the Penny Black (Litchfi eld, 1949), The Overland 
Mail (Sidebottom, 1948), British Stamps Used Abroad, The 
De La Rue History of British & Foreign Postage Stamps 1855 
to 1901 (Easton, 1958), British Postage Stamp Varieties Il-
lustrated (Alcock & Meredith, 1949), The British Post Offi ce to 
1925 (Marshall, 1925), The Postage Stamps of Great Britain 
1840-1853 (Seymour, 1950), A Catalogue of GB Commercial 
Overprints) and British Private Posts (2 diff.).

 ............................................................................ Estimate $50

463  Cape of Good Hope The Handstruck Letter Stamps of 
the Cape of Good Hope from 1792 to 1853 and the Post-
marks from 1792 to 1910, (A.A. Jurgens, printed by the Cape 
Times Ltd., Cape Town, hardcover, xiv + 140 pages), some 
corner bumps to cover and spine sunned, but a useful and 
classic reference to this popular area.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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464  Germany Distinguishing Characteristics of Classic 
Stamps, Old German States, by Hermann Schloss, 1948, 
H.L. Lindquist Publications, New York, hardcover, intact bind-
ing, a hard-to-fi nd and essential reference to aid in the identi-
fi cation of reprints, forgeries, etc., of the German States.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

465  Great Britain British Letter Mail to Overseas Destina-
tions 1840 to UPU, (Jane and Michael Moubray, Second Edi-
tion, 2017, published by the Royal Philatelic Society London), 
hardcover with dust jacket, 511 pages, an important history 
of the rates, routes, and regulations of the dispatch of British 
mail to overseas destinations during this period, almost as 
new.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

466  Worldwide Group of 24 Useful Philatelic Books, with The 
Leeward Islands Notes for Philatelists (Oliver, 2000), Special 
Postmarks of Pakistan 1947-2001 (Billoo et al, 2002), Mont-
serrat to 1965 (Britnor / Freeland, 1998), Cyprus (Castle, 
1952), Postage Stamps and Postal History of the Bahamas 
(Gisburn, 1950), Stanley Gibbons Specialized Great Britain 
(vols. 1-3, 3rd ed.), India Used in Burma (Cooper, 1950), 
The Postage Stamps and Cancellations of the Post Offi ces 
in German South West Africa (Friedemann, 1980), Charles J. 
Pietsch III Collection of Important Hawaiian Stamps and Post-
al History (Shreves, 1996), Philatelic Handbook of Jamaica 
(Aguilar, 1949), The Postage Stamps and Postal History of 
Tibet (Haverbeck, 1958), The Hejaz A History in Stamps (Wil-
son, 1982), Postmarks of Portugal (Salvi, 1929), and others. 
Overall fi ne or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

467  Worldwide Group of Over 34 Worldwide Country Stamp 
Catalogues, from a variety of years, mostly the 1970s to the 
2000s, for countries such as United States (Micarelli, 2001), 
British Commonwealth Revenues (Barefoot, 2000), Switzer-
land, Australia, Australian Colonies, Rhodesia, Southern Af-
rica, Falkland Islands (two diff.), China, Japan, Malaysia and 
area, Nepal, Tibet, Samoa (incl. specialized Samoa Express), 
Indonesia, and the following Stanley Gibbons catalogues for 
Czechoslovakia and Poland, Middle East, Japan and Korea, 
China, South-East Asia, Scandinavia, India and Germany.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

468  Worldwide Group of Various Philatelic References, with 
UPU Specimen Stamps (Bendon, 1988), Micarelli Identifi ca-
tion Guide to U.S. Stamps (1991), Paquebot Cancellations of 
the World (Hosking, 1987), OAT and AV2 Markings (Heifetz, 
2000), United States Cancellations 1845-1869 (Skinner & 
Eno, 1980), German-English Philatelic Dictionary, Serrane 
Manual of the Specialist-Expert in European Stamps, Philatel-
ic Foreign Language Guide (Arnold, 1953), Dealer’s Guide to 
Chemical Restoration of Postage Stamps, How They Carried 
the Mail, Royal Mail The Post Offi ce since 1840 (Daunton, 
1985), The Philatelic History of Diabetes (Sanders, 2001), 
Worldwide Watermarks and Perforations (Felix, 1966), and 
several others, all photographed online.

 ............................................................................ Estimate $50

469  Worldwide Group of 6 Stanley Gibbons Specialized Great 
Britain Catalogues, vol.1 (16th edition), vol.2 (11th edition), 
vol.3 (10th edition), vol.4 (9th edition), vol 5 (3rd edition) and 
a Concise (2002 edition). All as new, and quite a useful group 
for the specialist collector or dealer.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

470  Worldwide Group of 4 Useful Books, The Postal History 
of the Forwarding Agents (Rowe, 1984), The Postal History 
of the Naval & R.A.F. Postal Services (Proud, 1992), Austral-
asian Crash Mail and Other Incidents 1917-1930 (Peace, 
2015) and Disinfected Mail (Meyer, 1962). Condition is fi ne 
to like-new.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

471  Worldwide Group of 10 Reference Books on Specialty 
Postal History, including volumes 1 to 7 of the Rossiter Trust 
Postal History Journal, and Cyprus - History, Postal History 
and Postage Stamps (Castle, 1987). We noted better single 
books: The Postal History of Malta 1939-1945 (Delbeke), and 
Detained, Interned and Incarcerated - U.S. Enemy Noncomba-
tant Mail in WW2 (Fiset). These books are in fi ne condition or 
better and all are shown in our online photos.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

472  Worldwide Group of 26 Ship and Paquebot Mail Books 
and Pamphlets, including A Century of German Ship Posts 
(Dreschel), Postal History of the Forwarding Agents (Rowe) 
and The Paquebot Marks of the Americas (Lund). The group is 
overall fi ne or better and would prove useful to exhibitors and 
dealers alike. Most titles shown in the online photos.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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Canada Collections

473 ** Collection / Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Cana-
da, 1950s to 1990s, with a little bit of everything, beginning 
with roughly 30 complete sheets, generally ranging from the 
1960s onwards, a few hundred plate blocks, in 4 small fi le 
booklets, ranging from the 1950s to 1960s, noting Unitrade 
#334 (x3, pl. 1., c.v. $150 total), along with a few plate blocks 
cataloguing $5 to $10 each. The lot continues with booklets, 
stamps in glassines, and more. Face value for the lot is $341 
(counting 10c and up only). A clean lot, with online photos 
showing an overview.

                ..........................................................................Estimate $200

474 ** Collection / Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Can-
ada, 1970s-2007, with singles, pairs plate blocks, souvenir 
sheets, sheetlets, booklets, and annual collections, housed in 
a stockbook, three binders, and loose material. The strength 
of the lot is the many hundreds of plate blocks, ranging from 
the 1970s up to the 1990s, including a few with $1 and up 
denominations, along with annual collections from years: 
1980, 1995, 2002-2007. The lot rounds out with a few book-
lets and sheetlets. Face value totals $1,233 (counting 25c 
and up only, with the vast majority in the 30c to 45c range). 
Online photos show an overview. Ideal for collectors, dealers, 
postage users and resellers. Clean and very fi ne.

  ..............................................................................Face $1,233

475 ** Collection / Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Cana-
da, 1970s-2000, with many hundreds of plate blocks, roughly 
50 complete sheetlets, and other mint never hinged material, 
in two albums, a binder, and loose material. A spot check indi-
cated plate blocks ranging from the 1970s to the 1990s, not-
ing Unitrade #1250ii Regiments inscription plate block (UL, 
c.v. $250), along with a few with denominations $1 and up. 
The sheetlets generally range from the 1990s, with the lot in-
cluding a few booklets, thematic collections, and more. Face 
value totals $1,015 (counting 25c and up only, with the vast 
majority in the 32c to 46c range). We estimate an extra $100 
to $200 of face value with the lower denomination stamps. 
Online photos show an overview, clean and very fi ne.

  ..............................................................................Face $1,015

476 ** Large Collection of Mint Never Hinged Canada, 1950s-
2011, with many hundreds of plate blocks, a few hundred 
booklets, and souvenir sheets, housed in 5 thick stockbooks. 
The collection begins with plate blocks, in many cases 2-3 
per issue, including some matched sets, generally ranging 
from the 1950s to the 1980s. The collection continues from 
the 1990s onward, with generally one plate block per issue, 
along with runs of booklets and souvenir sheets. Face value 
for the collection totals $3,939 (counting 15c and up only, 
with the vast majority in the 36c to 57c range). The collection 
also includes 332x “P” stamps, counted at 92c each, along 
with many denominations $1 and up. Online photos show a 
sampling. A very clean collection, ideal for collectors, dealers, 
postage users, and resellers.

  .......................................................................Estimate $2,500

477 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Canada, 1950s-
1970s, with a few thousand stamps, generally in blocks (in-
cluding a few matched set plate blocks), larger multiples, and 
complete sheets, in roughly 50 large envelopes. Face value 
totals $376 (counting 10c up to $2 only), with at least an ad-
ditional $100-$200 of face with the lower denominations. We 
note a few blocks cataloguing $10 and up, and unchecked for 
gum and paper varieties. A clean lot, useful to collectors and 
dealers alike. Online photos show an overview.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

478 ** Box of Various Canada Post Souvenirs, Stamps, Etc., 
includes a sheet fi le with over $80 of face value in sheets in 
part sheets (1970s), 10 Millennium tin box souvenirs, a group 
of over 37 souvenir folders, packets, etc., including the $10 
Whale souvenir box (with a $10 Whale coin and sheetlet of 
two $10 Whale stamps) and a 400th Anniversary of French 
Settlement souvenir. Also note 13 FDCs from 2013, a mini 
license plate from Expo 1967, a sheet of 100 of Scott 926A 
(c.v. $400), and more. See pictures for an overview.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

479 ** Accumulation of Over 200 Mint Never Hinged Sheets, 
1947-1980s, in mint sheet fi les and large envelopes. Face 
value totals $725 (counting 15c up to 50c values, with the 
majority in the 5c to 17c range). We estimate an additional 
$100 to $200 of additional face value with the lower denomi-
nations. We note a 6c 1970 Christmas sheet, G overprint 
Cameo sheets, a 5c Caricature Precancel sheet, other etc. 
Unchecked for tagging, papers, and other varieties. Duplica-
tion generally 2 to 3 per issue, includes some part sheets and 
large blocks. Online photos show a sampling.

  ................................................................................. Face $725

480  Collection of Used Canada on Quadrille Pages, 1870s-
1950s, with a few hundred stamps, beginning with 30 Small 
Queens, noting 10c (x6), 20c and 50c Widow Weeds, Jubilees 
½c to 50c, and continues with complete sets of Leafs, Nu-
merals Edwards, Québecs, Admirals, Scrolls up to the Peace 
issues, along with sets and partial sets of airmails, special 
delivery, postage due, and offi cials. A spot check indicates 
some stamps and sets cataloguing from $20 to $80 and up. 
Postmark interest includes many stamps with c.d.s. post-
marks, with a few socked on the nose. Online photos show a 
sampling. A nice clean collection.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

481 /*/** Collection of Mint and Used Canada, 1890s-
1990s, with two albums, and 19 annual collections. The al-
bums contain selections of used material from the Victorian 
reign to the mid 1960s, with a mixture of mint material post-
1900, most notably, a mint never hinged set of Québecs 96-
103 (Scott c.v. $2,429). The lot continues with 19 annual col-
lections from years: 1978 (x2), 1979 (x2), 1980, 1981 (x2), 
1982-1993. Face value totals $321. Online photos show an 
overview, overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $400

482 /* Collection of Mint and Used Canada in a Scott Spe-
cialty Album, 1859-1972, beginning with a small selection 
of used Victorian issues, and continuing with part sets of Ed-
wards (used 50c), mint hinged Québecs (½c to 20c, missing 
15c), set of mint and used Admirals (m.h., 50c-$1), Scrolls 
(used 50c Bluenose, m.h., $1 Parliament), mint hinged sets 
of War and Peace issues, along with mint and or used back of 
the book material, including a set of special delivery stamps. 
Online photos show a sampling. We note a few small faults 
with some of the early material, along with a few mint stamps 
with hinge remnants. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Th ousands of scans can 
be found online at

StampAuctionNetwork.com

Want more scans of a lot?
Email us at info@sparks-auctions.com
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483 /*/** Mostly Mint Collection of Canada on Minkus 
Pages plus Modern Face Value, 1859 to 2021, the collec-
tion starts with three volumes containing Minkus pages up 
to 1999, and includes all of the new Minkus pages for the 
unmounted material up to 2021. The stamps start off mostly 
used from 1859 to the 1940s, then a mix of mint and used to 
the 1960s, then mint only to 1999 (this part has a face value 
of $544 for all items 17c and up only and is mostly complete) 
. From 2000 to 2021 the collector appears to have bought all 
issues from Canada Post, and these are sorted in their enve-
lopes by year, or quarter (these total $1,798 in face) These 
are predominantly populated by unopened quarterly packs. 
We also note the presence of Canadian Wildlife Conservation 
booklets from 1986 to 2012. Last but not least is a collec-
tion of plate blocks, a few older private cachet FDC and misc. 
material such as a glassine of new Scrip stamps, and more. A 
very nice collection in all respects.

  ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

484 /*/** Valuable Lot of About 270 Canada Retired Circuit 
Pages, fi lling four 3-ring binders, the majority of which ap-
pears to not have gone through the circuit, leaving perhaps 
10% already sold. There is a wide variety of material here, 
ranging from Small Queens to modern, including many Queen 
Victoria Leaf and Numerals, Jubilees, Maps, Edwards, KGV 
era and so on, with a mix of mint (incl. NH in black mounts) 
and used, singles, blocks, inscription blocks, varieties, strong 
back of the book, revenues and more. Items are priced 
between 25c and over $100 and the quality is quite nice 
throughout. See our online photos for a small sampling; there 
is a lot of value in this lot, and in-person viewing is recom-
mended to better appreciate it.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $750

485 */** Dealer Stock of Mint Back of the Book Issues, with 
a few hundred stamps, neatly displayed in 30 double sided 
Vario-style stock pages, housed in a binder. A spot check indi-
cated primarily airmail and special delivery issues, along with 
a small selection of offi cials, noting Scott #s C2 (x17, 7 n.h., 
c.v. $1,080 total), C4 (x22, 3 n.h., $812 total), CE3 (x60, n.h., 
$450 total), E3 (x7, 2 n.h., $280 total), E6 (x12, 6 n.h.), along 
with stamps cataloguing $10 and up. Online photos show a 
sampling. We note a few small faults with a few of the stamps, 
overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

486 */** Dealer Stock of Mint KGV-KGVI Coils, 1920s-1950s, 
with singles, pairs, strips of 4, generally organized by issue, 
in roughly 30 double sided Vario-style stock pages. The lot 
starts with a small selection of Admiral singles and pairs, in-
cluding #130 pair (x2, 1 n.h., c.v. $525 total), and continues 
with Arch, Medallion and 1945 Pictorial, primarily mint hinged 
singles and pairs. The strength of the lot is with the Muftis 
onward (including both perforation types of the War issues), 
noting both hinged and never hinged singles, pairs, and strips 
of 4, with duplication up to 20 for singles, 10 for pairs, and 5 
for strip of 4 for each issue. A potentially high cataloguing lot, 
ideal for dealers looking for stock and online sellers. Online 
photos show a small sampling. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

487 /*/** Accumulation of Mint and Used Canada, 1890s-
1970s, with many hundreds of stamps, in glassines, album 
pages, and a stockbook. This lot has a little bit of everything, 
with a spot check indicating mostly mint singles and partial 
sets, from low denomination Jubilees, Admirals, Scrolls, Arch, 
along with two used blocks of the 50c Bluenose (Scott c.v. 
$540 total), along with stamps, partial sets, and a few plate 
blocks, cataloging $10 and up. Online photos show an over-
view. An interesting lot with potential surprises, overall fi ne to 
very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

488 */** Accumulation of Mint Canada, 1930s-1980s, fi lling 
a bankers box, with a few thousand stamps, noting singles, 
plate blocks, larger multiples, booklets, coils, souvenir and 
complete sheets, housed in all sorts of confi gurations in-
cluding 102 cards, album pages, Vario-style stock pages, fi le 
sheets, albums, etc. A spot check indicated a few blocks and 
plate blocks cataloguing $20 and up, with material generally 
ranging from 1939 to 1980, noting a few stamps on either 
side of the given range. We estimate $300 of face value 
postage, with the majority of denominations in the 5c to 30c 
range. A clean lot with many possibilities, as we did not check 
for gum, paper, perforation varieties. Online photos show an 
overview.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

489 /*/** Collection of Mint and Used Modern Varieties, in 
three binders, with hundreds of items, the majority of which 
are identifi ed by the owner by Darnell #, Unitrade #, or un-
listed, usually with a normal to compare. This collection is 
quite extensive and contains all sorts of types of varieties, 
ranging from the smallest speck, to ink smears, including tag-
ging varieties, paper varieties, colour changelings and shifts, 
and much more. Probably the best item we saw is two used 
copies of Scott #1103 (CBC stamp) with all silver inscriptions 
appearing to be missing (certifi cate required to authenticate). 
Our online photos only show a small sampling, please plan to 
view this one in person to better appreciate the quantity as 
well as the variety of material in this lot.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

490 /*/** Accumulation of Mint and Used Canada, 1859-
2000s, with a few thousand stamps, housed in 3 stockbooks, 
and loose material. The lot begins with a used collection in 
two stockbooks, starting with a few Cents and Large Queens 
2c (x2), 3c, 6c, 15c (x2), Small Queens 10c (x2), 20c, 50c 
(x2), Jubilees ½c-50c, and continues with complete sets of 
Leafs, Numerals, Edwards, Québecs, Admirals, Scrolls up to 
the Peace issues, and includes runs of used from post-1951 
to the 1990s. The lot continues with a small selection of mint 
stamps, generally ranging from the 1930s, 15 zodiac themat-
ic packs, and fi rst day year sets complete from 2003-2008 
(four in presentation boxes). A lot with a little mint of every-
thing, with possible fi nds for the dedicated collector. A few 
faults on a few of the early stamps, overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

491 /*/** Mint and Used Canada Collection / Stock, with a 
good variety of material, starting with a thick stockbook con-
sisting of a collection (Large Queens, Small Queens, valuable 
page of Jubilees, and so on to the 1950s, used at the begin-
ning and quickly changing to mint, then to never hinged, with 
many complete sets such as Arch, Scroll, Peace, etc. noting 
lots of plate blocks, etc.). Next is another stockbook, this one 
containing back of the book and various other things, then a 
binder full of the red Postage Due issues, mostly in matched 
sets of plate blocks. Another binder is crammed full of 5c de-
nomination mint NH blocks, plate blocks, etc., as well as a 
few Caricature booklets. Also includes odds and ends such as 
100x 34c Parliament coils in strips of 10 ($34 face), as well 
as several envelopes of mint and used, sorted by year, from 
the 1910s to the 1950s (plus back of the book). A useful lot.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $350

492 /*/** Collection of Mint Canada and BNA in Two Al-
bums, a useful collection from the Jubilees to about 1984, 
which includes #s 217-27 (NH), 241-45 (NH), 249-62 (NH), 
268-73 (NH), several tagging and phosphor varieties, good 
face value and much more. Overall fi ne to very fi ne, this one 
merits an in-person viewing to better appreciate its contents.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250
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493 /*/** Extensive Mint and Used Collection with Variet-
ies, etc., 1967-1980, fi lling a thick stockbook with most of 
the regular issues in period (mostly with both mint and used, 
with coils, postage dues, etc.), plus a good quantity of listed 
varieties, especially in the Centennial and Caricature issues, 
noting varieties for papers, perforations, tagging, gum, print-
ing fl aws, and much more. The collection also contains a 
number of plate blocks, matched sets of plate blocks, used 
blocks and multiples as well as a good amount of face value. 
A great collection both for the specialist, or for the online re-
seller, as the retail value should be quite high. See pictures 
for only a small sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $750

494 /*/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used Can-
ada, 1859 to 1980s, starts with a decent collection in a Unity 
album, noting a few Cents, LQ, good SQ, mint Jubilees (½c 
to 6c plus 10c and 15c), then about 95% complete mint or 
used to 1949. A Jarrett and a Scott album contain a scatter-
ing of mostly used to the 1980s. Five small stockbooks con-
tain various mint or used issues, with Revenues, modern mint 
(to the 1980s) and much more. Along with the Unity album, 
the best thing in this lot is a box containing 500-600 glas-
sines with mint and used issues, including many better items 
throughout, just as an example, saw a NH block of 8c Arch, 
mint hinged MR6 and MR7, NH coil jump strips, perforated 
OHMS material, strong back of the book and more, with a 
high catalogue value. Overall fi ne to very fi ne, see pictures for 
a small overview.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $350

495 /* Collection of Mint and Used Canada in 4 Volumes, 
1850s to 2005, consisting of a few thousand mint and used 
stamps mounted on album pages and displayed in 4 binders. 
The collection begins with the fi rst binder containing primarily 
used singles up to 1978, we noted Scott #s 4, 7, 8, 11 (with 
Kingston four ring numeral cancel),14, 15, 17-20, complete 
basic set of LQs and SQs (with some shades), Jubilees to 20c 
(missing 6c), and then appears complete with sets of Leaf, 
Numerals, Edwards, Québecs, Admirals, Scrolls, Arch issues 
and so on. The second album contains mint and used from 
1979 to 1993 with some mounted mint booklets and sou-
venir sheets throughout. The 3rd binder features mint and 
used from 1994 to 1998, with mounted souvenir sheets and 
booklets. Also included are back of the book issues such as 
semi postals, Airmails, Special Delivery, and Postage Dues. 
The collection rounds up with the last binder containing mint 
and used from 1998 to 2005 and mounted mint booklets and 
souvenir sheets. We noted many duplicates and some booklet 
panes (Admiral and onwards) displayed on additional album 
pages, as well as other mint souvenir sheets not yet mounted. 
Face value totals $826 (counting 34c up to $8 only), with the 
majority being in 42c range. Appears close to complete from 
1900 and on. Online photos are representative, noting a few 
faults with the early material, modern booklets are mounted 
with adhesive tape. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $750

496 **/ Accumulation of Mostly Mint Stamps, mainly in glas-
sines. A mix of singles, coil pairs, coil strips, blocks, plate 
blocks, sheetlets and sheets ranging from 5c era to 45c era. 
We note 5c and 6c Christmas sheets, #756a (x100) and a 
good batch of dollar values. Often identifi ed by owner, who 
notes tagging and paper varieties, etc. Duplication of some 
issues, as well as used stamps mixed in. Face value of 15c 
values and up is over $1,230.

  ..............................................................................Face $1,233

497 */**/(*) Old Time Valuable Holding of Mint Issues, 1850s 
to 1950s, stored since the 1950s in an old time stockbook, 
with singles, blocks, etc. Only a few of the better items we 
noted include #s 15 (x3), Large and Small Queens to the 50c, 
50 (x7), 51 (x16), 52 (x9), 53 (x47), 54 (x51), 55, 56 (x12), 57, 
58 (x2), 59, 60 (x2), 61, 85/86 (x44), numerous Leafs and 
Numerals to the 5c, 91 (x2), 93, 99 (x10). 100 (x2), 101 (x7), 
102 (x4), 103 (x3), 106 (x46, with shades, plate blocks), 111 
(x9), 116 (x2), 119, F1 (x2), F2 (x5), F3 and many more. Most 
of the stamps are mint never hinged, some of the early issues 
either have no gum or are hinged, and we noted some that 
have lightly stuck together (notably the 2c and 2c Québec is-
sues). The stockbook also contains a useful grouping of mint 
and used BNA, as well as mint KGV issues from various Brit-
ish Commonwealth countries. A useful and quite valuable lot, 
ideal for the online reseller. Overall fi ne or better Most pages 
scanned online.

  .......................................................................Estimate $2,500

498 /*/** Consignment Remainders of Mint and Used Cana-
da, 1890s to 1970s,  consisting of many thousands of stamps 
in several volumes, stock pages, glassines and envelopes. 
The lot starts with a mostly used Canada collection, housed 
in a Schaubek album, starting with some Leaf and Numeral 
issues, then adding many complete sets throughout, ending 
with the 1968 issues. We noted many stamps were chosen 
for their socked on the nose cancels, and a nice back of the 
book representation featuring special deliveries, airmail, post-
age dues, registered and more. Many additional blocks and 
coils also mounted as a complement to the collection. Also 
included is a back of the book mint and used collection, neatly 
displayed on circuit sheets with emphasis on postage due and 
special delivery issues, a specialized collection of printing vari-
eties on Edward VII, George V and George VI issues, consisting 
of over 500 used stamps many accompanied by annotations, 
housed in two volumes and one folder, as well as an accumu-
lation of mint and used Canada stamps, housed in over 30 
manilla stock pages, also a small group of perfi ns, as well as 
a small collection of federal revenues. Online photos show a 
sampling, so in-person viewing is recommended to better ap-
preciate. Some faults to be expected but overall fi ne to very 
fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $350

499 /*/** Consignment Remainder, consisting of a few thou-
sand mint and used Canada stamps mostly in glassines 
or 102 cards. We noted quite a variety of items with many 
socked on the nose cancels, from the Victoria era to mod-
ern, including some SQs, Jubilees (smaller denominations), 
a group of over one hundred Admirals varieties with light 
duplication, identifi ed by the owner and housed in 150 glas-
sines. We also noted small selection of revenues such as Bill 
stamps, Québec assurance, and a war savings certifi cate with 
some stamps, as well as some mint never hinged modern pre-
cancels, a group of perfi ns, some Newfoundland issues, and 
U.P.U. reply coupons. An eclectic lot that may yield some fi nds 
for the dedicated collector. We noted some faults but overall 
fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

500 **/*/ Collectors Material for “Sell or Trade”, late 1970s 
to 2000s with mainly mint never hinged stock on pages, in 
binders and loose. Lots of plate blocks, along with souvenir 
sheets, booklets, singles (noting many die cuts from book-
lets), etc. Face value of the mint never hinged 17c and up is 
over $3,041 and includes a good number of ‘P’ stamps and 
dollar values. Includes Canada Post quarterly packs, some 
still sealed (these pictured in scans), as well as others that 
have been opened and have had some stamps removed. We 
note #1660ai overprinted pane x6 (x6, c.v. $100), BK265 
48c NHL All Stars (x2, c.v. $90), etc. Lastly a few small boxes 
with unused no gum and used stamps along with some FDCs 
mixed in.

  ..............................................................................Face $3,041
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501 */** Collection and Stock of Canada Mint, from the 1950s 
to 1999, starting off with a collection of matched sets of plate 
blocks from 1958 to 1971, with most blocks actually being 
top or bottom sheets (larger than regular corner blocks), in 
mounts on White Ace album pages, housed in two specialized 
binders, an accumulation of several hundred blocks, and cor-
ner plate blocks, from 1953 to 1999, in over 325 envelopes, 
fi lling a shoe size box. Also included is an extensive collec-
tion of mint never hinged Karsh, Wilding and Cameo issues 
displayed in over 50 Vario style stock sheets housed in one 
binder, including singles, O.H.M.S. overprints, precancelled, 
plate blocks, coils, tagging, starter strips, hibrite, sheetlets, 
booklets and booklet panes. We noted a small group of mint 
never hinged singles and blocks from the 1950s to the 1980s 
housed in two stockbooks, and lastly a nice valuable group of 
complete sheets, such as 3x fi eld stock sheet #1104-1107 
with the “Pink printing fl aw”, several sheets from the “Mas-
terpieces” series, “Expo 70” W2B tagged (#508p-511p c.v. 
$175), Suzor-Coté (#492 c.v. $250), as well as the popular 
1970 Christmas series with the regular and tagged issues 
(519p-523p and 524p-528p c.v. $240 each), as well as a 
group of 19 complete sheets from the Wilding issues includ-
ing some with the sought after WCB tagging (337p c.v. $185, 
2x 339p c.v. $185 each, 340p c.v. $525) all housed in 3 
sheet fi les. Clean valuable lot, that will be appealing to both 
the collectors and dealers alike.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500

502 */** Extensive Collection of Mint Centennial Issues, con-
sisting of singles, blocks, plate blocks, sheetlets, booklets, 
precancel, and complete sheets, in 5 volumes. Appears most-
ly mint never hinged, and starts off with a collection of the 
low values defi nitives (1c to 8c) stacked with many matched 
sets of blank corner blocks, plate blocks, and part sheets, 
including many precancelled warning strips, some booklets, 
as well as some singles with owner’s annotations on tagging 
and paper fl uorescence all in mounts displayed in one binder 
and one stockbook. Another 2 stockbooks are dedicated 
to a collection of high value defi nitives (8c to 1$), featuring 
blocks, matched sets of blank corner blocks, or plate blocks 
(several are made of the fi rst two rows of the sheet), as well 
as a small quantity of singles with owner’s annotations on pa-
per and tagging varieties. Lastly is a fi le sheet containing over 
40 complete sheets, with all denominations represented (1c 
to 1$) with very light duplication featuring many paper and 
tagging varieties identifi ed by the owner and providing a total 
catalogue value of $7,931. We noted #454pii (c.v. $750), 2x 
462piv (c.v. $385 each), 465B (c.v. $465) and many more. 
Great lot for the specialist or dealer. Online photos only show 
a sampling therefore in-person viewing is recommended to 
appreciate the extent of the content. Overall very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $750

503 */** Collection on Parliament Pages, 1890s to 2000s, 
neatly presented with page protectors. The pre-Elizabethan 
portion is a little sparse and is a mix of mint and used with the 
occasional compelling c.d.s. cancel and includes some mint 
classics and semi-classics in the $10-$20 range of Unitrade. 
The Elizabethan period is mostly mint and is well on it’s way 
with stamps to 2001. From 1988 to 2001 the collection is 
mint never hinged and is a work-in-progress with supplement 
pages in their original plastic with mint stamps for each year 
tucked in the packaging; such as singles, quarterly packs, 
souvenir sheets and more; although this is not a compre-
hensive representation from the period. Also included are 
numerous Parliament blank album pages to express oneself 
on while continuing the collection. Owner’s face from 1988-
2001 is over $520 with most stamps in the 37c to 47c range.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

504 * Collection on Minkus Pages, 1890s to 1990s, neatly 
presented with page protectors. The pre-Elizabethan por-
tion is a mix of mint and used with the occasional compel-
ling c.d.s. cancel and includes a number of mint classics and 
semi-classics in the $10-$20 range of Unitrade. The Elizabe-
than period is mint and is basically complete to 1994 with an 
owner’s face value over $400. Also included are the Federal 
Wildlife Conservation revenues from 1985-94 in their original 
folders, with these hinged in place by their back covers.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

505 /*/** Dealer Stock of Mint and Used Canada, starting 
with about 80 stock cards, featuring many from the Victorian 
era, noting SQs (1c to 8c), with some fancy and R.P.O. can-
cels, one stockbook fi lled with a nice inventory of back of the 
book such as special deliveries including E3 (x4, MNH c.v. 
$600 total), airmails, postage dues, mostly mint with many 
never hinged, an extensive selection of mint and used clas-
sics, with a portion of the inventory displayed in about one 
hundred 102 cards, we noted First Cents issues (5x #14, 
2x #15, 2x #18), LQs, SQs, Jubilees, Numerals, onwards to 
the 1940s with some back of the book as well, all housed in 
three stockbooks, a small group of 30 booklets from 1949 to 
1970s (between #BK42 to BK80), housed in one small bind-
er, another stockbook fi lled with a small accumulation of mint 
and used George V and George VI issues, including some 
high values mint never hinged, a group of over 100 souve-
nir sheets or sheetlets and plate blocks, sorted by catalogue 
number and value, featuring a great variety of items from the 
Wilding and Cameo sheetlets, to the Canada’s Flag souvenir 
sheet (#2808), housed in one thick stockbook, a plentiful 
amount of mint never hinged Centennial issues, housed in 
about 40 large glassine envelopes, lastly one dealer stock 
book featuring a nice selection of mostly mint B.N.A. issues 
(about 120 stamps), including some never hinged. We noted 
some faults with the earlier issues, but overall fi ne to very 
fi ne. There are too many items worthy of mention, therefore 
viewing is strongly recommended for this lot. Online photos 
show a small sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $750

506 /*/** Collection of Canada Mint and Used, 1852-1976, 
with about one thousand stamps in mounts on over 75 album 
or quadrille pages, housed in one binder. The strength of the 
collection is with the earlier mint and used issues starting 
with used such as #4 showing a 4 ring numeral cancel #37 
(Québec), several First Cents issues including 2x #14, 15, 2 
x17,19, basic sets of LQs and SQs, then moving onwards with 
mostly mint hinged including several Jubilees including 50c, 
$1 (no gum) and $2 (used), nearly complete sets Leafs, Nu-
merals, Québec, Admirals, and eventually featuring complete 
sets with mostly mint never hinged from the Peace issue on-
wards. We noted a good selection of back of the book repre-
sentation including, complete sets of airmails, special deliver-
ies, some postage dues, and Offi cials. We counted $13,024 
in catalogue value (all counted as hinged, although some are 
never hinged). A few faults to be expected with earlier issues, 
overall fi ne or better. A useful lot for collectors and dealers 
alike. Online photos show a sampling.

  ........................................................................Scott U$13,024

507 */** #52/98 Dealer Stock of Mint Early Issues, Jubilees to 
Québecs, all neatly displayed on 11 double sided Vario-style 
stock pages, sorted by hinged and never hinged gum. Stamps 
include Jubilees 2c (x10, 6 n.h.), 3c (x6, n.h.); Leafs ½c (x85, 
n.h., Scott c.v. $3,187 total), 5c (x23, 7 n.h.), 10c (x9, m.h.); 
Numerals ½c (x27, n.h.), 1c, 2c (x3), 6c (x11, m.h.); Maps 
(x45); Québecs ½c (x94, 75 n.h.), 1c (x22, 8 n.h.), 2c (x27, 
11 n.h.), along with Scott #87 (x25, 20 n.h.). A nice lot for the 
online reseller, with online photos showing a sampling. We 
note a few faults with just a few stamps, overall fi ne to very 
fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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508 */** #104/302 Dealer Stock of Mint KGV-KGVI Issues,  
all displayed in roughly 130 double sided Vario-style stock 
pages, ranging from Scott #104/302, sorted by hinged and 
never hinged gum. The lot begins with 1c and 2c Admirals 
(roughly 10-20 never hinged stamps per issue), and includes 
better never hinged singles and sets including #s 135 (x58, 
c.v. $7,830), 141-145 (x13, $520 total), 146-148 (x14, $581 
total), 151 (x18, $900 total), 156 (x9, $765 total), 162-177 
($1,020), 195-201 (x12, $1,691 total), 203 (x25, $1,750 to-
tal), 209 (x21, $1,102), 217-227 (x3, $540 total), 241-245 
(x4, $860 total), 249-262 (x13, $2,249 total), along with 
singles and sets cataloguing from $10 to $40 and up. Du-
plication generally ranges from 10-20 stamps per issue, with 
roughly 40% of the material being never hinged. A potentially 
huge cataloging lot, ideal for the online seller. Online photos 
show a small sampling, overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

509 ** #454/ Collection of Mint Never Hinged Centennial Is-
sues, a thick binder and a fl at box contain hundreds of vari-
ous, mostly described Centennial singles, plate blocks and 
matched sets of plate blocks, many with paper, tagging or 
other varieties. The lot also contains well over 100 booklets, 
many identifi ed, also with some varieties. A careful inspection 
of this lot should reward, as we have not closely examined, or 
listed all the better items. Online pictures will give an overview 
only.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

510 /*/** #454/ Collection and Accumulation of Centennial 
Defi nitive Issues, consisting of hundreds of stamps either 
displayed in three volumes, stock pages, or 102 cards. One 
3 ring album features about 130 stamps, mostly mint never 
hinged in mounts on homemade pages, sorted by catalogue 
number, another springback album, contains about 260 mint 
and used stamps in mounts, on Lighthouse pages, again sort-
ed by catalogue numbers, and the last collection is housed 
in a 3 ring album, consisting of about 130 items from the 1c 
to 1$ denominations, with a good selection of paper, gum, 
tagging and fl uorescence varieties, including some fi rst day 
covers, as well as postal cards. Much of the value resides in a 
selection of better varieties such as “Plastic Flow” and more, 
housed in Vario style stock sheets with an owner’s catalogue 
value of over $5,000. Also noted is an extensive study of the 
“Eyes” varieties identifi ed by the owner with some duplica-
tion. Also included is a group of identifi ed varieties (by owner), 
mostly on used stamps, all housed in a fi le folder or a few 
hundred 102 cards. Worthy of mention is mint never hinged 
block of #455xx (c.v. $180). Clean and useful lot, that comes 
with two reference books. Should appeal to the serious Cen-
tennials collectors or someone contemplating to dive into this 
popular segment of philately. Online photos show an overview 
of the lot.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500

511 ** #586 Accumulation of Roughly 400 Mint Never Hinged 
Complete Sheets, 1972-1982, in 24 full mint sheet fi les, with 
a spot check indicating sheets generally ranging from Uni-
trade #580/916. Face value totals $1,869 (counting 10c up 
to $1.25 only, with the majority in the 10c to 17c range). We 
estimate an additional $100 to $200 of additional face value 
with the lower denominations. The lot also includes 60 com-
plete precancel sheets of the 1c Caricature issue (all with the 
warning strips), along with a few precancel sheets from the 
Floral defi nitives. Unchecked for tagging, papers, and other 
varieties. Duplication generally 2 to 3 per issue, and up to 8 
or more for a few issues. A nice lot for sheet and Elizabethan 
collectors. We saw a few United Nations sheets also. Online 
photos show a mere sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $900

512 ** #586-605 Extensive Collection of Mint Never Hinged 
Caricature Issues, in three binders plus two boxes. The bind-
ers contain the main collection (1c to $1) with all sorts of ma-
terial including plate blocks, singles, varieties such as papers, 
dies, tagging, printing varieties ($ fl aw, Siamese Bears, etc.), 
fi rst day covers, precancels, and more. The lot also contains 
close to 400 “Airplane design” booklets, mostly described 
and sorted for fl uorescence, printing / inking varieties, saw 
22 which are untagged (c.v. $175 each) and much more. 
Please see our pictures online for just an idea, better yet plan 
on viewing it in person to better appreciate the value and va-
riety involved here.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500

513 ** #1250ii/1660i Grouping of Valuable and Useful Items, 
starting with a Canadian Infantry Regiments matched set of 
plate blocks #1250ii (c.v. $1,000), as well as a matched set 
of plate blocks on fi rst day covers, and 4 additional covers 
(missing only lower left plate block to have a second matched 
set) for a total of 8 covers (c.v. $1,000). Also included are 20 
plate blocks on fi rst day covers, from the Canadian Folklore 
series #1289a-1292c, making 4 matched sets, and 4 extra 
covers (only missing lower left plate block to have another 
matched set) with a catalogue value of $1,000, continuing 
with a group of 3x “Canada 92” souvenir sheets of 4 stamps 
with signature #1407ai (c.v. $375 for all 3), one has addi-
tional signature of the designers, and one has 7 “Canada 92” 
postmarks, also one souvenir sheet with signature #1407ai, 
on fi rst day cover (c.v.$350), one block of 4 stamps from the 
Canadian Authors issues #817-818 with misperforations, 
a booklet pane from the N.H.L. Stars issues #BK265 (c.v. 
$90), a set of the popular calling card issues #2045-48 (c.v. 
$200), 4 panes of 21 stamps from the picture postage se-
ries #2063 and 4 panes of 21 stamps of #2064 (c.v. $360 
for all 8 panes), one full pane of 10 stamps of the Alaska 
Cruise #1991C and 1991D (c.v. $100), and lastly a pane of 
10 stamps of the Series of the Century with overprint #1660i 
(c.v.$100). Overall very fi ne with a total catalogue value of 
$4,575. Will appeal to both collectors and dealers alike.

  ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,575

514 ** Accumulation of Booklets, 1940s to Early 2000s, con-
sisting of over 265 booklets, displayed in Vario style stock 
sheets, housed in one thick binder, or loose album pages, 
starting with BK38(a) both bilingual and French, as well as 
BK39 English (c.v. $101 for all 3), a few Wilding and Cameo 
issues, then moving onwards to a good variety of Centennial 
and Caricatures booklets. The remainder of the inventory is 
mostly in the 46c to 55c range with some useful “P” values. 
We counted $279 in face value with a prior owner’s total cata-
logue value of $1082. Lot overall very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Canada Plate Block Collections

515 ** Collection of Mint Never Hinged Plate Block Matched 
Sets, 1960s to 1971, all in mounts fi lling a thick 3-ring 
binder, probably close to complete in the range. We noted a 
matched set of the $1 Export (Scott #411) as well as the Cen-
tennials to the $1, also saw the 50c Suzor-Coté, and much 
more. The face value alone comes to $522. Very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

516 /*/** Plate Block Collection, 1950s to 1980s, housed 
in 3 Bileski plate block album, with mostly material from the 
5c period. There are also mostly 5c period mint stamps in 
a couple of fairly full sheet fi les complete panes and larger 
multiples. There is an envelope and stock page with other 
mint, such as booklets and singles. Also included is a thick 
stockbook with thousands of used stamps, mostly 1960s to 
1990s, in some order, fi rst day covers, other odds and ends 
which include some worldwide. Also two empty Bileski plate 
block albums. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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517 ** Dealer Stock of Mint Never Hinged Plate Blocks, 1940s 
to 1990s, , with many hundreds of plate blocks in glassines 
sorted by catalogue numbers, as well as varieties (identifi ed 
by the owner), all housed in 4 shoe boxes and 7 dealer stock 
books. Appears to have a good representation for the period 
with very light duplication. Matched sets are more often found 
from the 1960s onwards and we noted a few better such as 
Export #411 (L.R., c.v. $90), 1250ii Regiments (L.L., $250), 
along with many plate blocks of high value defi nitives, a good 
run of Centennials, and some back of the book such as post-
age dues, special deliveries, airmails, and Offi cial overprints 
including #O32 (U.R., c.v. $50). Also noted hundreds of sin-
gles, blocks, and some coils throughout the inventory. A nice 
clean lot for the plate block collector, dealer or postage users. 
Overall very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $400

518 ** Collection of Mint Never Hinged Plate Block Matched 
Sets, 1972 to 1980, all in mounts fi lling a thick 3-ring binder, 
probably close to complete in the range, including $1 and $2 
values, and much more. The later issues are in unopened 
matched set cello-packs. The face value alone comes to 
$694. Very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

519 */** Accumulation of More Than 430 Plate Blocks, 1937 
to 1954, mostly mint never hinged, all organized in glassines 
by catalogue number and including Unitrade # 252 plate 17 
UL (x2, mint $65 each) and numerous plate blocks in with 
c.v. of $15 to $40 of catalogue value. Overall fi ne to very fi ne, 
some duplication. This lot comes with a detailed list of its con-
tents.

  ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,270

520 ** #600/ Collection / Accumulation of Roughly 600 
Matched Plate Blocks, 1972-1981, with the vast majority 
still sealed from Canada Post, with roughly 2,600 plate blocks 
in total, generally ranging from Unitrade #600 to 906. Face 
value totals $1,417 (counting 10c up to $2, with the majority 
in the 14c to 35c range). Duplication up to 4 matched set per 
issue in many cases. Online photos show an overview. Clean 
and very fi ne.

  ..............................................................................Face $1,417

Canada Back of the Book Collections

521 /*/** Collection of Mint Postage Dues, from 1906 to 
1978, consisting of singles, blocks and plate blocks of 4 or 
10 displayed in 3 stockbooks. Mostly complete in period, with 
very light duplication. With the exception of the 3 blocks of 4 
from the fi rst issue (two top stamps are hinged), the remain-
der of the collection appears mint never hinged. The obvious 
strength resides in the representation of the fi rst, second and 
third issues (owner’s c.v. $4,028) as well as the 36 blocks of 
ten in the fourth issue. The “Red Dues” are plentiful with over 
175 plate blocks of 4 or 10, including many varieties identi-
fi ed by the owner. Also included is a small group of postage 
dues on cover. Overall very fi ne, great lot for the specialist. 
Online photos show a sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

BNA Collections

522 /*/** Mint and Used BNA Collection, displayed on 8 
stock pages, consisting of a Newfoundland collection from 
1865 to 1947, with mostly used in the early issues then a 
mixture of mint and used onwards. We noted mostly part 
sets,but no apparent duplication. We also noted 2 British 
Columbia stamps (#7 used and #8 mint), New Brunswick is 
present with 8 stamps, Nova Scotia with 12 stamps, Prince 
Edward Island rounds out with 16 stamps. Also included is 
a small inventory of perforated (4 holes) and overprinted Of-
fi cial stamps. Clean lot, overall fi ne to very fi ne, the odd mint 
never hinged stamps has pencil notes (catalogue #), useful 
and a good basis to build on.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Newfoundland Collections

523 /*/** Collection of Roughly 600 Mint and Used New-
foundland Issues, 1880s-1947, in a few Vario-style stock 
pages in a binder, and a sheet fi le. The lot begins with roughly 
250 mostly never hinged issues, generally ranging from 1932 
onwards, with a spot check indicating sets and partial sets 
with Scott #s C6-C8 (x4, c.v. $760 total), 233-243 (x3, n.h, 
$193 total), along with a few stamps and sets cataloguing 
$20 and up. The lot also includes roughly 20 complete sheets 
and larger multiples, including #192 (x100, n.h., $1,600 to-
tal, two strips of 10, and 2 blocks of 40), with the remainder 
post-1939 issues. The balance of the lot contains roughly 
350 used stamps, ranging from the 1880s to 1947. Online 
photos show a sampling. We note a few small faults with a few 
of the used stamps, and some perforation separation with a 
few of the sheets, with most folded in half to fi t in the sheet 
fi le. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

524 /* Specialized Perforation Collection of the 1923 Pictori-
al and 1928-31 Publicity Issues, all mounted on 27 special-
ized Lighthouse pages, showing a wide variety of perforations 
for the 1923 Pictorial (6 pages, 9 perforation combinations / 
varieties), 1928 Publicity (12 pages, 21 perforation combina-
tions / varieties), 1929 Publicity unwatermarked, re-engraved 
(6 pages, 12 perforation combinations / varieties) and 1931 
Publicity watermarked, re-engraved (2 pages, 6 perforation 
combinations / varieties). The collection consists of mainly 
mint stamps, but there are used here and there (in some 
cases both), and the perforations were unchecked by us. Cat-
alogue value is for all the least expensive perforations (per 
Scott), and although there are a few NH here and there, we 
have catalogued all as hinged, so a conservative approach 
throughout. All pages scanned online.

  .......................................................................... Scott U$2,914

525 /*/** Large Accumulation / Stock of Newfoundland 
Stamps and Postal History, a binder contains 22 stock 
pages of mint and used singles and blocks covering all eras. 
A second binder contains some specialized perforations, a 
specialized mint collection of the Long Coronation issue as 
well as over 50 pages of retired sales circuit pages with good 
value in singles, sets, etc., with 5 of those pages being BNA. 
Also includes about 48 old time bundles of 100, about 70 
mostly used early stationery cards, a few glassines and last 
but not least a short red box full of valuable dealer stock in 
102 cards, with many better items, both mint and used, not-
ing for example a mint C12, etc. See our pictures for an idea, 
should easily be worth our low estimate.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500

Face Value Postage Lots

526 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Postage, loose in 
a box, with singles, plate blocks, quarterly packs, booklets, 
souvenir sheets, and more. Face value totals $573 (counting 
30c and up only). Clean and very fi ne.

  ................................................................................. Face $573

527 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Face Value Post-
age, loose in a box, primarily consisting of plate blocks and 
thematic collections, ranging from the 1980s and 1990s. 
Face value totals $421 (counting 17c and up only, with the 
vast majority in the 30c to 45c range). Clean and very fi ne.

  ................................................................................. Face $421

528 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Material, with a 
little bit of everything, including an album containing singles, 
souvenir and sheetlets, ranging from 1990 to 1994, along 
with annual collections from 1977 (x2), 1979, 1981, 1986, 
1989, and the 2000 Millennium collection (x2). The lot also 
includes booklets, thematic collections, sheets, and stamps 
in glassines. Face value totals $502 (counting 15c and up 
only). Online photos show an overview. Clean and very fi ne.

  ................................................................................. Face $502
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529 ** Collection of Mint Never Hinged Postage With Mostly 
Sealed Quarterly Packs, 2001-2008, with 33 quarterly packs, 
ranging from 2001 to 2008, along with a few thematic col-
lections, booklets, a zippered binder containing Stamp Quest 
pages with mint material, and a Stamp Quest bobble head doll. 
Online photos show an overview. Clean and very fi ne.

  ................................................................................. Face $475

530 ** Accumulation of Roughly 400 Provincial and Territorial 
Flags Souvenir Sheets, with 4 sealed packs containing 25 
souvenir sheets each, along with 40 envelopes containing 4 
to 25 souvenir sheets in each. The lot also includes 40x O 
Canada souvenir sheets, and a few thematic collections. Face 
value totals $935. Clean and very fi ne.

  ................................................................................. Face $935

531 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Postage, with pre-
dominately matched set plate blocks, many still sealed in 
packs from Canada Post, along with large blocks, complete 
sheets, and more, generally ranging from the 1960s to the 
1980s. Face value totals $571 (counting 10c up to $2 only, 
with the majority in the 25c and up range). A clean lot, ideal 
for the online seller. Online photo shows an overview.

  ................................................................................. Face $571

532 ** Extensive Stock of Mint Never Hinged Cana-
da,1960-1992, with many thousands of stamps, includ-
ing plate blocks, souvenir sheets, coils, booklets, complete 
sheets, and more, in roughly 300 double sided Vario-style 
pages, neatly organized by year in 21 binders. The owner was 
building a dealer stock of mint material, noting 2-3 or more 
matched sets of plate blocks for most issues in the given 
range, including $1 to $5 denominations, several hundred 
souvenir sheets, booklets, and strips of coils, along with own-
er’s notations for tagging, paper, and perforation varieties. 
Face value totals $3,948 (counting 15c and up only, with the 
vast majority in the 30c to 68c range). We estimate at least 
$250 of extra face value with the lower denominations. A very 
clean lot which should appeal to collectors, dealers, postage 
users and resellers. Online photos show a sampling and an 
overview.

  ..............................................................................Face $3,948

533 ** Box of Medium-Value Sorted Postage, with the following 
values in singles, blocks, souvenir sheets, etc., 40c (x900), 
42c (x1,000), 45c (x1,000), 48c (x894), 50c (x1,000), 51c 
(x581) and 52c (x872). Counts by the owner. Very fi ne, mint 
never hinged.

  ..............................................................................Face $2,908

534 ** Lot of Sorted Postage, with singles, blocks, mini-sheets 
and souvenir sheets, with 10 different denominations be-
tween 14c and 46c in packages of 1,000 each, plus the 
following high values: $3 (x21), $5 (x69), $8 (x15) and $10 
(x16). A very useful postage lot, mint never hinged and very 
fi ne.

  .............................................................................. Face $3,748

535 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, mainly 48c to “P” values 
in duplicated sheetlets and souvenir sheets along with coil 
strips, full coil rolls of Scott #2008-2010, blocks and some 
single stamps. With over 730 “P” values and lots of dollar 
values. A nice fresh lot. Total face value $2,384.

  ..............................................................................Face $2,543

536 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, mainly 45c to “P” values 
in duplicated sheetlets and souvenir sheets along with coil 
strips, plate blocks and single stamps (many of these from 
the quarterly packs). Some issues with heavy duplication i.e. 
#1708a 45c Year of the Tiger (x146), #2297 $1.65 Year of 
the Ox (x50), #2110 Homer Watson souvenir sheet (x99), 
etc. Includes over 660 “P” values and lots of dollar values 
including a few $10 Whales. A nice fresh lot. Total face value 
$2,218.

  ..............................................................................Face $2,218

537 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, mostly 43c to “P” era 
with singles, plate blocks, coil strips, souvenir sheets, sheet-
lets, etc. With over 600 “P” values and lots of dollar values 
including a couple sheetlets of the $5 Moose and $8 Grizzly 
Bear. Some duplication noted. Total face value of $2,324.

  ..............................................................................Face $2,324

538 ** Mint Never Hinged Lot of “P” Value Booklets, with over 
220 booklets for a total of 2,488 “P” value stamps. A nice 
fresh lot, some with light duplication (usually only 2 or 3). To-
tal face value $2,288.

  ..............................................................................Face $2,288

539 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot of Booklets, with over 
500 booklets. Values from the 40c to 57c era with lots of 
dollar and up values. Some duplication, usually 3 or 4 of each 
but some with more i.e. 45c Canals booklet x18. We note 
BK265 48c NHL All Stars (x6, c.v. $90 each). A nice lot. Total 
face value of $2,852.

  ..............................................................................Face $2,852

540 ** Group of Over 90 Defi nitive Booklets, 48c to $2.50 val-
ues, with duplication, up to 9 of one, etc. Includes QEII, wild-
life, fl orals, etc. A nice postage lot of small size stamps. Total 
face value of $665.

  ................................................................................. Face $665

541 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, of duplicated sheets, 
souvenir sheets, large blocks, etc. Values mainly 45c to $5, 
a few lower values such as Benefi cial Insects sheets, but the 
majority are 45c to 59c and includes a total of over 1,100 “P” 
values. Note a few better such as #1991C-D full pane (x2, 
c.v. $100) and #2357iii uncut press panel of 100 (c.v. $180). 
Total face value $3,279.

  ..............................................................................Face $3,279

542 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, with booklets, sheets, 
souvenir sheets and singles. Mainly from the 45c-48c era. We 
note #1991C-D Alaska-Canada pane (x2), BK265 48c NHL 
booklet pane (x2), x99 of the RCMP souvenir sheets with the 
various emblems, some “P’ values, etc. Total face value of 
$2,494.

  ..............................................................................Face $2,494

543 ** Group of Annual Collections Plus Loose Postage, includ-
ing a run of annual collections from 1994 to 2001 plus 2 
Millennium Collections. Also included is over $115 in loose 
postage (43c to 76c denominations), several Thematic packs 
and a few U.S. annual collections (not included in face value 
total). Great for fi lling gaps in a collection or for postage users 
or resellers.

  ................................................................................. Face $456

544 ** Accumulation of Modern Face Value Postage, from late 
1980s to 2007, all loose in a box, the lot consists of a vari-
ety of souvenir sheets, sheetlets, plate blocks, and booklets. 
Face value totals $1,716 (counting 17c and up to $8). The 
overwhelming majority of the stamps range from 42c and up. 
We noted some “P” values (over 200 stamps), as well as pop-
ular items such as the Grizzly issue (#1694 pane of 4) and 
six booklet pane of NHL Stars #1972 (c.v. $540 for all six). A 
useful lot for collectors, dealers or postage users. Overall very 
fi ne.

  ..............................................................................Face $1,716

545 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot of Duplicated Souvenir 
Sheets, with values 17c to $1.25 values. Includes #756a 
(x150), 832 (x312), 1125A (x400), 1490 (x300), 1527 
(x300), etc. Many are still sealed in post offi ce plastic wrap in 
groups of 50 or 100. Total face value of $5,466.

  ..............................................................................Face $5,466
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546 ** Mint Never Hinged Souvenir Sheets and Sheetlets, with 
25c to 95c values. Most issues with duplication anywhere 
from 10 to 100 of each. We note a few items such as #1407a 
(x100), also #1407ai (x 4, c.v. $125) included with each of 
these signed souvenir sheets is the Offi cial Program from the 
1992 World Philatelic Youth Exhibition, #1442 42c Canada in 
Space panes of 20 (x99), #1660ai overprinted unfolded pane 
(x10 c.v. $100 each), etc. Our photos show a good overview. 
Total face value is $3,648 for 25c and up.

  ..............................................................................Face $3,648

547 ** Mint Never Hinged Matched Sets of Inscription Corner 
Blocks, still sealed in Canada Post packaging with 1c to 45c 
values, with duplication some just a few and others for ex-
ample are #593 (x62 sets), #858a (x90 sets), #1063-1066 
(x99 sets) and #1442 Canada in Space (x50 sets), etc. Total 
face value is $3,042.

  ..............................................................................Face $3,042

548 ** Mint Never Hinged Matched Sets of Inscription Corner 
Blocks, 42c to $2 values and includes some “P’ values, all 
still sealed in original Canada post packaging. Most with du-
plication of 5 or 10. We note #1442a (x20 sets), 1689a (x10), 
#1692a (x10), #2296 “P” values (x10). Total face value of 
$3,868.

  ..............................................................................Face $3,868

549 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Plate Blocks in Sets 
of Inscription Corner Blocks, with a total of 1,341 packs, all 
of which are still sealed in Canada Post packaging. Values 
range from 10c to $1.25, with a few Postage Due issues 
mixed in. See our online inventory for the issues included in 
this lot. Duplication ranges any from 2 to 58 of the same, but 
usually closer to 10 of each. Total face value is $7,174.

  .............................................................................. Face $7,174

550 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, with souvenir sheets, 
sheetlets, sheets, coils, etc. From the 45c to 57c era with val-
ues ranging from 25c to $1.70. Almost all the issues have du-
plication, typically 10 of each sometimes with up to 25 of the 
same and in a few instances even higher such as #1203 50c 
Masterpieces of Canada sheets (x100) and the 45c RCMP 
souvenir sheet (x150). A nice fresh lot. Total face value of 
$6,120.

  ..............................................................................Face $6,120

551 ** Postage Lot of Mint Never Hinged Booklets, 42c era 
through to the 57c era. Almost all the booklets are duplicated, 
usually with 10 of each. A nice fresh lot. Total face value of 
$3,895.

  ..............................................................................Face $3,895

552 ** Postage Lot of Mint Never Hinged Booklets, with 32c to 
80c values. Almost all the booklets are duplicated, usually 
with 5, 10, 15 or 20 of each. Some with higher degree of 
duplication such as BK86 (x110), BK87 (x49), BK148 NHL 
booklet (x50, these with a c.v. of $28 each), BK209 (x50), 
etc. Total face value of $3,908.

  ..............................................................................Face $3,908

553 ** Group of Defi nitive Booklets, 34c to $1.60 values, with 
duplication. Includes QEII, fl orals, fl ags, etc. A nice postage lot 
of small sized stamps. Total face value of $1,458.

  ..............................................................................Face $1,458

554 ** Group of Sealed Canada Post Booklets, in packs of 10 
or 50 as purchased from the Post Offi ce. Values range from 
39c-52c. Total face value is $2,818.

  ..............................................................................Face $2,818

555 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot of “P” Values, with 2,102 
“P” stamps in booklets, souvenir sheets and sheetlets. All are 
mint never hinged, fresh and very fi ne. Total face value of 
$1,933.

  ..............................................................................Face $1,933

556 ** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot of Booklets and Matched 
Sets, 39c to 47c era. The matched sets are corner inscription 
blocks sealed in Canada Post packaging. Many of the book-
lets are duplicated, usually 10 of each, but some issues have 
more. See images online. Total face value of $1,658.

  ..............................................................................Face $1,658

557 **/* #2244ii/2785 Postage Lot of 565 Coil Strips of 4, 
2007-2014, on homemade pages, ranging from Unitrade 
#2244ii to 2785. We note starting, ending and gutters strips 
with inscriptions. Values range from 63c to $2.50 and over 
1,100 “P” stamps. Also includes #2426iii uncut press panel 
of 100 (c.v. $180). See our online photos. Total face value is 
$2,617.

  .............................................................................. Face $2,617

Canada Annual Collections

558 ** Group of 36 Annual Collections, complete from years 
1977 to 2010, many still sealed in original packing. Face 
value totals $968. Clean and very fi ne.

  ................................................................................. Face $968

559 ** Group of 50 Annual Collections, 1977/2003, including 
1977 (x3), 1978, 1979, 1980 (x6), 1981 (x3), 1982 (x8), 
1983 (x4), 1984 (x5), 1988, 1990, 1992, 1993, 1994 (x5), 
1996 (x4), 1997 (x2), 1998 (x2), 2000 and 2023. A couple 
are still sealed, and many still with the stamps in the original 
envelope. Total face value is $937.

  ................................................................................. Face $937

560 ** Group of 30 Canada Post Annual Collections, 1974 to 
2004, consisting of the popular 1974 collection (c.v. $250), 
as well as 1977 (2x), 1978-1987, 1988 (2x), 1989-1999, and 
2001-2004. Face value totals $657. Clean and very fi ne.

  ................................................................................. Face $657

561 ** Group of 28 Annual Collections, Complete from 1981 to 
2008, along with the 2000 Millennium Collection, with many 
still sealed. Face value total is $799, clean and very fi ne.

  ................................................................................. Face $799

562 ** Group of 28 Annual Collections, Complete from 1981 to 
2008, with some still sealed. Face value total is $768, clean 
and very fi ne.

  ................................................................................. Face $768

563 ** Group of 24 Annual Collections, 1981/2006, with 1981 
to 1999 and 2002 to 2006, with a few still sealed. Face value 
total is $666, very fi ne.

  ................................................................................. Face $666

564 ** Group of 18 Annual Collections, 1981 to 1998, with 
some still sealed. Face value total is $431, very fi ne.

  ................................................................................. Face $431

565 ** Group of 44 Annual Collections, from 1981 to 1993, 
with upwards of four of any given year, though just one each 
of 1995, 1997, 1999 and 2000, the last two missing a few 
stamps; which we have taken into account in the total. A few 
collections are still sealed. Face value total is $915, overall 
very fi ne.

  ................................................................................. Face $915

566 ** Group of 33 Canada Post Annual Collections, 1975-
2001 and 2005-2010. All are still sealed in shrink wrap ex-
cept for the 2020, but stamps are still sealed in envelope for 
this one. Total face value of $831.

  ................................................................................. Face $831
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567 ** Accumulation of 95 Canada Post Annual Collections, 
1975/2008, includes 1975-1977, 1981, 1982 (x16), 1983 
(x16), 1986 (x3, including 2 hardbound), 1987 (x4), 1988-
1998 (x3 of each), 2000 (x3), 2001 (x4), 2005 (x3), 2006 
(x4), 2007 (x4) and 2008. All are still sealed in Canada Post 
shrink wrapping. Total face value of $2,424.

  ..............................................................................Face $2,424

Canada Thematic Collections

568 ** Accumulation of Thematic Collections and Canada 
Post Souvenirs, 1970s-1999, with roughly 100 thematic col-
lections, and more, fi lling a large plastic tub. A spot check 
indicated a few better items including “Write Me...Ring Me” 
complete sets (x2, Unitrade c.v. $400 total), and Vancouver 
2010 Bronze, Silver, and Gold Collectors Set ($300 total). The 
lot also includes unused postal stationery, air letters, souve-
nir and exhibition cards, thematic post cards, and more. Face 
value totals $165 (counting 10c and up only). Online photos 
show a sampling and an overview. Clean and very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

569 ** Accumulation of Canada Post Thematic Collections, 
from the 1970s to the late 1990s, consisting of over 100 
items, housed in one carton. We noted a great variety of ma-
terial such as annual collections, including the popular 1974 
issue (c.v. $250) as well as 1975 and 1976 (c.v. $85 each), 
Chinese new year, Legendary Heroes, Olympics, Lighthouses, 
Parck, Commonwealth Games, and some N.H.L. All-Stars sou-
venir sheets, souvenir cards, prepaid postcards, 15x pane of 
4 stamps from the Canadian Forest issues in their original 
envelopes (#1283a-1286a c.v. $12 each), and more. Also 
included is a Canada Post Millennium collection as well as 
a homemade Millennium collection. The owner was keen 
on using 3 of each souvenir sheets, two mint never hinged, 
and one cancelled by a St Andre Avelin or Cheneville Québec 
postmark, and display with corresponding fi rst day covers, all 
housed in one thick stockbook, and lastly about 20 Canada 
Post approved “Tickelopes”. Eclectic lot with light duplication 
that will appeal to collectors and dealers alike.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

570 ** Assortment of Canada Post Thematic Items, includes 
1975/76 Olympic Souvenir Collections (x8), 1976 Olympic 
Souvenir covers (Series A-E), 1988 Catching the Spirit (1988 
Olympics x50), Historic Vehicles (x50), 2002 Going for Gold 
Commemorative Book, etc. Overall very fi ne, mostly still 
sealed in shrink wrapping.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

571      1976 Montréal Olympics Group of 15 different Bronze and 
Silver Commemorative Stamp Replica Sets, each housed in 
original case and includes the corresponding stamps. Fine-
very fi ne, some tarnishing as expected.

 ............................................................................. Estimate200

Canada Uncut Press Sheets

572 ** Group of 21 Canada Post Uncut Press Sheets, 2001 
to 2011, from #1970ii to 2471i, including a good variety of 
sheets with light duplication up to 4 for one of the issues. We 
noted that most of the uncut sheets are from the Chinese 
Lunar New Year series (15 sheets). Eight sheets are stored 
without their original cardboard tubes. Face value estimated 
at $672. Two uncut sheets had small gum adhesion due to 
water infi ltration, else very fi ne.

  ................................................................................. Face $672

573 ** Accumulation of 300 Canada Post Uncut Press Sheets, 
most issues have 10, 15 or 20 copies. Includes Birds, 
R.C.M.P., Millennium, and Lunar New Year issues. See our 
spreadsheet online for the inventory. High Unitrade catalogue 
value of $25,910. Face value of $6,345.

  ..............................................................................Face $6,345

Asia

574 /*/** East Asia Mint and Used Collection/Accumula-
tion, Classics to the 1980s, with stamps from China, Japan, 
Korea and Vietnam on older album pages, stock sheets, etc. 
The China segment includes more than 1,000 stamps with 
excellent variety, with some stand-outs such as PRC Scott 
# 1889a as a complete booklet (mint, $50), 6L57-6L62 in 
blocks of four and six (mint $208 for 4 complete sets) as well 
as locals, revenues and other goodies. The Japan material 
is mostly 1950s to 1970s and includes hundreds of mint 
stamps, such as New Year Lottery miniature panes. We also 
noted C1-C2 used, although these have not been expertized. 
The Korea segment is gathered into an older Albatross album 
and is mostly North Korea and includes several souvenir 
sheets and miniature panes. The Vietnam includes some im-
perforates and souvenir sheets. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

575 /*/** Dealer Remainder Lot, Classics to the 1970s, in 
a stockbook with some duplication and additional material 
tucked in. Included are stamps from Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Leba-
non, Palestine, Syria, Turkey and more. Better items include 
Syria Scott #s RA4 (x11, used, c.v. $27 each), RA8 (x7, used, 
$30 each), RA10 (used, $32) and Turkey 841 (mint, $75). 
Perfect for the collector or dealer who enjoys sorting, still has 
high total catalogue value and many useful stamps. Overall 
fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Australia

576 ** Box of Mint Australian Postage, with values from 30c to 
A$20, all sorted in packages by denomination, very fi ne.

  ........................................................................... Face A$6,360

577  More than 300 Used Stamps with Good Postmarks, in a 
stockbook, including ‘Roos and George V, most with reason-
ably good cancellations. Unchecked by us for varieties. A good 
study lot. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

578 /*/** Collection of Primarily Mint Australia on Scott 
Album Pages, 1970s-2005, with many hundreds of stamps, 
the majority in hingeless mounts, in roughly 75 loose album 
pages. We note the collection contains a mint and or used 
stamp for most issues, including sets, and a few souvenir 
sheets. Face value totals $372 (counting 10c up to $20, with 
the vast majority in the 45c to $1 range). Online photos show 
a sampling. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

579 */** Mint Collection of Australia, 1977 to 2015, fi lling two 
large and one small stockbooks with singles, sets, booklets, 
souvenir and mini-sheets, probably with a high degree of 
completion, at least in the early years. The owner counted 
A$1,476 in face which is equivalent to C$1,303 at time of 
writing. Majority is MNH and very fi ne. A useful collection.

  ............................................................................Face A$1,476

580 /*/** Mint and Used Australia Collection in a Spring-
back Album, 1913 to 1976, with a good level of complete-
ness in period, the used stamps are hinged and the mint 
stamps are in black mounts on black quadrille pages. Mixed 
mint and used to about 1970, mostly mint after that, with a 
good representation of postage dues as well.

  .......................................................................... Scott U$2,958

581  #1/4388 Nine Approval Books of Used Stamps, with 
‘Roos and George V issues, including Scott #s 7 (c.v. $50), 
41 (c.v. $60). We also noted stamps in the $5 to $30 of cata-
logue value. A few stamps are less appealing and have not 
been counted in the total, such as 76a (c.v. $140), else overall 
fi ne to very fi ne. (Owner’s catalogue $2,650 Scott 2018).

  .......................................................................... Scott U$2,650
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582 /* Collection of Mint and Used Australia and New Zea-
land, from the late 1800s to the 1990s, consisting of over 
a thousand mint and used Australian stamps from 1913 to 
1997, displayed in two partially fi lled 64 page stockbooks. 
We noted a mixture of mint and used throughout including 
the modern era, with many part and complete sets, starting 
with used Kangaroos up to 2 shillings, and Arms of Australia 
(complete used). Also noted is a good variety of Australian 
States, as well as back of the book consisting of semi post-
als, airmails, postage dues, Offi cials, and Australian Antarctic 
Territory. The New Zealand collection is made of several hun-
dred stamps mostly used from the 1870s to 1998, displayed 
in a partly fi lled 64 page stockbook. A cursory look revealed 
a used 6 pence Chalon, and many complete sets such as a 
used Victory set, as well as a nice selection of back of the 
book issues, including semi postals, airmails, postage dues, 
Offi cials, Ross Dependency, Postal Fiscals, Life insurance, 
and newspaper. Both collections appear to be displayed in 
chronological order, with very light duplication. Unchecked 
for varieties, overall fi ne to very fi ne. See online photos for a 
glimpse.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

581 */** Mint Collection from the 1910s to the 2000s in Two 
Stockbooks, with a good representation of early material, in-
cluding ‘Roos and George V Heads. The two stockbooks are 
quite full, including numerous se-tenant issues, booklets, 
some presentation packs, back-of-the-book and some Austra-
lian Antarctic Territory stamps. Overall fresh and fi ne to very 
fi ne. Owner’s 2022-2023 catalogue value is $3,792.

  .......................................................................... Scott U$3,792

Austria

584 /*/** Collection in Two Lighthouse Springback Albums, 
1867 to 1987, with a mix of mint and used on hingeless 
pages, though sparsely populated prior to WWII. We noted 
Scott #s B106-B109 (used $168) and C54-C60 (used $258) 
among numerous singles and sets in the $5 to $15 catalogue 
value range, as well as some perforation varieties for the later 
classics. A good way to start an Austria collection, or for online 
dealers to supplement inventory. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

585 /*/** Collection in Three Large Stockbooks, 1910 to 
1975, focusing on Music issues with potentially a used and 
mint single, block-of four, postcard, fi rst day cover or other 
item giving greater depth to each issue. A clean collection and 
overall very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

586 /* Mint and Used Collection in an Older ‘International’ 
Album, Classics to 1950s including a couple of slim Noltsch 
albums with some additional material from 1918 to the 
1960s, overlapping to some extent. This collection includes 
two complete Birds series of airmails, Scott #s C54-C60 
(used, $258 each). Online photos provide a glimpse. Overall 
fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

587 /* Collection of Mint and Used Austria, 1850-1999, con-
sisting of a few thousand stamps displayed in two 64 page 
stockbooks. We noted a mixture of mint (some never hinged) 
and used throughout the collection, including the modern 
era, with very light duplication. Many socked on the nose can-
cels, and a good selection of back of the book, featuring many 
sets of Semi Postals, Air Mails, Newspaper stamps, and Post-
age Dues. Overall fi ne to very fi ne, unchecked for varieties. 
See online photos for a glimpse.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Belgium

588 /*/** Collection of Primarily Mint Belgium, 1930s-
1980s, with roughly 1,500 stamps, along with 80 souvenir 
sheets, and a few covers and booklets, housed in a thick 64 
page stockbook. The strength of the collection is with the 
semi-postal stamps, sets, and souvenir sheets, with a spot 
check indicating just a few of the better items with #s B304 
(x2), trimmed, privately overprinted ‘1142 1942” Orval Abbey 
souvenir sheets (perforated with red gothic font and imper-
forate with blue gothic font, n.h., c.v. $2,000 total), B466A-
B466B (n.h., $400 total), B169 (used, $200), B178 (m.h., 
$90), along with singles, sets, partial sets, and a few souvenir 
sheets, cataloguing $10 to $30 and up. Owner’s 2023 Scott 
catalogue value for the collection totals $3,723. The lot also 
includes roughly 40 mint never hinged sheet and sheetlets 
in an envelope. Online photos show a sampling. A very nice 
collection which could hold some surprises for the dedicated 
collector or dealer. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $450

589 /*/** Collection of Mint and Used Belgium, 1850-1999, 
consisting of a few thousand stamps displayed chronologi-
cally in three 64 page stockbooks. While the collection of-
fers a selection of mostly used stamps, the presence of mint 
(some never hinged) was noted. The strength of the collec-
tion resides with the selection of the back of the book issues, 
consisting of Semi Postals, Air Mails, Postage Dues, Offi cials, 
Newspaper, Occupation and Parcel Post issues. Very light du-
plication, with many socked on the nose cancels. Some faults 
with older issues, but overall fi ne to very fi ne. See online pho-
tos for a glimpse.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

British Commonwealth -- Collections & Accumulations

590 ** Collection of Mint Never Hinged Omnibus Issues in a 
Stockbook, with about 10 Omnibus issues, including the 
1966 Churchill Memorial (132 stamps), 1973 Princess Anne 
Royal Wedding (75 stamps and S/S, with a little duplication), 
1958 Map of the Caribbean (all 30 stamps), 1953 QEII Coro-
nation (all 106 stamps), 1964 Shakespeare (all 12 stamps, 
in marginal blocks of four), 1972 QEII Silver Wedding (all 62 
stamps, plus others on the same subject, plus 46 duplicates), 
1973 Princess Anne Wedding (all 46 stamps, plus a little du-
plication, many with tabs) and others, overall very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

591 * Collection of Mint British Commonwealth Queen Eliza-
beth II First Issue Sets in Two Frank Godden Albums, with 
roughly 75 sets, neatly organized from A to Z issuing coun-
tries, ranging from 1953 to 1960. Just a few of the better sets 
include with Scott #s: Ascension 62-74 (c.v. $143 total), Ba-
sutoland 46-56 ($120 total), Bermuda 143-162 ($110 total), 
Gibraltar 132-145 ($100 total), Hong Kong ($110 total), Mal-
ta 246-262 ($127 total), along with many sets cataloguing 
$50 to $80 and up. Owner’s catalogue value for the collection 
totals $9,384 CDN (owner converted 2000 Stanley Gibbons 
catalogue values into Canadian dollars at time of writing. The 
collection includes owner’s inventory and calculations). We 
note many fresh colours throughout, most stamps with light 
hinging, ideal for collectors and dealers alike. Online photos 
show a sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $750

592  Collection of Used British Commonwealth in a Frank 
Godden Album, neatly displayed in alphabetical order of 
country, from Aden to Zanzibar. The collection has well over 
800 stamps, up to King George VI except for Canada which 
goes to about 1968. We did not notice any very valuable 
items, or complete sets, but this is a clean collection with 
many nice c.d.s. cancels and useful stamps.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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593 * Extensive Collection of Mint British Commonwealth King 
George VI Issues in Three New Age Stamp Albums, 1937-
1951, with a few thousand stamps, the vast majority are sets, 
neatly organized from A to Z issuing countries on Scott album 
pages. Just a few of the better stamps and sets include Scott 
#s: Aden 1-12 (c.v. $775 total); Burma O1-O14 ($998 total), 
Hong Kong 154-166A ($770 total), 178-179 ($225 total); In-
dia 150-167 ($406 total), Gandhi set 203-206 ($557 total), 
New Guinea C46-C59 ($720 total), North Borneo 193-207 
($711 total); Kuwait 45-57 ($247 total); New Zealand fi scals 
AR75/AR98 including AR88 ($250), AR90 ($400), AR98 
($325), along with stamps and sets cataloguing from $20 to 
$100 and up. Owner’s catalogue value for the collection to-
tals $56,831 CDN (owner converted 2000 Stanley Gibbons 
catalogue values into Canadian dollars at time of writing. The 
collection includes owner’s inventory and calculations). We 
note fresh colours throughout, and light hinging for the vast 
majority of stamps, ideal for collectors and dealers alike. We 
recommend in-person viewing as our online photos show only 
a sampling.

  .......................................................................Estimate $2,500

594 */** Accumulation of Primarily Mint British Common-
wealth Sets, 1930s-1970s, with a few thousand stamps, 
in many hundreds of glassines, and 2-row manilla dealer 
stock cards, with many neatly organized by country in enve-
lopes. The lot consists of A to Z issuing countries, with a spot 
check indicating several never hinged sets cataloguing $20 
to $100 and up, including Scott #s: New Zealand 288-301 
(n.h., c.v. $179 total), Northern Rhodesia 61-74 ($84 total), 
North Borneo 261-275 ($84 total), along with many omnibus 
sets including 1935 Silver Jubilee and 1948 Silver Wedding, 
British Offi ces Abroad, Middle East sets, and lots more. A 
potentially high cataloguing lot, noting fresh colours, which 
collectors and dealers will appreciate. A spot check indicated 
just a few mint hinged stamps, with the overwhelming major-
ity of stamps being never hinged. We recommend in-person 
viewing as our online photos show just a small sampling and 
overview.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $750

595 /*/** Valuable Dealer Stock of Mint and Used Brit-
ish Commonwealth Countries in 7 Volumes, with most Br. 
Comm. countries represented, ranging from their earliest 
days, some up to the 1980s. The stock, which has very little 
duplication, includes singles, sets, souvenir sheets and multi-
ples, in a fairly equal mix of used, mint hinged and mint never 
hinged. Each item (single or set, etc.) is neatly identifi ed by a 
tag denoting Scott (and sometimes also S.G.) catalogue value 
and asking price. These prices range from 10c to as high as 
several hundred dollars, and the owner has totaled-up some 
of the countries with values ranging from $1,000 to over 
$10,000 each for some of the countries. This is a very me-
ticulously assembled stock, with focus given to varieties, un-
listed items, revenue cancels properly identifi ed and priced, 
etc., and the catalogue values given are fairly recent and up 
to date. This lot is sure to impress any dealer, in its cleanli-
ness, presentation and with the better than usual quality of 
the stamps. There are way too many notable items to list here, 
so a careful viewing is highly recommended to better appreci-
ate the value involved, despite our numerous online pictures.

  .................................................................... Estimate $10,000

596 */** Valuable Collection of Mint British Commonwealth 
in Ten Albums, 1930s-1960s, with a few thousand stamps, 
with representation from A to Z issuing countries, with roughly 
98% completeness for each country for the given years. A cur-
sory check indicated just a few of the better sets with Scott 
#s Bahamas 100-117 (n.h., c.v. $190 total); Cayman Islands 
85-96 (missing #94, m.h. $200 total); Bahrain 32-37 (n.h., 
$241 total); Bermuda 118-128 (m.h., $265 total); Leeward 
Islands 103-115 (m.h, $149 total); Falkland Islands 84-96 
(m.h., $361 total); Hong Kong 178-179 (m.h., $225 total); 
India 203-206 (m.h., $557 total), along with many sets cata-
loguing $50 to $200 and up (potentially much higher consid-
ering possible never hinged premiums). The lot also includes 
13 large sized envelopes containing British Commonwealth 
country collections that the owner did not put into albums, 
having the same level of completeness and catalogue values 
as mentioned above. Fresh colours throughout, which collec-
tors and dealers will appreciate, with a spot check noting a 
mix of hinged and never hinged material. The stamps are in 
crystal mounts, hinged onto the pages, with roughly 30% of 
the mounts off the pages, which should not detract from the 
completeness of the collection. A potentially high catalogu-
ing collection, in-person viewing recommended as our online 
photos show only a small sampling.

  .......................................................................Estimate $2,000

597 /*/** Collection of Mint and Used British Common-
wealth Countries, all neatly laid out in 53 black stock pages 
in two binders, from Queen Victoria to Queen Elizabeth II. In-
cludes singes, sets, blocks, corner blocks (of the 1935 Sil-
ver Jubilee issues), etc. We noted better country representa-
tions such as Gibraltar, Nigeria, British Africa, British Atlantic, 
British West Indies and others, plus 1953 Coronation (53 
countries), 1977 Jubilee (38 countries), 10 FDC for the 1977 
Jubilee. There is a mix of used, mint hinged and mint never 
hinged, and the quality is very nice throughout, with some du-
plication. See our many online pictures to get a sense of this 
collection.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $350

598 /*/** Collection of Christmas Island, Australia and New 
Zealand. Christmas Island is displayed in an attractive special 
album and is complete NH for 1958 to 1986. This collection 
is followed up by the years 1987 to 1990 also NH and com-
plete, in a red stockbook also containing presentation folders, 
covers and stationery items. New Zealand is in a binder with a 
mix of mint and used in stock pages plus a number of presen-
tation packs from the 1980s and 1990s, also with a number 
of covers, postage labels, stationery cards, etc. Australia has 
a scattering of mint and used material in a Stanley Gibbons 
album and a stockbook. An overall nice quality lot.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

599 /*/** Collections of British Indian and South Pacifi c 
Ocean Island Countries, with the following countries: Nauru, 
Norfolk Island, Cook Island, Niue, Pitcairn Island, Kiribati, Tu-
valu, Palau, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Seychelles, Toke-
lau and British Indian Ocean Territory. Most of these run from 
their beginnings to about 1989 and have good completion 
(to varying degrees, depending on country), with complete 
sets (many better throughout), some FDC, some blocks of 
four, some booklets, souvenir sheets, a few presentation fold-
ers, stationery, etc. The majority of the material here is NH, 
save for a few early issues which are either hinged or used 
(sometimes both mint and used), and the total catalogue 
value should be quite high. A great offering of these popular 
countries, all neatly displayed in 8 volumes. See our sample 
pictures online for a small idea, better yet plan on seeing this 
one in person.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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600 /*/** Old Time British Commonwealth Collection to 
1961, all neatly displayed in 2 stockbooks, one for Canada, 
Newfoundland and GB and one for British Colonies, which 
have both just recently been opened for the fi rst time since 
1961. The Canada includes mint and used from the 1890s 
to 1950s, with a little back of the book. Newfoundland on 
one page has used then mint and features a NH set of the 
1937 Long Coronation set. GB is covered in 12 pages of 
mostly used with a little mint, and features #172 (40 used 
singles, $13 each), 174 (10 used singles, some with faults, 
$340 each), 175 (6 used singles, $500 each), 176 (11 used 
singles, some with faults, $1,100 each), 268 (NH, $30). The 
second stockbook contains a mix of mint and used from most 
Br. Comm. countries, fi lling 24 pages with many hundreds of 
stamps, with an emphasis on QV to KGV era, noting complete 
sets, high values, used on piece, mint blocks of four, etc. A 
true old time collection with a great variety of useful material, 
see online photos for several sample pages.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $750

601 /*/** Collection and Stock of Mint and Used British 
Commonwealth, starting with several thousand mint (some 
never hinged) and used stamps from a variety of countries in 
over 42 manilla stock sheets, a nice accumulation of mostly 
used Rhodesia issues in three volumes, from 1905 to the 
1960s, including early “Rhodesia” overprints, a nice selection 
of “Double Heads” to 6 pence, as well as admirals up to 2 shil-
lings, an accumulation of India in one stockbook (8 two sided 
pages), with hundreds of used in glassines, one springback 
album with a collection of hundred postmarks, slogans from 
a variety of countries, a small group of FDCs and O.H.M.S. 
covers from the 1940s, a small inventory of used classics 
from British Guiana on album pages, and lastly a small box of 
unsorted material in glassines and stock cards. Online photos 
show a glimpse of the lot. A curious mix of material that may 
yield some fi nds to the dedicated collector. Overall fi ne to very 
fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

602 /*/** Dealer’s Stock, Aden to Zululand in Six Red Box-
es, Classics to the 1970s, as singles, part sets and some 
complete sets with stamps in catalogue order from numer-
ous classics to the early 1990s. There is a fairly full red box 
of Great Britain, including Scott #s 1 (x2), 4, 14, 17, 21, 27 
(x3), 28 (x2), 32 (x2), 34, 39, 42, 49 (x3), 55, 60, 61 (x2), 
67 (x3), 68, 70 (x2), 71, 80 (x2), 81 (x2), 85, 88, 94, 96, 99 
(x2), 100 (x3), 103 (x3), 105 (x2), 106, 108, 111-22, 126 
(x2), 136 (x6), 139 (x4), 140 (x2), a few Seahorses and back-
of-the-book issues. The other fi ve boxes contain Common-
wealth with some of the stamps of note include Fiji #45 (used 
pair and block of four), Mauritius 10 (mint), 41 (used), New 
Zealand 39 (used), North Borneo 35-43 (imperforate, never 
hinged), Nyasaland 47-50 (x2, used) and Tonga 20 (used). 
Also for the wider Commonwealth we noted many stamps in 
the $5 to $10 range of catalogue value. Much of the material 
is priced. Overall fi ne condition.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $400

603 /*/** Commonwealth Stock in Stockbooks and Selec-
tion Cards, Classics to the early 2000s, including British 
Antarctic Territory Scott #s 39-42 (x5 sets, $53 each), Cocos 
Islands 8-19 (x6, mint, $54 total), Cook Islands 148-158 (x2, 
mint, $31 each) and Nauru 72-85 (x6, mint, $54 total). Also 
included are many classics as well as a Lady Diana collec-
tion/stock with very good variety with more than 120 souvenir 
sheets. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

604 /*/** Dealer’s Stock in 17 Counter Books, from Classics 
to the 1970s, with mint and used sets, part sets and singles 
with catalogue numbers and values noted by the owner. We 
saw Great Britain Scott #s 4 (used, c.v. $90), 137 (mint, $150), 
140 (used, $220), Australia 166-79 (mint, $161), Basutoland 
1-10 (mint, $368), 1-10 (used, $468), 46-56 (used, $64), 
Bechuanaland 28 (used, $90), 54 (used, $65), 69-75 (used, 
$72), Bermuda 143-62 (mint, $110), British Antarctic Territory 
39-42 (mint, $53), British Central Africa 60-68 (used, $802) 
and Brunei 101-14 (mint, $121), Cyprus 219-21 (mint, $76), 
East Africa & Uganda (mint, $65), Falkland Islands 84-96 
(mint, $361), 107-20 (mint, $200), 128-42 (mint, $185), Gold 
Coast 148-59 (mint, $78), Hong Kong 185-98 (mint, $228), 
225-28 (mint, $52), India 254-71 (mint, $99), Ireland 65-
76 (mint, $143), 106-17 (mint, $232), Jordan 306-18 (mint, 
$118), Kenya, Uganda & Tanzania 120-35 (mint, $72),Kuwait 
101 (mint, $50), Malaya Kedah 83-93 (mint, $108), Penang 
45-55 (mint, $65), Malta 246-62 (mint, $127), New Zealand 
77 (mint, $95), 79 (mint, $75), 91 (mint, $50), 94 (mint, $50), 
170 (used, $55), O75 (mint, $75), Nigeria 80-91 (mint, $86), 
291a-306a (mint, $55), Norfolk Island 13-18 (mint, $57), 
Northern Rhodesia 1-17 (used, $1,057), 25-45 (used, $185), 
61-74 (used, $84), Nyasaland 25-37 (used, $353), 54-67 
(used, $228), 68-81 (used, $93), 97-111 (used, $76), Papua 
New Guinea 122-36 (mint, $85), Pitcairn Islands 20-30 (mint, 
$52), Rhodesia 26-39 (used, $241), Rhodesia & Nyasaland 
141-55 (used, $55), St. Helena 140-52 (used, $52), Solomon 
Islands 67-79 (mint, $52) and 89-105 (mint, $110), South 
Africa 64 (used, $62), C1-C4 (used, $73), Tristan da Cunha 
14-27 (mint, $57), 28-41 (mint, $76 x2), 42-54 (mint, $69), 
U.S.A. 64 (used, $525), 67 (used, $750). This group also in-
cludes material in the $5 to $30 range of catalogue value. 
Some faulty stamps noted. Good material for the online dealer 
and sure to have some interesting fi nds. See our online photos 
for a better sense of the contents or better yet, view in person. 
Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

605 */** Accumulation with Better Stamps in a Stockbook, 
Classics to the 2000s, on album and quadrille pages, etc., 
with an India collection of squared circles with 100 or more, 
including a few from Aden, Burma and Zanzibar; Great Britain 
classics (owner’s c.v. $5,500), a Labuan collection on pages 
(owner’s c.v. $825), North Borneo collection on pages (own-
er’s c.v. $2,350), South Africa Scott #45 in a gutter block of 
18 as well as other British Commonwealth with an owner’s 
catalogue of $800. Sure to be some fi nds here, with our pho-
tos providing a glimpse. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $400

606 /*/** Mint and Used Collection with Mostly Used 
Stamps, Classics to the 1970s. Starts with a mostly used 
Australia collection in an older Stanley Gibbons stamp album, 
including Scott #s 166-79 (used, $82) and 365-79 (used, 
$147). There is also a springback album with a Lundy collec-
tion, Newfoundland mint and used collection, Great Britain 
137 (used, $75), as well as early Falklands and Pitcairn Is-
lands mint stamps. Another album contains a New Zealand 
collection on older album pages with stamps from the 1900s 
to 1950s, more. Overall fi ne or better.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

607 */** Queen Elizabeth II Omnibus and Pictorial Collection, 
1950s/1970s, mint, neatly-arranged in a large stockbook, 
strength in fi rst QEII pictorial issues, noting several complete 
sets, with Antigua, Ascension, Fiji, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Mal-
ta, Mauritius, Nigeria (missing only the 2d 1956 printing), Sin-
gapore, and Southern Rhodesia, as well as many other short 
sets, complemented by a range of Omnibus and commemora-
tive issues including Coronation, Silver Wedding, Silver Jubi-
lee, Golden Jubilee etc, with a selection of FDCs and minia-
ture sheets, a spot-check of the higher-values yielded mostly 
hinged examples from the 1950s, never hinged thereafter, an 
overall fresh and very fi ne collection with much visual appeal.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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608 */** King George V and VI Omnibus & Commemorative 
Mint Collection, nicely-presented and with a fulsome range 
of popular common-design issues, most of the value to be 
found in the King George V Silver Jubilee issues, which is 
largely complete except for a small number of non-Windsor 
Castle designs. Good representation from both 1937 KGVI 
Coronation and 1946 Victory issues, both with a majority of 
sets present, as with the 1948 Silver Wedding and 1949 UPU 
Anniversary, a spot-check found chiefl y hinged examples for 
the KGV Silver Jubilee, with most of the balance being never 
hinged, the overall appearance being fresh and very fi ne, a 
pleasing collection that would form a solid basis for continua-
tion.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

Cyprus

609 /*/** Mint and Used Cyprus Collection in a Lindner Al-
bum, 1880-1985, a strong collection showing a high level of 
completion, with a high percentage of mint, plus some used, 
and sometimes a mint and a used single / set. We note that 
NH stamps start appearing from the 1960s and are prevalent 
to the end. Owner’s catalogue value is from 2023 Scott, over-
all fi ne to very fi ne, see pictures online for a good sampling.

  .......................................................................... Scott U$2,560

Denmark

610  Accumulation of Mostly Early Denmark Used Stamps,  
starts off with two Scandinavian Stamp Club approval books 
containing early defi nitives, mostly with postmark interest, 
including 41 imperforate #4 and 7 with numeral cancels, oth-
ers with town postmark interest, etc. The lot also includes 9 
stock pages of mostly defi nitives, many of which have post-
mark interest. Also saw 17 small stock cards containing what 
appear to be old catalogue numbered stamps, again mostly 
with town cancels but perhaps with varieties, as the numbers 
have suffi xes such as a, az, x, aA, etc. Last but not least are 
two pages of specialized Numeral issues from the 1880s, and 
over 15 glassines fi lled with hundreds of stamps with town 
postmarks, including many types, styles, etc. See our pictures 
online for a better idea and overview. A wonderful lot for the 
postmark collector or dealer.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

611 /** Group of Mint Never Hinged and Used Denmark 
Sheets, 1933 to 1967, all in three sheet fi les, with 21 used 
full sheets including Scott #220/437 (c.v. $554), plus 50 
mint never hinged full sheets, ranging from #220 to 365 (c.v. 
$2,679), with quantities between 1 and 25, still a good diver-
sity of complete sheets for the collector or dealer, overall very 
fi ne.

  .......................................................................... Scott U$3,233

Europe

612 /*/** Old Time European Countries Collection to the 
Early 1960s in 7 Stockbooks, covering a good variety of 
countries with mint and used, and includes many seldom 
seen countries as well as material, with lots of back of the 
book as well, all ranging from the early periods to the early 
1960s in many cases. Some of the countries include Poland, 
Romania, Russia, Yugoslavia, Luxembourg, Latvia, Liechten-
stein, Lithuania, Portugal, Memel, Monaco, Netherlands, 
France, Germany, Hungary, German states, Albania, Aus-
tria, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Palestine, Ukraine, 
Vatican, Belgium, Denmark, many French and other colonies 
and several others. We have photographed several pages of 
material to give a good idea of what to expect. This is a true 
old time collection, which was just recently unearthed for the 
fi rst time since 1961, and has a good quantity of better, more 
valuable issues.

  ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

Europe (Eastern)

613 /* Collection of Mostly Used Czechoslovakia and Hunga-
ry Stamps, Late 1800’s to the 1990s, consisting of slightly 
over two thousand used Czechoslovakia stamps from 1918 to 
1990, displayed in two 64 page stockbooks. We noted many 
complete sets with a decent back of the book representation 
featuring sets of semi postals, airmails, newspaper stamps, 
postage dues as well as Bohemia and Moravia issues. Also 
included is a mostly used Hungary stamp collection, with over 
a thousand Hungary stamps from 1870s to 1999, displayed 
in two 64 page stockbooks. Again we noted many complete 
sets, and a good selection of back of the book issues, with 
semi postals, airmails, postage dues and several overprints. 
Unchecked for varieties, overall fi ne to very fi ne, with lots of 
topical interest. See online photos for a glimpse.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

614 /* Mostly Used Country Collections in Older Minkus Al-
bums, 1918 to 1970s, with most about half full, except Rus-
sia and Yugoslavia, with these being about a quarter com-
plete in terms of album spaces. Included are stamps from 
Czechoslovakia 1918 to 1972, Hungary classics to 1974, Po-
land 1920 to 1972, Romania classics to 1972, Russia 1922 
to 1974 and Yugoslavia 1919 to 1974. Overall fi ne to very fi ne 
condition.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Europe (Western)

615 /*/** Mint and Used Collections / Accumulations of 
Western European Countries, the Belgium fi lls two 32-page 
stockbooks and two 15-page stockbooks. The issues are dis-
played haphazardly (not in order) but there is a wide range 
of material and coverage, including back of the book, semi-
postals, blocks of four, souvenir sheets, etc. Spain is present-
ed in four 32-page stockbooks, but these are sorted by year 
(1850s-2015), including back of the book issues, again with 
mint and (mostly) used. Netherlands is in a small stockbook 
containing many mint (mostly NH) singles and sets, plus a 
binder containing hundreds of clean used singles and sets. 
Switzerland is presented in 10 black stock sheets, with about 
32 mostly mint regular and semi-postal sets from the 1940s 
and 50s. Many thousands of stamps in all, our online photos 
give an overview of what can be found in this lot.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

616 /* Collection of Mostly Used Luxembourg and Neth-
erlands Stamps, Late 1870’s to the 1990s, consisting of 
several hundred used Luxembourg stamps from the 1870s 
to 1994, displayed in a partially-fi lled 64 page stockbooks. 
We noted many complete sets with a decent back of the book 
representation featuring sets and part sets of semi postals, 
airmails, postage dues, several overprints, as well as Offi cials 
including some perforated-type issues. Also included is a 
mostly used Netherlands stamp collection, with again several 
hundred of used stamps from the 1870s to 1999, displayed 
in a partly fi lled 64 page stockbook. A cursory look revealed 
many complete sets, and a nice selection of back of the book 
issues, with Semi Postals, Air Mails, Postage Dues and Of-
fi cials. Both collections appear to be displayed in chronologi-
cal order, with very light duplication. Unchecked for varieties, 
overall fi ne to very fi ne. See online photos for a glimpse.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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Falkland Islands

617 /*/** Collection of Mint Falkland Islands and Depen-
dencies, a nice collection containing a few hundred stamps 
in black stock sheets, or in black mounts on pages, includ-
ing several complete sets, mostly from about 1937 to about 
1987, with a few used (c.t.o.) near the very end. We also note 
the presence of 14 covers and FDC, as well as good runs 
of Falkland Island Dependencies sets and similar separate 
islands issues. Overall very fi ne and fresh, and well worth a 
close look even with our representative photos online.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Antarctic Territories

618 /*/** Collection of Different Antarctic Territories in a 
Thick Binder, Australian Antarctic Territory appears complete 
NH from 1957 to 1988, often with additional used issues 
and a little duplication, as well as a few SPECIMEN overprints 
and 31 FDC from the period and several presentation fold-
ers. French Southern & Antarctic Territory runs from 1955 to 
1989 and has about 137 different NH stamps, with both reg-
ular issues and airmail, with several valuable complete sets, 
etc. British Antarctic Territory runs from 1963 to 1987, start-
ing with # 1-15 (used, $122 and mint, $172), 25-38 (mint 
NH, $133), followed by several NH sets in the period. A lovely 
and overall very fi ne collection of this popular area, see our 
many online pictures for a glimpse of the contents.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $350

Faroe Islands

619 */** Collection of Mint Faroe Islands in a Thick Binder, 
1975 to 1991, appears complete in period (starts at #8), 
either on album pages, or in thematic packs or annual col-
lections (in the later years). The collection is augmented by 
about 15 diff. FDC, a set of Revenues, to pages of Freight 
stamps, some booklets, some Christmas stamp sheets, etc. 
The back of this binder has an Aland Islands collection from 
1984 to 1989, with what appears to be stamps complete, 
plus some FDC. Very fi ne throughout, scans only show a small 
sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

France

620  Extensive Stock of Used France, 1870s to 2010, all neat-
ly displayed in seven 32-page stockbooks. The fi rst one con-
tains thousands of defi nitive issues (1876 to about 2020, incl. 
dues and precancels). The rest of the stockbooks contain a 
very clean stock of commemoratives from 1900 to 2010 (one 
volume runs from back to front). We note duplication of up to 
dozens for some, with mostly clean postmarks throughout, in-
cluding c.d.s., even on the modern material. Many thousands 
of stamps in all, with year tags sticking out for easy access. 
See pictures for just a few representative pages. One of the 
nicest quality used France stocks we have seen in a while.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $350

621 /*/** Collection of Mint and Used France, from the 
1870s to 2004, consisting of over a thousand mint and 
used stamps, displayed chronologically in four partially fi lled 
64 page stockbooks. We noted a mixture of mint and used 
throughout including the modern era, with no apparent 
duplication. A cursory check revealed a selection of back 
of the book, including airmails, precancels, and postage 
dues. Some faults with the earlier issues and pencil notes 
(catalogue numbers) were noted on some mint never hinged 
stamps. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

622 */** Collection / Accumulation of Primarily Mint France, 
1924-2017, with many thousands of stamps, housed in two 
binders, a binder, and loose material. The two stockbook con-
tains stock of mint singles, sets, souvenir sheets, booklets, 
along with selection of semi-postals, neatly arranged from 
1924 to 2010, noting some singles and sets, cataloguing 
$20 and up. The balance of the lot contains material primar-
ily post-1998 up to 2017, including booklets, souvenir sheets, 
roughly 40 souvenir folders, sets, and more. Face value totals 
€731 (counting 46 centimes and up only, noting 183x 20g 
permanent stamps, counted at €1.29 each). The lot also in-
cludes a folder of used material, generally ranging from 1900 
onwards. We note some duplication, generally up to 5, for 
some mint issues from the 1950s to the 1980s. A spot check 
indicated a small selection of mint hinged material pre-1930, 
with remaining material appearing to be never hinged. A 
clean lot which should appeal to collectors and dealers alike. 
Online photos show a sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $400

623 /*/** Extensive and Valuable Mint and Used France Col-
lection, 1849 to 2010, all neatly displayed in eleven 32-page 
stockbooks. The collection starts with 61 used Céres and Na-
poléon imperforate and perforated issues, followed by a fairly 
comprehensive collection to the end, mostly used at the begin-
ning, turning into mint and used (sometimes both are present) 
from about 1935, then becoming at least mint never hinged 
from about 2002 to the end, as the collector subscribed to 
a new issue service. In many cases the owner shows a NH 
souvenir sheet, with used singles alongside, otherwise there 
is little to no duplication. The collection is missing the early 
souvenir sheets (Pexip 1937 is present as a NH block of four 
only) but extensive in the modern era, also note some statio-
nery items and other ephemera. Semi-postal issues are quite 
strong and valuable as well (1914 to 2009, used and mint 
hinged to 1930, then mostly NH to the end, incl. Red Cross 
booklets, with a Scott value of $2,596 to 1940 only) and occu-
py two of the stockbooks. One of the stockbooks contains what 
appears to be complete NH Council of Europe and UNESCO is-
sues to 2008, followed by mint and used airmails to 2008 (70 
different stamps), dues, precancels and other various back of 
the book. We counted the face value regular and Semi-Postal 
issues Euro denominations only, which came to an impressive 
€2,190, including 901x 20g (permanent value) stamps. The 
quality is very nice throughout, and we note many $100 or 
more stamps throughout. This is one of the most extensive 
and valuable collections we have offered in some years, and 
should be worth a close look, despite our many representative 
photos online.

  .......................................................................Estimate $3,500

624 /*/** Extensive Collection of Mint and Used France, 
1850s to 2005,  consisting of singles, sets, booklets, blocks, 
plate blocks, souvenir sheets, housed in 2 thick binders and 
8 stockbooks. Starts off with a group of mostly used stamps 
from classics to the early 1980s, displayed in three stock-
books, then we noted many issues from the 1990s are dis-
played with a mint never hinged and a used stamp side by 
side. Onward it is mostly all mint never hinged. The strength of 
the collection resides in the group of about 80 booklets and 
over 100 souvenir sheets from the 1950s to 2005, includ-
ing the small format red cross booklets from 1952 to 1983 
(missing only 1962 and 1963) with a 2021 Yvert catalogue 
value of over €1,500, as well as the extensive and mostly 
mint (many mint never hinged) airmails, between C1 and C65 
(C8-C14 c.v. $976, C15 c.v. $625 catalogued as mint hinged). 
Also included is a group of 60 “gravures” issued by La Poste, 
housed in a specialized stockbook designed for this collec-
tion, some fi rst day covers, thematic collections, and lastly, 
two stockbooks with a small grouping of mint French colonies, 
such as Morocco, St-Pierre & Miquelon, FSAT, and some Mo-
naco. Very light duplication, some faults with the early issues, 
but overall very fi ne. Photos show a sampling of the lot, view-
ing is strongly recommended. Should please both collectors 
and dealers alike.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $750
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625 /* Mint and Used Collection from Classics to the 1950s, 
in an older Erka album including Scott #s 12 (used, $62) and 
B6 (mint, $80) with numerous stamps in the $5 to $20 of cat-
alogue value. The album has seen better days but the stamps 
are overall fi ne or better.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

France and Colonies

626 /* Mint and Used Collection of France, Colonies, and 
Area in Three Scott Specialized Albums. France runs from 
1941 to 1966 and there is a good representation of various 
other countries, noting singles, sets a few souvenir sheets, 
airmails, etc. Some of the better items we’ve noted include 
France 404-14 (mint, missing 413), 700-05 (used), B147-
B148 (mint), B161-B171 (mint), C23-C28 (used), Andorra 
85-101 (mint), 105-113 (mint), C2-C3 (used), French Guiana 
177-191 (mint), 192-208 (mint), French India 1-5 (mint), 
157/166 (x13), 188-190 (mint), C1-C13 (mint), New Hebri-
des 109-111 (mint), New Caledonia 348-351A (mint), French 
Polynesia 182-188 (mint), 216 (used), C25 and C27 (mint), 
Laos 41-47 (mint), Latakia 1-7, 14, 16, 18 (all mint), Lebanon 
C101-C106, C107-C110 (all used), Monaco 204-213 (mint), 
242-252 (mint), B61-B75 (mint), J39A-J47 (mint) and many 
more. Our photos only show a small sampling, try to see this 
one in person to better appreciate its contents.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $350

French Colonies

627 */** Collection of Mint French Colonies Issues, 1940s-
1960s, with a few thousand stamps, in album and Vario-style 
stock pages, all housed in four binders. A spot check indi-
cated singles, sets, souvenir sheets, and more, from roughly 
15 issuing Colonies, with better representation from Laos, 
Vietnam, Cambodia, and Tunisia, just to name a few. The ma-
jority of material catalogues from $5 and under, with a few 
stamps, sets, and souvenir sheets cataloguing $20 and up 
including Cambodia #15a-17a (m.h., c.v. $157 total). Online 
photos show a sampling. Clean and very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

628 /* Mint and Used Collection of French Administration 
Memel on Album Pages, 1920-1923, with mostly used 
stamps, sometimes with an additional mint one underneath, 
we counted over 75 different stamps, and there is a little du-
plication, mostly of the early issues. Overall fi ne or better, all 
pages scanned online.

  ..............................................................................Scott U$795

Germany

629 ** Group of 24 Annual Collections, 1978 to 2000, mint 
never hinged, post offi ce fresh. Also includes one DDR annual 
collection from 1990. A delightful way to collect each year’s 
stamps. Very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $400

630  Twelve Approval Booklets with Germany, Berlin and Ger-
man States, with stamps from classics to the 2000s includ-
ing Germany Scott #s 19 (c.v. $75) and 41 ($60). We also 
noted numerous stamps in the $5 to $20 of catalogue value. 
A few stamps are less appealing and have not been counted 
in the total, else overall fi ne to very fi ne. (Owner’s c.v. $2,724 
using Scott 2018).

  ........................................................................... Scott U$2,724

631 /*/** Accumulation of Mint and Used Germany and 
Area, 1870s-1970s, with many thousands of stamps housed 
in 7 stockbooks, and roughly 70 Vario-style stock pages. The 
lot begins primarily used material in the stockbooks, with a 
spot check indicating a stockbook containing infl ation period 
mint blocks (many with plate numbers), along with accumu-
lations of Empire and Republic issues, Berlin, DDR, occupa-
tions and more. The Vario-style pages contains dealer stock 
of primarily mint issues, with each stamp and set identifi ed 
(primarily with Michel numbers), with some sets and souve-
nir sheets retailing $20 to $40 and up. Postmark interest in-
cludes various bridge types and town cancels, including many 
socked on the nose. Online photos show a sampling and over-
view. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

632 /*/** Large Stock of Mostly Used Germany and Area, 
all neatly displayed in manila pages fi lling 6 binders. The fi rst 
4 binders include extensive Germany stamps, from 1872 to 
2016, with duplication, and a much higher than usual propor-
tion of nice c.d.s. cancels. One other binder contains Semi-
Postals (1923-2015, incl. some mint singles and sets), Air-
mail (to 1955) and Offi cials, Locals, A.M.G, etc. and another 
contains half Berlin and half Occupation issues. A nice quality 
stock, especially for the nice c.d.s. regular issues. Our online 
photos show a sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

633 /*/** Mint and Used Germany and Area Collection, 1872 
to 2018, all neatly displayed in eight 32-page stockbooks. 
The fi rst 4 volumes contain Germany issues from 1872 to 
2018, mostly used, but with many mint (mostly NH) stamps 
throughout, quite often with a mint underneath a used. The 
collection becomes predominantly NH from the 2000s to the 
end and includes many souvenir sheets complete sets, better 
early material, etc. The next two volumes contain Germany 
semi-postal issues from 1919 to 2017, mostly used to 1939, 
then mint and / or used and then mostly NH from about 2000 
to the end. The seventh volume contains Berlin regular and 
Semi-Postal issues from 1948 to 1990 with mostly a mint 
and a used throughout the period, with a high level of comple-
tion. The last volume starts with Germany Air Mail issues from 
1919 to 1955, followed by several pages of Offi cials, then 
Occupation stamps and ends with 22 pages of States and 
other back of the book issues. Thousands of stamps in this 
extensive collection, with a high catalogue value and Euro 
face value, well worth examining this one in person. Very nice 
quality throughout.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $750

634 /*/** Collection / Accumulation of Germany in 5 Stock-
books and an Album, the fi rst is an old time collection of mint 
and used Germany, neatly written-up, with stamps from the 
1920s-1950s incl. semi-postals. One of the stockbooks con-
tains a DDR and Russia collection (mint and CTO), and the 4 
large stockbooks contain thousands of Germany, DDR, Berlin 
mint and used (with duplication to varying degrees). Overall 
fi ne to very fi ne, photos only show a small glimpse.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

635 /*/** Germany and Area Impressive Collection in an Old 
Time Lighthouse Album from 1945 to 1958, with stamps 
from many area including Germany proper, Berlin, DDR, Oc-
cupation zones, Saar, etc. Better Germany includes 664a 
NH, 665-69 used, 670-91 used, 804 never hinged souvenir 
sheet, B294-95 NH, B334-37 used, B338-41 NH, etc. Berlin 
has 9N16 used, 9N35-63 used, 9N75-100 used, 9NB405 
used, 9NB6-7 NH, etc. DDR features 58-67 used, 144a mint, 
226a mint, 264a mint, B21a NH, etc. There are many more 
better values to be found. See our photos to get a better ap-
preciation of this valuable collection.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300
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636 /*/** Old Time Germany Collection in a Kabe Album, 
starts off with a mint Germany collection 1920 to 1944, with 
many complete sets, generally fresh and lightly hinged. This is 
followed by mint and used Offi cials, then with mint and used 
Bavaria with about 175 different stamps, then 9 pages of Bo-
hemia and Moravia issues, 4 pages of General Government 
and a 1940 mint set of Luxembourg overprints. Overall fi ne or 
better, saw several NH stamps in mounts, scans only show a 
small sampling, and catalogue value is owner’s.

  .......................................................................... Scott U$2,966

637 /*/** Mint and Used Stock in 4 Binders, 1871 to 2001, 
sorted by Scott number on over 160 manilla pages. Includes 
regular and back-of-the-book issues such as Semi-postals, 
Airmail, Offi cials, Franchise as well as French Occupation 
zones. Semi-postals to about 2001, regular and other back-
of-the-book stamps to 1987. Each Scott number, or set for 
Semi-Postals on its own strip. We estimate 18,000 to 25,000 
stamps, about 10-15% mint, a large portion thereof never 
hinged. A lot of interest here for both collectors and dealers. 
Fine to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $600

Ghana

638 /*/** Ghana Mint and Used Collections,1957 to 1996, 
consisting of several thousand stamps, many mint never 
hinged, housed in three volumes, and in mounts on quadrille 
pages. The lot begins with a collection of mint never hinged 
stamps from 1957 to 1974 all displayed on Minkus specialty 
pages housed in one binder. Appears complete in period, in-
cluding souvenir sheets, back of the book, etc. Includes 1957 
Independence overprint sets, unissued overprints, plus some 
SPECIMEN overprints on sets, still on dealer pages. The sec-
ond collection is mint never hinged between 1990 to 1999, 
spreading over 100 quadrille pages, with many sets and sou-
venir sheets in the $10 to $20 range, and an older catalogue 
value of $1,428. The second and third volume contains a mix-
ture of mint hinged and used from 1957 to the 1970s. Also 
included are approximately 1,800 stamps mounted on album 
pages with nice socked on the nose Ghana town cancels, 
a group of over 70 souvenir sheets (C.T.O. and mint never 
hinged) from the 1960s and 1970s, as well as a group of 
about 30 early fi rst day covers. Useful lot with lots of topical 
interest. Overall very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

639 */** Ghana Mint Collection, 1957 to 1990, consisting of 
over one thousand stamps, all neatly mounted on White Ace 
specialized pages, housed in four albums with matching slip-
case. Appears complete in period, with most stamps hinged, 
while many of the souvenir sheets are mint never hinged. In-
cludes 1957 Independence overprint sets, decimal currency 
overprints, and imperforates. Many additional blocks and 
sheets are displayed on reverse side of the pages to comple-
ment the collection. All fresh and useful lot, with great topical 
interest. Overall very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Great Britain

640 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Great Britain, 
1980s-1990s, loose in a box, with primarily complete book-
lets, along with stamps in glassines, and a few presentation 
packs. Face value totals £415 (counting 25p and up only). 
The lot includes 227x 1ST stamps, counted at £1.25 each. 
The lot includes a few Machin booklets and stamps, which is 
not included in our face value count. Clean and very fi ne.

  ................................................................................. Face £415

641 /*/** Collection of Penny Red Postmarks, starts off with 
a page of Penny Red imperforates (x15) showing 8 different 
legible numbered Maltese Cross postmarks (Scott c.v. for 
these $1,890), followed by specialized Maltese Cross cancels 
from Ireland, Scotland, North England, Wales. The second 
page contains perforated Penny Reds with specialized nu-
meral postmarks from London inland offi ce, district post, pro-
vincial offi ces in England and Wales, Scotland, Ireland, etc. 
Overall fi ne or better, all items pictured online.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

642 /*/** Selection of GB Postage Dues and QEII Wilding Is-
sues, three pages show various mint and used issues includ-
ing a page with NH unidentifi ed watermarks. The following 9 
pages contain a collection of mint Queen Elizabeth II Wild-
ing issues, from various printings, includes phosphor, graph-
ite lines, regional issues, etc. Overall very fi ne and all pages 
scanned online.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

643 */** Collection of Mint Stamps, 1971 to 2000, in an as-
sortment of albums, including a pair of Lindner hingeless 
albums for 1971/1996, plus a small plastic tub. This group 
is lightly duplicated and only has a few hinged stamps. We 
noted a number of Prestige, as well as Greetings Stamps 
booklets. A few Machins pop up here and there throughout, 
however, these are not counted. Included in the total are over 
200x 1st Class stamps and over 90x 2nd Class stamps. Over-
all fresh, very fi ne condition.

  ..................................................................................Face £733

Great Britain -- Channel Islands

644 /*/** Extensive Collection of Channel Island Countries 
in 4 Volumes, with Isle of Man neatly displayed in two full 
16-page stockbooks, appearing to be complete to 1987 (and 
if not, probably close to) including mostly mint never hinged 
(some used at the beginning) singles, sets, a few booklets, 
sheets, FDC and more. Jersey is in a special padded binder, 
about 75% complete to 1987 with mint and used at the very 
beginning then mostly mint never hinged to the end, and in-
cludes singles, sets, souvenir sheets, booklets and stationery 
items. Guernsey is very similar to Jersey only just stamps and 
stamp cards. Overall fresh and very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

645 /*/** Collection of Mint and Used Great Britain and 
Channel Islands, from the mid 1850s to 1997, consisting 
of a few thousand mint and used stamps (mostly used), dis-
played chronologically in three partially fi lled 64 page stock-
books. The bulk of the Great Britain collection is made of 
used stamps up to the 1990s then mostly mint never hinged 
till the end (noted £10 issue #1478, MNH, c.v. $27). The back 
of the book has a small selection of Postage Dues and British 
Offi ces Abroad. The Island of Man includes used stamps from 
1958 to early 1990s. The Jersey collection features mostly 
used stamps with some presence of mint never hinged up to 
1991, and the Guernsey selection has a mixture of mint and 
used up to 1991.Some faults with the earlier issues and pen-
cil markings (catalogue numbers) were noted on some mint 
never hinged stamps. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

We are always seeking nice material for our 
sales.  Please contact us to discuss your 
consignments to our future auctions.

consign@sparks-auctions.com
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Great Britain -- Isle of Man

646 /*/** Mint and Used Collection of Isle of Man, with 1973 
to 1983 in Lindner hingeless pages, 2004 to 2008 in a thick 
stockbook. We note many long runs of complete mint sets, 
plus some used (usually underneath the mint) and some FDC 
from the 1970s. Also saw some booklets, souvenir sheets 
and sheetlets, with some duplication noted. A spot check of 
the gum revealed all the mint is never hinged, and the collec-
tion was catalogued long ago at over $2,000 in Scott. A very 
fi ne collection, see scans for a small glimpse.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Greece

647 /*/** Old Time Greece Collection to 1961, all neatly 
displayed in 24 stock pages in a stockbook, which has just 
recently been opened for the fi rst time since 1961. The col-
lection is organized by used fi rst, followed by mint. The used 
starts with 39 imperforate Hermes Heads, followed by most 
issues to 1961, and includes good back of the book, with air-
mails, Occupation issues, Samos, Thrace, postage due and 
tax stamps and blocks of four. The mint tends to start off 
hinged, then turns into never hinged or no gum in the later 
years, Better items in the used section include #s 124 and 
126 (c.v. $126), etc. and the mint with #s 124 ($42), 340-43 
($95), 360-61 ($62) and more. Some issues have duplication 
up to a few dozen and there are many hundreds of stamps in 
all. See our many online photos to get an idea of the strength 
of this collection.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Hong Kong

648 /*/** Accumulation of Mint and Used Hong Kong, 
1890s-1990s, with many hundreds of stamps, in several 
glassines, 102 cards, album page, loose in a box. The lot con-
tains a little bit of everything, including several mint sets from 
the 1935 Silver Jubilee issues onwards, roughly 75 souvenir 
sheets from the 1990s, a small grouping of mint and used 
Victorian issues in 102 cards, with accumulations of used 
stamps in envelopes etc. A spot check indicated a few sets 
and souvenir sheets cataloguing $10 to $40 and up. Online 
photos show an overview. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

649 /*/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used Hong 
Kong, 1882-2016, housed in a binder, containing many hun-
dreds of stamps, and some souvenir sheets in many Vario-
style and personal pages. The collection ranges from Scott 
#36b to 1776 and begins with a small selection of used, 
mostly lower value Victorian stamps, and continues with pri-
marily used up to the year 2000. The lot also contains a small 
selection of mint never hinged stamps post 2002 and roughly 
60 souvenir sheets from 1993-2016. Duplication up to 5 in 
some cases. Overall fi ne to very fi ne

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

650 /* Old Time Mint and Used Hong Kong Collection, 1862 
to 1953, mounted on old Scott pages, this collection includes 
141 different stamps, in a mix of mint and used. We note sev-
eral stamps cataloguing over $100 (up to $350), and note 
that the $1 KGVI Peace issue has the “Extra stroke” fl aw, from 
position 2 (we conservatively catalogued it at $200, as it is 
listed only in S.G. at £160). The collection also includes two 
covers franked with the 30c and $1 KGVI Peace issue upper 
left corner blocks of four, each thus having the “Extra stroke” 
fl aw (for cataloguing purposes we gave these each $100). A 
very useful collection, overall fi ne or better and all pages are 
scanned online.

  ...........................................................................Scott U$5,043

651 /*/** Mint and Used Hong Kong Collection in a Stock-
book, starts off with 41 mint or used issues from QV to the 
1948 $10 Silver Wedding issue (this one catalogues $221 
alone), followed by 16 full pages of mostly mint (some used 
here and there) Queen Elizabeth II singles, sets, souvenir 
sheets, coil strips and booklets to 1987, also two pages of 
early issues from a retired sales circuit book, plus 9 FDC or 
stationery items and a few other items. Overall fi ne to very 
fi ne, with lots of useful material present. Online photos only 
show a portion of the lot.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $350

Hungary

652 /*/** Collection and Accumulation from Classics to the 
1990s, starting with a collection in an older Kabe album to 
1962 which is well over half complete and includes many 
of the souvenir sheets, such as Scott #s B94 (x2, mint, $45 
each), the Roosevelt memorial mentioned as a footnote af-
ter CB1C (mint, $125). We also noted numerous singles 
and sets in the $5 to $15 value of catalogue. There are pre-
printed pages in two binders with a some stamps mounted 
onto them, a few hundred grams of heavily duplicated loose 
stamps in large envelopes and a stock of stamps mostly from 
the 1930s to the 1960s on 20 manilla pages. Overall very 
fi ne condition.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Iceland

653  Huge Accumulation / Collection of Used Iceland, all dis-
played on 62 stock pages (some crammed full), 19 album 
pages and another 30 small stock cards. We note a good va-
riety of issues from the earliest to the late 1990s, with lots 
and lots of postmark interest (several town postmarks, etc.), 
complete sets, better issues in quantity, blocks of four, strips, 
and much more. See our representative pictures for an idea.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500

654 /*/** Mint and Used Iceland Collection in a Stockbook 
to 1987, with about 475 different stamps (plus several where 
one or two more duplicates are present), in a mix of mint and 
used, becoming predominantly MNH from the 1960s-on. The 
collection includes regular issues, offi cials, semi-postals, a 
few souvenir sheets and a few airmails, plus we counted 6 
diff. FDC (from 1987) and one complete booklet. Overall very 
fi ne, see pictures for a small sampling from this collection.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

655 */** Large Accumulation of Mint Iceland Issues, 1930s to 
2000s, mostly in about 100 glassines by issue (these con-
taining mostly blocks of four), but also loose, etc. We noted 
a little bit of everything including booklets, several souvenir 
sheets, blocks of four and larger, complete sets, etc. Too 
much to properly describe, see our online photos for an over-
view. Appears to be mostly never hinged.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

India and States

656 /* Mint and Used Collection of India and States in a 
Stockbook, to 2001, all neatly displayed with year of issue 
and catalogue numbers, plus catalogue values calculated by 
2021 Scott. Mix of mint and used, strongest in the period up 
to KGV, and the quality appears to be quite nice throughout. 
See online pictures for an overview of some of the pages.

  .......................................................................... Scott U$1,640
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Indonesia

657 ** #402/423 Seven Complete Sets in Never Hinged 
Sheets of 100,1955-56, including Asian-African Conference 
Scott #402-405 (c.v. $405), 10th Anniversary of Indepen-
dence 406-409 (c.v. $680), 10th Anniversary of Indonesian 
PTT 414-17 (c.v. $860), War Monument 418-20 (c.v. $965), 
Asia-Africa Student Conference 421-23 (c.v. $715), Jamboree 
B83-87 (c.v. $175), Help for the Blind B88-91 (c.v. $405). We 
noted some perforation separation, mostly in the selvedge of 
some sheets. Else very fi ne.

  .......................................................................... Scott U$4,205

Iran

658 //** Extensive and Valuable Lifetime Collection of Per-
sia (Iran) in Four Stockbooks, to About 1960, meticulously 
collected by the owner who was a consul in Iran at the time, 
and who collaborated on an early (ca. 1960) Iran Specialized 
catalogue with Robert Denzin (included in the lot). The collec-
tion was put aside in 1961 and not touched until now. Most 
of the stamps issued up to the early 1950s are represented 
in one to dozens of examples, displayed with used at fi rst, fol-
lowed by mint (most often never hinged), with many stamps 
identifi ed by Scott numbers. In the used section, we noted 
many better items (not counting any of the numerous stamps 
before 1925 with overprints), including #s 46 (x3, $30 ea.), 
49 (x4, $100 ea.), 50 (x3, $60 ea.), 51 (x6, $60 ea.), 52 (x6, 
$40 ea.), 55 (x3, $80 ea.), 56 ($70), 88 (x2, $25 ea.), 89 
(x4, $30 ea.), 119 (x2, $25 ea.), 488 (x11, $35 ea.), 493 (x3, 
$125 ea.), 494 (x20, $50 ea.), 495 (x2, $100 ea.), 498 (x23, 
$100 ea.), 499 (x22, $100 ea.), 560-577 (in various quanti-
ties, total $865), 677 (x12, $35 ea.), 678 (x12, $35 ea.), 679 
(x13, $40 ea.), 680 (x17, $45 ea.), 734 (x2, $75 ea.), 758 
(x8, $30 ea.), 759 (x10, $60 ea.), 766 (x14, $40 ea.), 785 
(x2, $55 ea.), 815 (x2, $75 ea.), 816 (x4, $40 ea.), 817 (x3, 
$50 ea.), C1/C13 (28 various stamps, $217 total), C17-21 
(3 complete sets plus various others, $790 total), C29-C33 
(37 various stamps, $750 total), C48-50 ($170 total), C62 
($100), and many more. The mint section includes better 
items such as #s 27-30 ($310 total), 437 ($35), 442 ($50). 
445 (x2, $200 each), 439-445 (set, #1,198), 733 ($60), 755 
($150), 758 ($200), 759 ($175), 766 (x4, $37 ea.), 768 (x4, 
$50 ea.), 769 ($85), 770 (x3, $90 ea.), 786-94 (x7 complete 
sets, $118 ea.), 803 (x2, $45 ea.), 804 ($150), 807 (x2. 
$50 ea.), 808 (x2, $100 ea.), 809 ($350), 813 ($140), 814 
(x3, $85 ea.), 818 ($400), 819 ($150), 820 (x2, $100 ea.), 
821 ($200), 822 ($200), 870A-870H (set of 8 imperforate 
sheets and set of 8 perforated sheets, $846 in footnote), C12 
(x6, $45 ea.), C13 (x2, $45 ea.), C17 (x2, $125 ea.), C51-67 
(complete set, $585), etc. There is much more value in this 
collection, especially if counting all of the possible reprints, 
or overprinted material, some of which has a good chance 
of being genuine, as the owner bought a lot of this material 
directly from the post offi ce. Aside from the mint and used 
regular issues, the collection contains Airmails, Revenues, 
Offi cials, a page of overprint varieties, mint and used blocks 
of four, cinderellas, perforation varieties, parcel post stamps, 
newspaper stamps and a number of items that were not listed 
when the owner did his inventory in 1958. A wonderful and 
rare opportunity to acquire a true old-time collection. See our 
many online photos for a sampling, better yet try to view it in 
person to better appreciate its value.

  .................................................................... Estimate $10,000

Iraq

659 /*/** Old Time Mesopotamia and Iraq Collection to 
1960, all neatly displayed in two stockbooks, which have just 
recently been opened for the fi rst time since 1961. The col-
lection is organised by used fi rst, followed by mint, with the 
Offi cials arranged within chronologically. The used starts with 
a good representation of issues from 1918 and on, with many 
complete plus a few almost complete sets, including some 
better items such as #s 12, 13, 59, 77 (x10, at $20 each), 78 
(x4, at $32 each), RA1 (x15, $15 each), RA2 (x6, $14 each), 
RA3 (x9, $9 each), RA5 (x9, $10 each), as well as a number of 
used singles cut out from the 112/127 and C1-C8 perforated 
and imperforate souvenir sheets. The mint runs from 1923 to 
1948, with better such as # 40 (one NH and one H, $25 for 
both), 41 (NH, $65), 42 (x4 NH, $190 each), 43 (NH, $400), 
59 (NH, $135), 77 (x2 NH, $35 each), 78 (x2 NH, $110 each), 
100-01 (NH, $90), O113-14 (NH, $50), plus 3 pages of NH 
blocks of four, followed by mint and used railway stamps, rev-
enue stamps, a page full of used blocks of four and four NH 
souvenir sheets (two perforated and two imperforate) of #s 
112/127 and C1-C8. A lovely and rarely offered collection, 
with duplication of up to dozens of some, see online photos 
for a sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $750

Israel

660 ** Collection of Mint Never Hinged Israel, 1948 to 1970, 
in black mounts inside a Scott Specialty album, complete in 
period for singles, sets, souvenir sheets, airmail and postage 
dues, also includes a short set of the fi rst issue with tabs (a 
few of these have slight gum defects). A fresh and very fi ne 
collection.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

661 */** Large Accumulation of Mint and Used in 13 albums, 
plus three stockbooks, 1948 to 2000. This group has a few 
collections which overlap one another to a greater or lesser 
extent with better stamps to be found, including Scott #s 1-9 
(used $144), 15 (x2, mint with tab, $42 each), 16 (mint $52), 
27 as a sheet number single, 34 (mint with tab $300), C16 
(mint with tab $85), J1-J5 (mint $82) and J6-J11 (mint with 
tabs $150). Also included are numerous modern issues in 
miniature panes, blocks-of-four and as singles with tabs as 
well as some fi rst day covers, postal stationery and other sur-
prises. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Italy

662 /* Collection of Mint and Used Italy and Area in a Minkus 
Album, 1870s-1976, with roughly 1,000 stamps, starting 
with a small selection of used Italian States and pre-1900 
issues, and continues with mint and or used sets and partial 
sets, with a spot check indicating some better material such 
as Scott #s 117-118 (n.g., c.v. $350 total), 171-174 (m.h. $74 
total), 268-279 (m.h., $140 total), C42-C47 (m.h., $135 to-
tal), along with a few sets and partial sets cataloguing $20 
and up. The strength of the collection is with the mint Allied 
Military Government stamps noting Trieste 18-29 ($138 to-
tal), C1-C6 ($166 total), C13-C16 ($480 total), along with se-
lections of mint or used Fiume, San Marino (noting #304 sou-
venir sheet of 6, m.h., $125), occupation stamps and more. 
Online photos show a sampling. We note a few small faults 
with a few of the early stamps, overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250
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663 /*/** Old Time Italy Collection to 1961, all neatly dis-
played in 9 stock pages, which has just recently been opened 
for the fi rst time since 1961. The collection is organised by 
used fi rst, followed by mint. The used starts with a very fi ne 
used #1 with crisp 1863 cancel (c.v. $325), followed by hun-
dreds of different issues in period, including several better 
such as #364-66 (incl. an extra 366, $1,160 if genuinely 
used), B38 ($450 if genuinely used), C9 ($105), followed by 
the mint, including #s 90-91 (87), 165-69 ($233), 310-14 
($105 NH), 385-86 (NH, $230), 395-96 (NH, $80), C99 (NH, 
$160), and more. The collection also has good back of the 
book and only a little duplication here and there. All pages 
pictured online.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500

Japan

664 /*/** Collection from Classics to the 1960s, mostly mint 
hinged (we saw some NH also) along with a parallel collection 
of used. Better issues include Scott #s 166 (m.h. c.v. $275), 
193 (m.h. $67), 200 (m.h. $62), 201 (m.h. $80), 521c (m.h. 
$175), 526 (m.h. $90), C3-C7 (m.h. $150) and Offi ces in Chi-
na 30 (used $140). Owner’s older c.v. $2,812. Also includes 
a couple of empty White Ace albums with slipcovers for Japan 
with pages to 1984. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  .......................................................................... Scott U$2,812

Middle East

665  Bulk Lot of Used Persia, Iraq, Lebanon, Turkey and Syria, 
Persia has by far the most stamps, all in glassines of 100 
to 350 stamps (some issues have more than one glassine 
full), ranging from Scott #s 448 to 878, with a total of about 
29,000 stamps, plus several more glassines of Persia on 
piece, or in blocks of four. Also includes a similar selection of 
Iraq, with about 4,700 stamps ranging from Scott #2 to 143, 
plus back of the book (Offi cials, etc.), Turkey with 491 stamps 
from #154 to 1062, Lebanon with 588 stamps from #119 
to 154 and Syria with 259 stamps from #214-269. A rarely 
offered group of countries in this quantity, great source for 
postmarks, etc.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

666 /*/** Old Time Collection of Egypt, Lebanon and Syria, 
to the 1950s, all displayed in a stockbook, which has just 
recently been opened for the fi rst time since 1961. Each of 
the three countries is displayed with used fi rst, then the mint. 
Egypt fi lls 6 pages of material from the 1870s to the 1940s, 
including Air Mail, Dues, Offi cials and a few blocks of four. 
Lebanon fi lls 14 pages and spans 1924 to the 1950s, includ-
ing airmail, postal tax and some blocks of four. Syria fi lls 8 
pages and runs from 1919 to the 1940s and includes airmail, 
dues, military and a few fi scal stamps. A very nice collection, 
overall fi ne to very fi ne and should catalogue quite high. See 
photos for a small sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500

Nepal

667 ** More Than 10,000 Stamps in Mint Never Hinged Sheet 
Stock, 1986 to 1996, in fi ve accordion fi les, including Scott 
#462 (x300 stamps), 503-06 (x350), 508-10 (x350), 592 
(x400), 593-96 (x500) and 601 (x77). Lots of topical interest. 
There is some duplication. Some sheets are folded along the 
perforations, else overall fresh, very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $350

668 ** Mint Never Hinged Sheet Collection in Seven Volumes, 
1962/1996, with well over 14,000 singles in total in the fi rst 
six volumes. Included are many stamps of topical interest, 
with numerous singles and sets in the $1.50 to $4.00 range 
of catalogue value (most are pictured). The majority of the 
sheets are folded along the perforations to fi t into the sheet 
protectors, else overall fresh, very fi ne. A seventh volume of 
part-panes is also included, this with over 1,500 stamps.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500

669 /* Collection and Stock of Mint and Used Nepal, from 
1881 to mid 1990s, consisting of over 700 stamps mounted 
on album and quadrille pages, housed in 2 binders. Appears 
fairly complete and mostly used from the 1960s to 1993, with 
a good inventory of mint and used imperforate early issues, 
including several blocks of 4, and up to 25. Also noted is a 
mint complete set of King Tribhuvana and Map of Nepal (c.v. 
$178 for both). The collection has an older owner’s catalogue 
value of over $700. The stock is made of used singles, mostly 
between the 1970s and 1990s, including some earlier, in 
over three hundred 102 cards, and also comes with a group 
of unsorted in a large glassine.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

670 /** Mint and Used Block-of-Four Collection, 1907/1996, 
with more than 250 mint never hinged blocks-of-four and 
more than 400 used blocks-of-four in three albums, including 
many corner blocks. The used blocks run from 1969 to 1996, 
often with blocks-of-four and six for each of the issues repre-
sented. Overall fi ne to very fi ne, duplication. Also included are 
a few hundred mint and used stamps in a small stockbook 
and in envelopes.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

671 /*/** Mint and Used Collection, 1886 to 1996, in three 
thick stockbooks collected in parallel with used on the left-
hand page and mint on the facing page. The collections are 
both fairly complete from the 1950s to the mid-1990s, includ-
ing Scott #s 7a (used, c.v. $450), 17a (used, $350), 45 as 
an imperforate pair (not regularly issued), 60-71 (mint, $86), 
84-88 (x2, mint, $64 each), 104-17 (mint, $150) and a sin-
gle 117 (mint, $100). Also includes some pairs and strips of 
three. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500

New Hebrides (French)

672 */** Collection of Mint French New Hebrides, 1908 to 
1980, complete in period, except for missing numbers 35, 
146-148, 151, 154-156, 160, 208-210, 278, J1-J5. Mix of 
hinged and NH at the beginning, becoming mostly NH from 
the early 1970s-on. Overall fi ne to very fi ne, and needs very 
little to be complete.

  .......................................................................... Scott U$1,762

New Zealand

673 */** Mint New Zealand Collection in Two Stanley Gibbons 
Albums, 1920s to 1996, with a high level of completion in 
period, never hinged stamps abound from close to the be-
ginning to the end, noting good back of the book issues as 
well as regular. We note better sets/runs such as Scott #s 
185-198, 207-216, 229-241, 258-268, 288-301, 333-352, 
382/404, B5-B9, C1-C8, E1-E2, J16-J19, J22-25, O76-O86, 
O93-O99, O100-O111, OY29-OY42 and more. Nice, fresh 
quality throughout, and a lovely collection.

  .......................................................................... Scott U$3,500

674 */** Mint Collection in Two Stockbooks, from Classics to 
the 1980s, including some classics and back-of-the-book. 
Better stamps include Scott #s 190e (mint $190) and 197a 
(mint $62). Owner’s catalogue value $1,800. Overall fi ne to 
very fi ne.

  .......................................................................... Scott U$1,800

675 */** Complete Decimal Currency Collection, 1967 to 
1999, in two hingeless Lighthouse. Includes back of the book 
Semi-Postal issues and Ross Dependency issues. Includes all 
of the sets of the 3 “Best of” 1996, 1997 and 1998 souvenir 
sheets which are noted in Scott but not included in the to-
tal. Catalogued stamps are a mix of lightly hinged and never 
hinged to 1987 and never hinged from 1988 on with a total 
Scott 2024 c.v. of $2353. Very fi ne.

  .......................................................................... Scott U$2,353
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Niue

676 */** Collection of Mint Niue, 1902 to 1985, all neatly 
laid out in 32 black stock pages, with singles, sets, souvenir 
sheets and semi-postals. There is a good variety of material 
here, with only a little duplication, and a spot check revealed 
only a few hinged items (mostly the early issues) out of the 
sampling. A nice quality collection, overall very fi ne, see on-
line pictures for a representative sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Russia

677 /*/** Mint and Used Russia Collection in 5 Volumes, 
1865-2010, mounted on computer-generated pages, with 
a mix of used (mostly CTO) and mint hinged, with many of 
the modern items being NH, with a high degree of comple-
tion in many periods (especially the 1950s to 1990s period), 
including Semi-Postals, Air Mail, souvenir sheets and back of 
the book. A very clean collection, assembled with care over 
several decades. Owner’s 2020 catalogue value comes to 
$6,496. Our online scans only show only a tiny portion of this 
extensive collection.

  .......................................................................... Scott U$6,496

St. Pierre & Miquelon

678 /*/** Mint and Used St. Pierre & Miquelon Collection in 
a Stockbook to 1987, with over 200 different stamps (plus 
some duplication and or a used and a mint here and there), 
including regular issues, postage dues and airmail, starting 
with several early mostly mint issues (3, 19, 27a, 41, 43, 46-
49, 51, 30, 61, 77, etc.) followed by several sets or part sets, 
in a mix of mint and used, becoming mostly mint from the 
1960s-on. The collection also includes 27 FDC from 1984 
to 1987. A useful collection with many $10 to $20 items or 
more, overall fi ne to very fi ne. Our photos only show a small 
portion.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Samoa

679 /*/** Collection of Mint and Used Samoa and Western 
Samoa, starts out with a detailed study of the “Express” is-
sues neatly typed-up on quadrille pages, including different 
printings, states (types, for a total of 24 stamps), 10 Fournier 
forgeries, 6 Yardley forgeries and a few reprints. Also includes 
a complete set of 8 sheets of 40 of the reprints, apparently 
purchased in 1951 from a collector in Samoa (accompa-
nied by a page from “Stamp” advertising the sale of these 
reprints). The rest of the binder is a Samoa and Western Sa-
moa collection to about 1980 on Scott pages (owner’s old c.v. 
$1,681), with a mix of mint and used, and several complete 
sets etc. A useful lot for the enthusiast, overall fi ne to very 
fi ne. Online photos only show a small portion of the collection.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500

680 /*/** Extensive Collection / Accumulation of Samoa 
and Western Samoa, starts off with a mounted collection 
of the “Express” issues on 5 pages, with mostly blocks and 
multiples of the reprints, followed by a 24 page stockbook 
fi lled with a collection / stock, starting with a page crammed 
with “Express” issues followed by a decent collection / stock 
to about 1980. We then have a collection on about 45 large 
quadrille pages, 1890s to 1980, with a good level of com-
pletion, including complete sets, souvenir sheets, etc. Also 
included is about one hundred mint and used stamps with 
“provisional govt” and “Samoa” overprints housed in one al-
bum. Last but not least is a miscellanea of stock pages, etc. 
containing “Express” issues and others, a group of about 30 
fi rst day covers from the mid 1960s to 1975, plus some pa-
per currency, etc. A useful lot for the collector, specialist, or 
dealer, online photos show a small sampling only.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $400

Scandinavia

681 /*/** Scandinavia Collection Remainders, plus Modern 
Catalogues, includes Faroe Island Stamps and Postal His-
tory (2017 edition), Facit catalogue up to 1951 (2020 edi-
tion), Facit catalogue basic through 1950, specialized from 
1951 (2018 ed.) and Atlas Handbok over Svenska Maskintil-
lverkade Posthaften (1989). The rest of the lot consists of 
thousands of Northern country mint and used stamps, mostly 
from Sweden, Denmark and Finland, but others as well. We 
noted 5 coil rolls, dozens of glassines, lots of postmark inter-
est, several described varieties, stock pages and stock cards, 
a specialized collection of early Norway numeral issues on 4 
quadrille pages, a retired circuit book from the Scandinavian 
Stamp Mart, 7 glassines of Swedish Offi cials with nice socked 
on the nose town cancels, and much more. See our pictures 
for an overview. An interesting lot with good value, that once 
sorted, could offer some great fi nds.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500

South America

682 /*/** Latin America Mint and Used Collection in Four 
Scott International Albums, with Argentina and Brazil 1940s 
to 1960s and the bulk of the rest of the countries represent-
ed with stamps from classics to the 1980s or thereabout. 
The pages are generally between a quarter and half full. Also 
included are some U.S.A. stamps as well as various ‘A’ to ‘B’ 
countries outside of Latin America. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Spain

683 /*/** Collection in One Schaubek Album and Six Lind-
ner Hingeless Albums, 1855 to 2002, with pages to 2003. 
The collection is about half complete and is a mix of mint and 
used, including Scott #s B1-B13 (mint, $105). We also noted 
numerous sets and singles in the $5 to $20 range of cata-
logue value. There is some overlap, with the Schaubek album 
covering until 1966 and being mostly used and the Lindner 
albums starting in 1955 and being mostly mint. Overall fi ne 
to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

Switzerland

684  Collection / Accumulation of Used Switzerland, 1860s-
1950s, with many thousand of stamps on pages. The lot be-
gins with a collection of used issues, generally ranging from 
the 1860s onward, noting a few Helvetia issues, semi-post-
als, etc, with a spot check indicating a few stamps catalogu-
ing $10 and up. The collection continues with accumulations 
with over 3,000 used stamps mounted on pages, in quanti-
ties of 1 to 50 or more. Some better issues include #s 579 
(x12, c.v. $2 each), 721 (x26, c.v. $1.75 each), 799 (x18, c.v. 
$1.25), 844 (x13, c.v. $3 each), 888 (x59, c.v. $2 each), 941 
(x18, c.v. $1.45 each), 1061 (x9, c.v. $1.75 each), etc. many 
stamps have nice c.d.s. cancels, and most are fi ne to very 
fi ne. Online photos show a sampling and overview.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

685 /*/** Collection from Classics to the 1960s, in an Older 
Minkus Album, plus Vario pages, a slim stockbook, etc. This 
collection is quite strong in the Pro Juventute issues with a 
fairly full collection of these from 1921 to the late 1960s, with 
a good portion of the stamps the usually higher cataloguing 
used examples. Some highlights include Scott #s 200-03 (x2, 
used, c.v. $31 each) and B20 (used, $85), with numerous 
stamps in the $10 to $20 range of catalogue value. The mate-
rial is derived from at least three sources, so there is a bit of 
duplication. Overall very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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Tibet

686 /* Collection of Mint and Used Tibet Stamps and Cov-
ers, mounted on 14 quadrille pages, we counted about 85 
stamps (incl. the so-called “Offi cials”), plus another 11 cov-
ers. We note a variety of papers, shades, postmarks, etc., as 
well as several forgeries, so this would be a great collection 
for the specialist. All pages scanned online.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

United States

687 ** Collection of Mint United States Plate Blocks in Four 
Scott Specialty Albums, 1930-1985, with all blocks in clear 
mounts, appears to be nearly complete (missing very few 
items) from the 1940s to the end, with many items before 
that, and also includes some back of the book. Some of the 
early issues (for example some of the 1938-54 defi nitives) 
are plain blocks of four. A spot check revealed all to be nev-
er hinged, and the owner counted the face value to be over 
$600. A very nice and clean collection not needing much to 
be complete in period.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

688 ** Box of Mint United States Postage, with values from 
8c to 32c, all sorted by denomination in packages of 1,000 
stamps (except the 32c which are in a package of 1,843 
stamps). Very fi ne.

  ..............................................................................Face $1,799

689 ** Year Sets and Yearbooks from 1974/2009, with; 1974, 
1975 (x2), 1976 (x2), 1977-78, 1980 commemoratives and 
defi nitives, 1981 commemoratives, 1984 defi nitives, 1985 
commemoratives, 1994 (x3), 1995-96, 1999 (x2), 2001-03, 
2004 (x2), 2005, 2006 (x3), 2007-09. Most of the stamps 
are still in their original packaging.

  ................................................................................. Face $550

690  Used United States Collection in an All American Stamp 
Album, to 1984, with a high level of completion, especially 
from the late 1920s-on. We also note a sealed NH collection 
of commemoratives for the year 1998. Overall fi ne or better.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

691 */** Collection / Accumulation of Mint United States, 
1930s-1990s, with a few thousand stamps, including blocks, 
plate blocks, and larger multiples, housed in a thick stock-
book. Face value totals $236 (counting 10c and up only), with 
a spot check noting a few stamps cataloguing from $5 to $10, 
including back of the book material. Online photos show a 
sampling. Clean and very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

692 */** Mint Collection / Accumulation of U.S. in a Thick 
Stockbook, 1920s to About 1991, loaded with a good va-
riety of material, including defi nitives and commemoratives, 
with singles, sets, blocks, plate blocks, several coil strips, as 
well as back of the book. We note better items throughout, 
of note is a NH pair of C18, etc. Overall fi ne to very fi ne, see 
photos for a sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $350

693 /(*) Accumulation of Mostly Older United States Precan-
cels, with many hundreds of stamps sorted in a little over 50 
glassines by State, as well as two envelopes, one containing 
hundreds of New York state and the other hundreds of Ohio 
state (with several strips). See photos for an overview.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

694 */** Large Accumulation of United States Mint Material, 
1960s to 1980s mostly, with some earlier. The majority of 
the lot is made up of blocks of four and plate blocks of four 
or larger, in 5 stock books, one containing only self-adhesive 
(peel-of) plate blocks. Also saw a collection in a White Ace al-
bum as well as some souvenir folders, sheets and sheetlets, 
a few “mint sets” and more. The total face value should come 
close to about US$1,500 easily. Overall very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500

695 /*/** Mint and Used Collection from Classics to the mid-
1990s, in Three CWS Hingeless Albums, including a number 
of classics, with higher cataloguing examples such as Scott 
#s 10 (used, $190) and 73 (used, $70). There is also a rea-
sonable back-of-the-book selection, including E1 (used, $80) 
and E3 (used, $50). This collection has more used than mint 
stamps and also includes some revenues, canceled blocks, 
mint and used examples of an issue, etc. Overall fi ne to very 
fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Vatican

696 /*/** Mint and Used Collection of Vatican, 1929 to 
2017, all neatly displayed in four 32-page stockbooks con-
taining a fairly comprehensive collection, including all back of 
the book issues, appearing to be missing only a few early sets 
(#s 35-40, 41-46, C16-17, C20-21) in the period. The stamps 
are all mint never hinged, except for a very few stamps in the 
beginning. In many cases (at least up to the late 1990s), there 
is also a used stamp or souvenir sheet under the mint. We 
note many better complete NH sets such as 1-13 (c.v. $265), 
19-34 ($375), 47-54 ($360), 55-60 ($200), 61-67 ($135), 
B1-B4 ($190), E1-E2 ($150), J1-J6 ($190), Q1-Q15 ($160), 
etc. Half of one of these stockbooks contains many complete 
sheets, sheetlets, booklets, presentation folders and other 
philatelic ephemera. The lot also contains a 5th stockbook 
containing a stock of used issues to the mid-2000s, and a 
box full of MNH singles and sets in 102 cards, with several 
cataloguing $15-$135. A very clean and overall very fi ne col-
lection / stock.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500

697 */** Mint Vatican Collection in a Stockbook, 1929-1961, 
with two periods: 1929 to 1936 then 1959-1961, with most 
stamps never hinged, only a very few early issues are hinged. 
In the second period the owner bought mostly in pairs, and 
we note several complete sets or part sets, including better 
such as #s 47-53 (NH, $347), B1-B3 (NH, $155), etc. A few of 
the stamps have light gum toning, as this collection has been 
stored in its stockbook since 1961, else overall very fi ne. All 
pages scanned online.

  ..............................................................................Scott U$646

Worldwide -- Collections & Accumulations

698 ** Annual Collections from U.S.A., Australia and New Zea-
land, including United States Annual Commemorative Collec-
tions; 1977 to 1979, 1980 defi nitives (x2), 1980 commemo-
ratives, 1981 defi nitives, 1981 commemoratives (x2), 1983 
commemoratives (x2), 1984 defi nitives, 1984 commemora-
tives, 1985 commemoratives, 1999 to 2004 Commemora-
tive Yearbooks. Included also are; Winter Olympics souvenir 
folders 1980 (x2), Space Achievement Folder, Liberty Art Re-
prints 1986 and Wildlife Stamps 1987. For Australia: Annual 
Collections 1988 (this about half complete) and 2002 as well 
as Introducing Australia Stamps. For New Zealand there are 
Annual Collections for 1985 and 1986. Some of the packag-
ing shows wear with the stamps being overall very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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699 /*/** Mostly Europe and Latin America, Classics to the 
1970s, on Manilla pages with strength in Spain, Sweden and 
Switzerland. Also included is some unpriced Denmark includ-
ing better issues, as well as a few hundred mostly Germany in 
envelopes, glassines and fi ve approval booklets. Owner’s c.v. 
just in priced material on pages is $3,000. Overall fi ne to very 
fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

700 /*/** Group of Early Stamps from China and Great Brit-
ain, Early Collection/Stock on Six Manilla Stock Sheets, 
stock sheets of China include some early material to about 
the mid-1960s, with a selection of material from after this 
period along with some Republic of China. Owner’s c.v. $800. 
The Great Britain includes a few better items such as #139 
(mint), a number of KGVI high-values, some Elizabeth Castles 
as well as a few revenues on a selection cards, etc. Online 
photos show the complete contents of the lot. Overall fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

701 ** Worldwide Accumulation of Booklets, 1970s-1990s, 
with many hundreds fi lling a small box. A spot check indicated 
booklets from mostly British Commonwealth and European 
countries, notably Gibraltar. Channel Islands, France, and 
more, with material possible on either side of the given range. 
Duplication generally in the 2-3 range for a few booklets. On-
line photos show an overview, overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

702 ** Worldwide Accumulation of Souvenir Sheets and Sheet-
lets, 1970s-1990s, with many hundreds fi lling a small box. 
A spot check indicated material from mostly British Com-
monwealth, European and African countries, with material 
possible on either side of the given range, noting many the-
matic and topical possibilities which should appeal to collec-
tors. Duplication generally in the 2-3 range for a few souvenir 
sheets. Online photos show an overview, overall fi ne to very 
fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

703 ** Worldwide Group of Mint Never Hinged Sheets, with over 
8,000 stamps in total including better issues such as Scott 
#s PRC 2314 ($5 x4), Hong Kong 821b ($5.25 x12), Neth-
erlands B527-B530 ($2.00 x100), B535-B538 ($2.20 x100) 
and Russia defi nitives of the 1940s/1960s. There are also a 
number of Netherlands part panes. Most sheets/panes are 
folded along the perforations and there are a few faults here 
or there, else overall very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

704  Worldwide Dealer’s Stock of Used in 8 Red Boxes, with 
many thousands of stamps in 102 cards, most identifi ed 
by Scott number and with a catalogue value shown, mostly 
minimums. Some with duplication of fi ve or more, this stock 
covers scores of countries. An opportunity for collectors to 
hunt for postmarks and varieties in otherwise common mate-
rial, the red boxes alone command a healthy retail price and 
would be useful to dealers after reinforcing used sales inven-
tories. The eighth red box contains only USA (we saw a couple 
of Hawaii also.) Our online photos provide a good overview of 
the contents. Fine or better.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

705 /*/** Worldwide Accumulation of Primarily Mint Stamps 
in Two Red Boxes, 1890s-1960s, with a few thousand 
stamps in roughly 1,100 dealer 102 cards, containing singles 
and primarily sets, with possible material on either side of the 
given range. We estimate roughly half the cards have been 
identifi ed using current Scott numbers and catalogue values, 
along with retail prices provided by the owner. We note better 
representation from British Commonwealth countries includ-
ing Australia, New Zealand, along with Switzerland, Austria, 
and United States just to name a few worldwide countries. 
The majority of cards are priced $5 and under, with some bet-
ter sets retailing $20 to $60 and up. Generally unorganized, 
so there could be a few surprises. Online photos show an 
overview, overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

706 */** Worldwide Dealer’s Stock Featuring British Common-
wealth and Selected Countries, all displayed in roughly 250 
double sided Vario-style sheets inserted in clear sheet hold-
ers fi lling two wine boxes, with each stamp or set identifi ed 
as per Scott number and retail asking price. This stock had 
been made accessible to customers in Tarifold displays in the 
retired dealer’s shop. While some sheet holders are dusty, 
the Vario sheets and the stamps inside have all been well 
protected. The majority of the stock is mainly comprised of 
mint never hinged new issues ranging from the 1960s to the 
1990s with occasional earlier and later items. The stocks in-
cludes many souvenir sheets, sheetlets and booklets. Some 
of the earlier material is mint hinged and we saw only a very 
few used items. The majority of items are priced in the range 
of $10 and under, with a few $15 and up. There is extensive 
duplication of the new issues material but generally not ex-
ceeding eight copies. Among the Commonwealth countries, 
we noted Great Britain, Isle of Man, Jersey, Australia, among 
others, along with Austria and the Soviet Union. Online photos 
show a representation of this lot.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

707 /*/** Worldwide Accumulation of Mint and Used in 10 
Stockbooks, with a wide variety of countries from all conti-
nents, looks to be sorted by country, but not necessarily al-
phabetically. Saw many complete sets, early classics and a 
quick fl ip did not reveal much in terms of high value stamps, 
but who knows. Thousands of stamps in all, overall fi ne to 
very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

708 /*/** Worldwide Carton Full of 8 Albums or Stockbooks, 
starts with a binder full of 25th Anniversary of 1953 Coro-
nation issues (souvenir sheetlets and FDC, etc., owner paid 
$160 at auction), a stockbook contains an Iraq collection, a 
stockbook contains a tiny bit of modern Hong Kong and USA, 
a stockbook contains about 90 mint and used KGV Silver Ju-
bilee issues as well as a worldwide mix, a nice Great Britain 
collection adorns a Minkus album (QV to 1980 with many 
complete sets, etc. as well as a few Ireland), a thick specialty 
Album contains the U.S. States of the Union FDC collection, 
an old time Regent World Stamp Album contains hundreds 
of WW stamps, including decent US with several blocks of 
four, and last but not least is a thick binder of New Zealand 
(mostly mint, with many annual collector packs, sets, souve-
nir sheets, etc. owner paid $217 for this at auction). An overall 
fi ne to very fi ne group, with many useful items within.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $350
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709 /*/** Worldwide Group of 44 Retired Sales Circuit 
Books from the Early 1970s, a valuable lot, with a good 
variety mint and used stamps (from early classics-on) from 
many countries, mostly from the Portuguese Colonies, France 
and French Colonies and Belgium and Belgian Colonies. The 
owner counted over $1,800 in selling prices (the material that 
remains) which are a small portion of the catalogue values 
(early 1970s), which in turn are a very small percentage of 
today’s catalogue values. A very useful lot for not only collec-
tors but also dealers. Our photos are only representative, so 
please plan on viewing this one in person to better appreciate 
the value of the contents.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $750

710 /*/** Worldwide Consignment Remainder, 1890s to 
1970s, with thousands of mint and used stamps from a va-
riety of countries housed in one Banker’s box. The lot starts 
with an accumulation of France issues including hundreds of 
mint never hinged defi nitives and commemoratives, many in 
blocks, from the late 1930s and 1940s, in stock cards and 
glassines, including also some used from the 1950s to the 
1970s, also a nice representation of French colonies with 14 
die proofs and a group of mostly mint St Pierre & Miquelon 
classics, housed in over 50 small glassines, a small mint and 
used Egypt collection, a neatly displayed old time thematic 
collection on “The Post Through the Ages” mounted on 30 
quadrille pages, housed in a springback album, one stock-
book with a Mexico collection containing over 500 stamps 
from classics to the 1970s. Also included is a small mint and 
used Portugal colonies collection, an accumulation of Ger-
many issues from the German states, Third Reich, D.D.R., 
Berlin, some mint never hinged Danzig issues in block of four 
(owner’s c.v. $459), we also noted an older Austria collection 
from 1860 to 1925 (owner’s c.v. $917), a small accumulation 
of Switzerland, Belgium, Greece, Poland, China, and Korea 
issues. An eclectic lot, from a long time collector, with the po-
tential for fi nds. Some faults to be expected, overall fi ne to 
very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

711 /*/** Worldwide Collection and Stock of Mint and Used 
Stamps, starting with an old time mint and used collection of 
A to Z countries mounted in 2 springback albums and loose 
quadrille pages. The strength of the lot resides in the inven-
tory of worldwide stamps housed in over 130 black stock 
cards, sorted alphabetically with owner’s catalogue value. We 
noted many sets or blocks of 4 stamps, between the $3 to 
$20 range, with some up to $40 and more, while the inven-
tory housed in several hundred 102 cards in a large red box, 
consists mostly of mint and used single stamps, in the $1 to 
$2 range, with some exceptions such as Germany #12 with 
pen cancellation (c.v. $160). A useful lot that will appeal to 
collectors and dealers alike.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

712 /*/** Worldwide Accumulation, from Classics to the 
1970s, of mostly British Commonwealth along with Eastern 
Asia mostly fi lling a large carton, including a complete sheet of 
China Scott # 1607 (fairy tale, mint, as 10 strips of 4+labels a 
c.v. of $200) with some separation, an old album with mostly 
classics in quantity hinged to the pages such as hundreds of 
Philippines Alphonso XIII issues, other classics hinged to old 
pages; modern China, Hong Kong, Japan and Thailand, usu-
ally mint never hinged. Hong Kong annual collections 1991, 
1992 and 1994, many mint George VI issues hinged into a 
small spring-back album as well as in envelopes including 
numerous better issues, thousands of worldwide stamps on 
stock pages and in a couple of stockbooks, complete sheets 
such as U.S.A. State Flags, others. Overall fi ne condition.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

713 /*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Dealer’s Stock in Four 
Counter Books, 1930s to the 2010s, and ready to go to your 
next show. Includes Austria Scott #s B273-76 (mint, c.v. $56), 
Belgium B30 (used, $50), B579-B585 (mint, $710), Cambo-
dia 1-17 (mint, $81), PRC 5LQ27-5LQ30 (used, $265), France 
258-63 (mint, $56), 315-20 (mint, $102), B11 (mint, $125), 
B48-B53 (mint, $75), B54-B59 (mint, $59 x3), B86-B89A 
(mint, $72), B157a (mint, $100), Germany B318-B319 (used, 
$80), B330 (used, $60), Iceland 257-68 (mint, $50), 274-77 
(mint, $58), 289-96 (mint, $65), Israel 31-32 (mint, $55), 
Italy 488 (mint, $150), 495-506 (mint, $146), 518 (used, 
$100), 535-36 (mint, $85), 594-96 (mint, $50), 661-62 
(mint, $125), Luxembourg 318-20 (mint, $65), Netherlands 
278-81 (used, $52), Portugal 717-20 (mint, $112), Vatican 
City 19-34 (mint, $153), 149-53 (mint, $84), C18-C19 (mint, 
$180) and C20-C21 (mint, $365). There are also many sets 
and singles in the $5 to $25 range. Some faulty stamps noted 
by the owner. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

714 /*/** Worldwide Accumulation with Better Stamps 
in Three Stockbooks, from Classics to the 1990s, , and 
in paper fi les, including Hungary Scott #119 in a sheet of 
100 (folded along the perforations) with plate fl aws, a group 
of shades for Sardinia 11 (owner’s c.v. $1,375), Lombardy-
Venetia 4/21 (owner’s c.v. $1,285), Netherlands 83a (used, 
$110), Nicaragua 5 (mint, $100), Norway 20 (used, $72), 
Philippines 199 in a part-pane of 50 with a gutter, a few Liech-
tenstein miniature panes; Austria, Germany and Netherlands 
material in stockbooks, with some stamps in the $5 to $15 
range of catalogue. Also included are other odds and ends. 
Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

715 /*/** Worldwide Collection/ Accumulation of Mint 
and Used Stamps, late 1800s to 1990s, with at least ten 
thousand stamps, in 18 volumes as well as loose material, 
housed in two cartons. Starting off with a nice representa-
tion of Scandinavian countries, consisting of mint and used 
issues from classics to the late 1990s (including some semi-
postals), from Denmark, Norway, Finland, Sweden, and Ice-
land (with a few issues from Greenland), all displayed in their 
own stockbook or binder, a group of 3 mint and used Vatican 
collections, with most of the value noted in the collection 
displayed in the specialized Minkus album, also noted two 
Olympic topical collections consisting of one mint and used, 
ranging from the early Greece issues, to the 1988 winter 
Olympics, in Vario-style stock sheets housed in one binder, 
and a group of 180 event and fi rst day covers from 1968 to 
1972 (Munich and Sapporo) in two Lindner albums with no 
apparent duplication, a group of about forty Expo 67 covers 
in one album, about 100 fi rst day covers (1960s to 1970s) 
from British Commonwealth, China and Japan, noting many 
Colorano silk cachets, and 20 fancy metallic cachets (Japan) 
housed in one Unitrade album, a collection of mint and used 
A to Z countries displayed in home made pages in 3 binders, 
two stockbooks, and loose manilla stock sheets, and glassine 
envelopes, one partially fi lled old time stamp album (Para-
gon,1931), and lastly a small used GB collection from classics 
to the 1980s, mounted in one album noting a Scott #7 (cut 
into on two sides). An eclectic lot that could yield some fi nds 
to the dedicated collector. Some faults to be expected on ear-
lier issues, but overall fi ne to very fi ne. Online photos show a 
sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500

716 /*/** Worldwide Dealer’s Stock / Accumulation of 
Thousands of Mint and Used, mostly 1950s-1990s main-
ly in stock pages with duplication. We note material from 
France, Netherlands, Australia, Switzerland, Germany and 
Poland. Also includes a Germany collection on album pages 
1947/1997 and an Austria collection 1972/1992. Overall 
stamps are fi ne-very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250
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717 /*/** Worldwide Dealer’s Stock/Accumulation of Thou-
sands of Stamps, on stock pages, in glassines, stock cards 
and in 102 card. Many of the cards and glassines are identi-
fi ed and priced. Includes singles, set, souvenir sheets, book-
lets, approximately 100 Israel FDCs, etc. We note Israel, Great 
Britain, Ireland, etc. with heavy duplication of many of the is-
sues. See scans for sample. Overall fi ne-very fi ne.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

718 /*/** Worldwide Eleven Dealer Counter Books with 
Souvenir Sheets, Se-Tenants and Complete Sets, from the 
1960s to the 1980s, from U.S.A. and Hungary as well as 
Great Britain and a number of Commonwealth countries. We 
noted numerous items in the $10 to $20 of catalogue value 
range. Owner’s c.v. $6,641. Overall very fi ne, duplication.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $400

719 /* Worldwide Collection with Countries ‘A’ to ‘Z’, 1950s 
to 1970s, with a number before that period, in eight binders 
on quadrille pages. Some of the countries are simply hinged 
to the page in a group. Where the collection has more stamps 
from a particular country, it is presented in catalogue order 
with space for new acquisitions - this is the case with a num-
ber of European countries, China and Egypt, among others. 
We noted a few stamps in the $5 to $10 of catalogue value. 
This is a clean and neat collection with some better areas, 
such as China and French Colonies. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200

720 /* Worldwide Collection in 38 Scott International Al-
bums, Classics to 1990s, mostly used. Some highlights in-
clude, U.S.A. Scott # 239 (used, $90), Australia 144 (mint, 
$52), Great Britain 86 (used, $92), 98 (used, $185), 99 
(used, $52), 100 (used, $92), 102 (used, $115), 120 (used, 
$56), 136 (used, $75), 139 (used, $150), 140 (used, $220), 
180 (used, $145), Hong Kong 178-79 (mint, $225), Iceland 
17 (used, $50), Monaco 6 (used, $75) and Norway 17b (used, 
$75). We also noted many singles and sets in the $10 to $35 
of catalogue value. This very large collection is fuller through 
the early period for most countries with the pages sometimes 
out of order. This is not a comprehensive collection in terms 
of having pages for all the countries in period, while a number 
of countries have duplicated pages, with these often rather 
full of potential shades and other varieties for study, etc. The 
majority of the pages have the owner’s pencilled-in catalogue 
values with totals at the bottom of the pages, with many of the 
pages totaling between $20 and $80. The albums show some 
wear, however the collection within is clean. The condition of 
the stamps is a little mixed among the classics, otherwise the 
group is overall fi ne to very fi ne. Our photos provide a mere 
glimpse at the contents, best seen in person to appreciate.

  .......................................................................Estimate $2,500

721 /*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Collection in 19 Su-
preme/Master Global Albums, from classics to the 2000s 
with tens of thousands of stamps. This large collection is 
about an even mix of mint and used with some countries 
more complete than others. There is a little overlap early on in 
the alphabet where an extra album was later added. Included 
is a fair China collection with a good start on the PRC section. 
Our photos provide just a glimpse. Overall fi ne to very fi ne.

  ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

722 /*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Collection in 30 Scott 
International Albums, Classics to the 1990s. This large col-
lection is comprised of used stamps in the earlier period and 
mint in the modern period. We noted that the collection does 
not have complete pages for all of the countries in period, 
with the pages often out of order. There is some overlap as 
well with accompanying light duplication. There are decent 
collections for a number of the countries which we come to 
expect, such as U.S.A., Belgium, Russia, etc. There are also 
decent collections among some of the less-likely countries, 
such as, Albania, Brazil, China, Guinea, Mexico and Turkey. A 
few of the pages have the owner’s pencilled-in catalogue val-
ues with totals at the bottoms of the pages, with some of the 
pages not shown among the images having totals between 
$20 and $80. The albums show some wear and tear, except 
where there is slight moisture damage to a couple of the al-
bums, otherwise the collection within is generally clean. Many 
of the stamps in black mounts are loose or have detached. A 
fabulous project for the intrepid worldwide collector. Overall 
fi ne or better.

  ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

Foreign -- Topical Collections

723 /*/** Topical Collections of Sports and Art, with Sports 
neatly displayed and written-up on about 180 White Ace pag-
es in two binders, with a wide variety of sports and countries. 
The owner counted 1,456 stamps, which are mostly in the 
form of mint and used sets. The Arts collection is in three 
thick binders, two of them contains about 240 well written-
up quadrille pages, representing many various Art themes 
through the stamps of 26 different countries. The third binder 
contains hundreds more Art stamps (mostly paintings) from 
37 countries, in 48 black stock pages. We note singles, sets, 
souvenir sheets and the quality is very nice throughout. See 
online pictures for a small sampling of what can be found in 
this extensive collection.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

724 */** Comprehensive American Christmas and Easter Seal 
Collection and Stock, from 1908 to 2004, consisting of tens 
of thousand seals in singles, blocks, and plenty of sheets, 
housed in 8 volumes, 3 sheet fi les and a small box. The lot 
starts off with a specialized collection, from 1908 to 1984, 
neatly displayed in mounts on album pages and Vario style 
stock sheets, housed in a White Ace album. We noted plenty 
of early issues, blocks of imperforates, milk caps and milk 
bottle collars. The remainder of the inventory is made of a 
several hundred full sheets of Christmas and Easter seals 
from 1917 to early 2000s mostly sorted chronologically, as 
well as some Boys Town and National Wildlife Federation 
stamps. Duplication up to 8 of each for some issues, and 
appears quite complete for the period. Online photos show 
a sampling therefore in-person viewing is recommended to 
better appreciate the scope of content. More Christmas and 
Easter seals are listed in the Canada Cinderella section of the 
catalogue.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

725 /*/** Topical Accumulation in Two Stockbooks, 1930s 
to 1990s, with popular topics such as animals, mammals, 
marine life, arctic and antarctic, Europa, EXPOs, fl ags, maps 
and U.P.U. Our online photos provide a good overview. Overall 
fi ne to very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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726 */** Extensive Collection of Worldwide Christmas and 
Easter seals and Stock, from 1905 to 2004, consisting of 
singles, booklet panes, blocks, imperforates, sheets, wind-
shield labels, in 5 volumes and 3 sheet fi les. The lot starts off 
with a nice and interesting Christmas seals collection from 
France as early as 1927 to 1954 made of mint singles, book-
let panes, and over 70 seldom offered windshield labels from 
1929 to 1955, also noted a small group of Cuba issues, all 
housed in one binder. The second binder features a Christ-
mas seal collection from Denmark, including the fi rst Christ-
mas seal ever issued by any country in the world (1904), 
as well as other seals from Finland, Netherlands, Ryukyu 
Islands, Iceland and more. Also included is an extensive in-
ventory of American Christmas and Easter seals, Boys Town, 
Kenny Foundation issues in complete sheets, housed in two 
binders, 3 thick sheet fi les and one padded envelope, as well 
as a collection of worldwide cinderellas in one stockbook.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $400

727 ** Disney Collection in Two Lighthouse Binders, with slip-
covers, including more than 50 souvenir sheets/miniature 
panes as well as a couple of hundred singles, with duplica-
tion. A clean collection and overall very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

728      /** Disney Advanced Collection of Disney Stamps in 4 
Volumes, consisting of about 200 souvenir sheets in clear 
Vario type stock sheets housed in two specialized binders, 
many sets and part sets in 19 two-sided black Vario style 
stock sheets in one binder, as well as over 70 fi rst day covers 
(1979-1980) fi lling a fourth binder. Stamps are from variety of 
Commonwealth countries dating mostly from the 1980s. All 
appear to be never hinged and duplicates consisting of about 
90 stamps are housed separately in a small stockbook. This 
is a clean and better than average collection that will appeal 
to both collectors or dealers. Overall very fi ne, online photos 
only show a small portion only.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

729 /* Disney Collection in Three Binders, with over 80 part 
sets in black mounts in a Disney album and more than 70 
souvenir sheets on fi rst day cover housed in Vario pages. 
Also included are a few odds and ends such as mint souvenir 
sheets. Overall very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

730 ** Kennedy John F. Kennedy Collection in 6 volumes, 
consisting of over one thousand mint never hinged stamps, 
neatly displayed in about 375 White Ace specialized album 
pages, with matching binders and slipcases. We noted many 
souvenir sheets, sets, gold foil, and imperforate issues from 
A to Z countries. Overall very clean and online photos show a 
sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

731 */** Olympics Comprehensive and Valuable Summer and 
Winter Olympics Mint Topical Collection, from 1896 to 
2019, virtually all mint never hinged, and from A to Z coun-
tries, all neatly displayed chronologically and then alphabeti-
cally in black mounts, on specialized pages, in 31 thick al-
bums (average of 5-6 inch thick). We noted complete sets, 
souvenir sheets, imperforates, large die proofs, plate proofs, 
booklets, surcharges, overprints, extensive gold and silver 
foil items and more. The fi rst three sets were catalogued 
as hinged, since a cursory check revealed some very lightly 
hinged stamps, never the less, all appear mint never hinged 
onwards. We noted many valuable and popular sets such as 
Greece #117-128 (c. v. $1,784), 159-163 ($485), 184-197 
($517), France 198-201 (2 sets, $125 each, one being dis-
played with gold foil issues), Y&T 960-965 (€450 die proof set 
of 6), also a rare compound die proof of three of six stamps, 
Y&T 1088 (€450 for both imperf and die poof), Y&T 1265 
(€305 for both imperf and die proof), Y&T 1543-1547 (€610 
for both imperf and die proof set of 5), Germany B91-92 
($200), Korea 616-623 with imperf souvenir sheets ($162), 
Lebanon 18-21 ($100), 45-48 ($130), Syria 133-136 ($120), 
166-169 ($116), Yugoslavia 359-364 imperforate ($800), Tri-
este 51-56 imperforate ($950), just to mention a few, as it is 
impossible to list them all. We counted about 900 items in 
one binder of average thickness, and therefore can estimate 
there is more than 26,000 items housed in this collection. 
We noted two of the binders are devoted to Trucial states is-
sues only, while 3 binders contain bronze, silver and gold foil 
often displayed with the issued stamps. Also included are 
over 100 gold and silver foil souvenir sheets housed in one 
envelope not yet in mounts, as well as some Olympic related 
paraphernalia and an exhaustive owner’s inventory with Mi-
chel and Scott catalogue numbers for each item. High level 
of completeness and no apparent duplication throughout. 
This is by far the most extensive Olympic collection we have 
handled. Overall very fi ne and quite fresh. Our many photos 
only provide an overview, viewing is strongly recommended 
to appreciate the care, dedication, and resources invested in 
this collection which is easily worth our low estimate (owner’s 
older catalogue value is over $330,000).

  .................................................................... Estimate $15,000

732 ** Prince Charles and Lady Diana Royal Wedding Collec-
tion in 4 volumes, consisting of over one thousand mint nev-
er hinged stamps neatly displayed on about 230 White Ace 
specialized album pages with matching binders and slipcas-
es. We noted booklets, sets, many souvenir sheets, Specimen 
overprints, gold foil, and imperforates from a great variety of 
Commonwealth countries. Overall very clean and online pho-
tos show a sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

733 /*/** Sir Winston Churchill topical Collection in 4 Vol-
umes, consisting of several hundred mostly mint never hinged 
stamps neatly displayed on over 200 specialized White Ace 
album pages, housed in matching binders with slipcases. We 
noted issues from A to Z countries with sets, (including the 
popular Common Design set) as well as souvenir sheets and 
some imperforates. Overall very fi ne and ready to build on, or 
useful inventory for a topical dealer. Photos available on line 
will provide a sampling.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Th ousands of scans can 
be found online at

StampAuctionNetwork.com

Want more scans of a lot?
Email us at info@sparks-

auctions.com
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734 /*/** Various Group of Six Interesting Topical Collec-
tions in 6 Volumes, consisting of several thousand stamps 
mostly in mounts, neatly displayed on White Ace album pag-
es. Topics featured in this lot include military related issues 
on about 150 pages housed in two binders, another binder 
is dedicated to fi sh and insects with approximately 90 pages, 
one binder offers a nice selection of bird related issues on 
over 80 pages, fl ower related issues are displayed on about 
90 pages in another binder, and lastly trains and space are 
neatly displayed on about 80 pages in the remaining binder. 
A cursory check revealed CTO, used as well as mint never 
hinged stamps from a variety of countries. Very clean collec-
tions useful for dealers and collectors. Owner’s inventory lists 
have been scanned as well as photos showing a sample of 
these collections.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $500

735 /*/** Worldwide Topical Accumulation, with Strength in 
1977 QEII Silver Jubilee material with 3 different commemo-
rative collections in presentation books and loose material in 
glassines. Also U.S.A. Elvis sheets (x3) and Bugs Bunny pane 
(x5), two stockbook with various topicals interests (appears 
to be mainly C.T.O.), a 1993 Israel year book and two sparse 
worldwide albums.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Collecting Supplies

736 /*/** Four Kabe Germany Hingeless Albums, including 
the following page-ranges; 1980-84, 2003-06 (with slipcov-
er), 2007-09 and 2010-11 (with slipcover). These are all blue, 
but with slight shade/edition differences. Nearly-new condi-
tion. We noted a few stamps and covers from West Germany 
and Berlin, these in fi ne or better condition. A good opportu-
nity to get started on a German collection.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

737       Used Stockbooks and Binders, consisting of ten gently used 
stockbooks (mostly Lighthouse), in a variety of colours with 
a mixture of black and white pages. The sizes are 8 double 
pages (x4),12 double pages (x1),16 double pages (x4), and 
32 double pages (x1). Also included are 7 lightly used Light-
house binders in a variety of colours, two springback Senator 
albums and 25 Vario style stock pages (1 pocket) housed in 
an album with matching slipcase. Overall clean and useful.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

738       Large Group of Useful Supplies, consisting of over 130 Vario 
or Hagner style stock sheets, in a variety of confi gurations 
( including 50x Vario stock sheets in sealed packages), 95 
large Safe style stock sheets (55 in sealed packages), with 
2 matching 18-ring albums, one Lighthouse B.N.A. hingeless 
album, one White Ace Newfoundland album, one Scott Ger-
many and Colonies album, one sheet fi le album (with over 25 
black stock sheets), and hundreds of quadrille pages, with 
some housed in 3 albums, in original packages or loose. Over-
all clean with lots of high retail value.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

739       Group of Thirteen 64-page Black Page Stockbooks, in dark 
gray, with glassine interleaves, gently used. A great opportu-
nity to get these at a good price.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $250

740       Group of Thirteen 64-page Stockbooks, a variety of colours 
and a mix of black and white pages, all with glassines inter-
leaves. All are gently used.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

741       Group of Useful Supplies, consisting of one Schaubek hinge-
less Canada album (1964-1980) including some empty Light-
house stock pages, one “red box”, and 14 gently used stock-
books in a variety of sizes and colours with white or black 
pages. See online photo for an overview. Overall very fi ne.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

742      Five Lindner Canada Hingeless Albums, 1983-2014 and 
2016, 14-ring binders gently used with no notes or marks. 
Some plastic mounts yellowed as usual for this brand. Some 
mounts neatly added to allow display of varieties or booklets. 
One binder with scuff marks. Retail value as new is about 
CAD $2,000.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $300

743       Large Tub of Philatelic Supplies, includes a functioning short 
and long wave electric UV light, a shoebox of mounts, a new 
stack of 100 cover sleeves (8 x 5¼ inch), a 3 inch stack of 
black stock sheets (ranging from brand new to well used), al-
bums for Spain and Germany, binders and stockbooks, and a 
stack of usable 3-row dealer book pages for 102 cards.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $100

744       Group of Supplies, consisting of a Raytech Industries long 
and short wave UV lamp, with matching support (in work-
ing order), one Moore & Wright precision micrometer, a Safe 
signoscope, a variety of magnifying lenses and tongs, one 
guillotine, a desk lamp (working order), Gibbons colour key, 
a small quantity of black mounts, as well as thousands of 
folded stamp hinges, many in their original packages (mostly 
Dennison). Overall clean and useful.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

745       Box of Dealer Supplies, consisting of over 250 small black 
stock cards (200 in a sealed package); over 2,000 #102 
cards, most in their original boxes; about 1,000 #107 cards 
(larger than 102 cards); 100x single-pocket 3-ring clear deal-
er binder pages, in the original package; about 100 glassine 
envelopes in a variety of sizes; approximately 100 manilla 
small stock cards; 4 small dealer binders with some pages; 
and about 100 cover sleeves. Overall new condition and use-
ful.

  ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Thank you for participating in the Sale!
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Symbols and Abbreviations

**   never hinged with original gum (NH also used)

*    hinged with original gum

(*)     unused without gum either as issued, or having gum 
fully removed. This is normally further qualifi ed in the descrip-
tion.

og    riginal gum

    used includes full range of postally used, cancelled-to-
order, precancels.

XF     extremely fi ne applies to stamps with exceptional qual-
ity and margins well in excess of what would typically be found. 
This term is used rarely and is not used by us on items usually 
only found this way.

VF     very fi ne a stamp in superior condition which is well-
centered and without fault.

F-VF fi ne-very fi ne applied to stamps that are somewhat less 
well-centered than very fi ne, while taking into account what 
may be considered as typical margins of classic material.  The 
term has also been applied to multiples with individual stamps 
with range of grade or for larger lots/collections.

F    fi ne stamps having perforations that do not cut into the 
design and without damaging faults.  Items described as such 
may have slight detracting features such as short perforation 
tips or natural inclusion. Many better classic material naturally 
falls into this category and may be expected to command 
prices similar to those ascribed by catalogue values.

VG     very good equivalent to “average”. Typically with poor 
centering, heavy cancellation or faults such as minor thins, 
light creases, etc.

     cover which here embraces stampless folded letters 
(SFL), envelopes, fi rst day covers (FDC’s), stationery envelopes, 
etc.

PC    post card applies to picture postcards, postal cards, 
stationery cards, etc.

E/P   essay, proof, die proof

F     forgery

UL     upper left usually used to describe the corner of a 
sheet, block or individual stamp.  The abbreviations UR, LR and 
LL are used similarly.

c.d.s. circular date stamp postmark

l.h.    lightly hinged

v.l.h.  very lightly hinged

h.r.  hinge remnant

perf. perforation used in the context of “short perfs” or a 
perforation measurement, such as “perf. 12.0 x 11.5” 

Est.  estimate when there is no price guide for the item, this 
is our estimate of the fi nal hammer price if there is average 
competition for the lot.

   scan or photo can be found online

– or / used when describing a range of catalogue numbers, 
where “-” indicates the range is complete between two num-
bers, and “/” indicates missing one or more items.

    Literature

Valua  on of Lots

Catalogue values are listed for many lots in the sales. These are 
the best available guides to the retail price of a single stamp or 
set provided that the item(s) are the same quality as the standard 
described in the introduc  on to each catalogue. Excep  onal quality 
will o  en sell above the catalogue value; inferior quality will sell 
for less; faulty stamps in a lot can result in a sale price of a small 
percentage of the catalogue price.

When cataloguing collec  ons we use the value for the grade 
specifi ed. For Sco   this grade is very fi ne. For Unitrade we use the 
grade specifi ed in the lot’s descrip  on. Thus a “fi ne” collec  on will 
have all stamps added at the fi ne price. We do not count obvious 
forgeries, reprints etc. and usually do not count faulty or ugly stamps. 
A lightly penciled X under a stamp in a lot means it was not counted 
in the catalogue value. We put a light pencil note beside more 
expensive stamps and o  en put a total catalogue value at the bo  om 
of each page to assist viewers.

The following catalogues have been used. If there is a variance from 
this list, it will be men  oned in the text of the descrip  on. 
2023/2024 Sco   Catalogue Volumes 1A through 6B in US$
2023/2024 Sco   Classic and US Specialized in US$
2023/2024 Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps in 
CAN$
2023/2024 Stanley Gibbons 1840-1970 (SG), values in £
2007 or later Michel catalogues of the World (Mi), values in €
2022 The Canadian Revenue Stamp Catalogue by E.S.J. van Dam in 
CAN$
2022 American Air Mail Catalogue: The Air Mails of Canada and 
Newfoundland, 2nd Edi  on (AMCN2) in US$
Other specialized catalogues as noted in descrip  ons.

The U.S. Specialized and the Sco   Classic are referred to as “Sco  ” 
interchangeably with the standard 6 volumes.

The term “owner’s catalogue value” indicates a variety of approaches 
and may include older versions of catalogues. We will have inspected 
and reviewed the result but not re-catalogued; hence we do not 
vouch for the exact total of an “owner’s catalogue value”. Likewise, 
we will note “owner-iden  fi ed” or “owner’s count” or “owner’s face 
value” when there are varie  es or other nota  ons included in the 
consignment, even if we have not verifi ed them.

“Es  mates” (“Est.”) are used when there are mul  ple factors to 
consider, to iden  fy what we believe the lot might sell for when there 
is reasonable compe   on for it.

“Face Value” is used for en  re lots when it best describes the value of 
the contents. From  me to  me, “face value” is used to iden  fy the 
face value of a por  on of a lot that also considers addi  onal factors.

Shipping Informa  on

Please note that items will be shipped by the most economical 
method unless other arrangements are made between the buyer and 
Sparks Auc  ons in advance of shipping. Insurance on shipped items is 
the responsibility of the buyer en  rely.

All shipping methods are subject to the current regula  ons and 
protocols of the shipping provider, which can change from  me-to-
 me in response to various condi  ons outside the control of Sparks 

Auc  ons. To maximize shipping effi  ciency and minimize cost to the 
buyer, some lots may be shipped without mul  -ring binders or other 
bulky housing men  oned in a lot descrip  on, or by combining the 
contents of mul  ple housings into fewer of them.
 
For more details regarding shipping please see our Terms and 
Condi  ons of Sale found on the Sparks Auc  ons Inc. website at 
h  ps://sparks-auc  ons.com/terms/
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BID SHEET
Public Auction #50 — June 7th & 8th, 2024

SPARKS AUCTIONS
1770 Woodward Drive, Suite 101, Ottawa, ON K2C 0P8

Telephone: (613) 567-3336    844-252-2032 toll-free    FAX: (613) 567-2972
Email: info@sparks-auctions.com    www.sparks-auctions.com

Your name and full mailing address:(please print):

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Daytime telephone______________________________________

Fax:___________________________________________________

Email:_________________________________________________

PLEASE LIST ADDITIONAL BIDS ON REVERSE OR COPY TO LIST ADDITIONAL BIDS

Check appropriate boxes:
 You may increase my bids by one increment to break a tie.
 You may increase my bids by _______% if competition warrants.

Please bid using these increments.
(All bids are in Canadian dollars.)

$10 - $200 $10 $7000 - $15,000       $500
$200 - $500       $25 $15,000 - $30,000      $1,000
$500 - $1500     $50      $30,000 - $100,000    $2,000
$1500 - $3000     $100       $100,000 - $500,000  $5,000
$3000 - $7000     $200       above $500,000       $10,000

See reverse for About Bidding as well as options such as limit bids, credit card payments* etc.

I authorize Sparks Auctions to purchase on my behalf the following lots at 
or under the limited stated.  I agree to the terms of sale as printed in the 
catalogue.
____________________________________________________
Signature
References: 
____________________________________________________
Stamp Firm  Telephone
____________________________________________________
Stamp Firm  Telephone

A buyer’s Premium of 17% will be added to the hammer price and 
becomes part of the total purchase price.

   Lot Number      My Top Bid         Lot Number       My Top Bid         Lot Number       My Top Bid        Lot Number       My Top Bid
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LIMIT BIDS  If you wish to limit the total amount of your successful bids (not including the 17% buyer’s premium) enter the 
amount here. $_________
Your bids will be executed until this fi gure is reached.

I would like to pay by credit card.  *Please note: We charge a 3.5% fee to process credit card payments

CC # ________________________________________________  Expiry  _______/_______

Validation number on back____________ (this must be provided)

Name as shown on card: ______________________________________________________

Authorizing Signature_________________________________________________________

About Bidding

Bidding in a Sparks Auction takes place in accordance with our 
Terms and Conditions and can happen in several ways:

1. Advance Bidding

We accept bids in time-honoured traditions before the auction 
starts:
a. by printed bidsheet (included with the print catalogue and also 
available for download from our site). If you use mail to send us 
a bidsheet, please call at least the day before the sale begins to 
confi rm that we have received it. 
b. you can fax a printed bidsheet (included with the print 
catalogue and also available for download from our site) to 613-
567-2972.
c. you can call our offi  ce at 613-567-3336 or use our North 
American toll-free number:  844-252-2032.
d. you can email bids to info@sparks-auctions.com  Simply 
provide the lot number and your maximum bid in Canadian 
dollars.

Please use the following bidding increments:

 $10 - $200 $10 $7000 - $15,000       $500
 $200 - $800       $25 $15,000 - $30,000      $1,000
 $800 - $1500     $50      $30,000 - $100,000     $2,000
 $1500 - $3000      $100       $100,000 - $500,000   $5,000
 $3000 - $7000      $200       above $500,000       $10,000

All bids not conforming to these increments will be rounded down 
to the previous increment. If two identical bids are received for a 
particular lot, the bid received earliest will prevail, regardless of 
how the bid was received.

2. Telephone Bidding

We can arrange for participation via telephone. Phone bidding 
must be arranged at least one day in advance so we can assign 
someone to call you at the appropriate time. Often, phone 
bidding is best for more expensive items. If phone bidding is 
not convenient for you, we encourage bidders to engage an 
agent, or to bid live via Stamp Auction Network to be sure bids 
are executed in the way they would like. See below for more 
information about live bidding or contact us for more information 
at 613-567-3336.

Sparks Auctions reserves the right to refuse telephone bidding 
at any time. Sparks Auctions will not be held responsible in the 
event that a telephone bidder cannot be contacted or does not 
have reliable service.

3. Auction Agents

Having an agent act for you is another way to ensure your 
bidding intentions are well represented if you cannot participate 
in person or by bidding live via Stamp Auction Network. Auction 
agents can view material, when public viewing is an option. The 
following agents are knowledgeable, experienced auction buyers 
known to Sparks Auctions and familiar with our sales. Please 
contact one of them, or your own existing agent directly to make 
arrangements suitable to both parties. Sparks Auctions is not 
responsible for a bidder’s relationship with any agent. Agents: 
please contact our offi  ce at least two days before the start of a 
sale to make arrangements for your clients to be billed and to 
have their winnings shipped.

 Jamie Hennebury Claude Michaud
 709-351-4103 902-443-5912 or 902-456-
0950
 probuck5@hotmail.com jcm.ph@ns.sympatico.ca

 Nick Martin, LoveAuctions UK Frank Mandel  
 (44) 0120546 0968 212-675-0819
 nick@loveauctions.co.uk busybird1@me.com
 
4.Live Internet Bidding

For the most realistic experience next to being on the auction 
fl oor, we invite you to participate via live Internet bidding, which 
allows bidders anywhere in the world to participate in the auction. 
Sparks Auctions is pleased to make the auction available through 
Stamp Auction Network, an independent provider of philatelic 
auction services for auction houses and bidders. We will do 
everything we can for our customers to make the process simple, 
trustworthy and fun. To access Sparks Auctions live internet 
bidding, connect to Stamp Auction Network at:

www.StampAuctionNetwork.com 

Register with Stamp Auction Network and choose a FREE 
membership. During the registration process, you will create a 
user name, which will allow you to choose auction fi rms to bid 
with, including Sparks Auctions. We will review your request for 
registration as soon as possible during normal business hours. 
If your application was made more than a few days ago, please 
contact us for assistance.
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